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CHAPTER I

CHANGES IN THE DISTRIBUTIOH OF LABOR

Over the last two decades a bodv of socioloqical

literature has developed analyzinq the enployuent trends

of waqe laborers (Bell, 1973; Galbraith, 1967; Gibbs and

Browninq, 1966; Hriqht, 1976; Wriqht et al., 1982; Stone,

1970). Raue laborers are workers who sell their labor for

a waqe or salarv and are not considered principal owners

of the neans of production. Principallv, it has been

found that since 1900, white collar workers

(professionals, technical workers, nanaqers and

aduinistrators, clerical, and sales workers) have nore

than doubled; service workers have increased 250 percent;

and since 1950, the denand for nanual workers (craftsuen,

oeratives, and laborers) has declined steadily (Hiller

and Porn, 1980: 7ß—75). Chanqes in the distribution of

waqe labor have also been at the forefront of theoretical

postulations about new class structures in advanced or

post industrial societies (Giddens, 1973; Dahrendorf,

1959; Parkin, 197ß; 1979; Bell, 1973; Galbraith, 1967;

Poulantzas, 1975; Carchedi, 1977; Ehrenreich and

Ehrenreich, 1979; Hriqht, 1976; Burris, 1980).

Takinq nanufacturinq indnstries as a case in point,

Table 1 presents the involveuent of seven occupational

1
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groups as a percentaqe of the total work force for the

Twenty Two Digit Standard Industrial Classification of

Hanufacturinq Industries. The percentage involvenent of

the seven occupational groups is shown for 1950 and 1980

alonq with the chanqe in percent. It can be seen that the

occupational coupositiou of manufacturinq industries has

changed in the post World War II era. In particular, the

percentaqe involvenent of professionals and uanaqers has

increased in virtually all industries. Clerical workers

and craftsmen have generally increased except in a few

industries. Sales workers have staved the same, while the

involvenent of operatives and laborers has declined.

While the changes are easily docunented, the nore

difficult probleu has been to explain why occupational

groups differentially expand or contract.

Two coupetinq explanations have enerqed which attenpt

to account for chanqes in the distribution of labor, the

Weberian rationality thesis and the Structural uarxist

control thesis. For Weberians, changes in the

distribution of labor sten fron the chanqes that have

occurred in the organization and nethods of production

(e.q. Bell, 1973; Galbraith, 1967; Chandler, 1969). These

changes are: 1) the development of technology, which

reflects the continuous application of science to produce

uore sophisticated technologies and increase productivity,
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2) the concentration of capital, which leads to vertical

integration and consolidation of firns, and 3) the

bureaucratization of production, which represents the nost

rational and efficient forn of orqanization for an

industrial firn. Changes in the orqanization and nethods

of production, the Weberian thesis states, have in turn

led to a denand for a new skilled labor force to handle

the conplex technical aspects of nodern indnstries (Hills,

1963). In particular, a qrowinq stratun of manaqers and

adninistrators, professional and technical workers,

clerical, and sales workers enerqed whose functions were

to control, direct, plan, and coordinate the interlockinq

processes of production, distribution, and developnent.

For Heberians, changes in the nethods and organization of

production, as well as the increasing white collar labor

force, are caused by the advancenent of rational

production.

Structural uarxists, in contrast to Heberians, focus

i

on changes in the labor process -- the organization of
A

labor at the point of production -• to account for changes

in the distribution of waqe labor (e.q. Bravernan, 1974;

Edwards, 1979). Organizational and technological changes

in the labor process represent attenpts bv capitalists to

control the labor process and to increase worker

productiwity. Structural Harxists tvpically arque that
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inherent in the capital accunulation process is the

conpetition anong capitalists which forces capitalists to

transforn the labor process in ways that provide for

increased capitalist control (Bravernan, 1974; Edwards,

1979). Structural Harxists identify a set of variables

sinilar to the Heberians as being causes of changes in the

distribution of labor: 1) capitalization of technology, 2)

concentration and centralization of capital, and 3) the

bureaucratization of production.

Both approaches, however, ignore the role of

collective action in their explanations of changes in the

distribution of wage labor. Ieberians ignore collective

action because the character of technology and

organization are presuned to be ideologically neutral.

That is, technology and organization do not serve specific

interests and are not arenas in which class struggles take

place. Sinilarly, the rationalization of collective

bargaining and business unionisn have supposedly

eliminated industrial conflict in advanced capitalist

societies. ¤orkers° collective action, then, is not a

deterninant of the industrialization process. the

Structural Harxists' enphasis on the structural laws of

the capitalist accunulation proess leads then to overlook

hunan agency in their analyses of transfornations in the

distribution of labor. Human beings are nerely the
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incunbents of structurally deternined roles. Struggles

are said not to occur between exploiting and exploited

peoples until after certain structural properties are in

place (Gordon et al., 1982; Edwards, 1979). Collective

action, when discussed, is typically viewed as a response

to changes in the structure of the labor process and

changes in the distribution of labor rather than a cause

of these changes.

Hethodologically, Heberian and Structural uarxists

attenpts to explain changes in the distribution of wage

labor remain weak. Host studies are either qrounded in

the observations of specific industries (Shiba, 1973), in

historical case studies (zinbalist, 1979: Stone, 1974), in

chosen selective cases to illustrate an overall trend

(Clawson, 1980; Edwards, 1979), or in broad descriptions

of the changing occupational structure of society (Bell,

1973; Hiller and Porn, 1981). Studies of single

industries, historical case studies, and the use of

selective cases lack generalizability• To ny knowledge,

there does not exist a study which attenpts to

systenatically explain changes in the distribution of wage

labor for all nanufacturing industries. uoreover, there

does not exist a study of changes in the distribution of

wage labor that incorporates a neasure of workers•

collective action to explain these changes.
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This study attenpts to overcone these limitations by

systematically analyzinq the developnent of manufacturinq

industries in the United States durinq the period

1950-1980. I will aruue that workers' collective action

neqatively inpacts on capital accunulation and capitalists

atteupt to overcone that inpact by introducinq chanqes in

the labor process. Chanqes in the labor process encouraqe

additional labor protests which linit capital

accunulation. The development of the labor process under

capitalisn, in other words, is dialectical. Capitalists

are forced to constantly transforn production nethods in

order to overcone the orqanized opposition of workers.

Chanqes in the labor process, and hence chanqes in the

distribution of waqe labor, will be viewed as a

consequence of the struqqle between labor and capital,

creatinq in turn new conditions for continued struqqle.

Conventional Explanations

Explanatory variables

veberians and Structural Harxists enploy similar

variables to explain chanqes in the distribution of waqe

labor. These are: 1) capitalization of technoloqy, 2)

concentration of capital, and the 3) bureaucratic

orqanization of production.
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Capitalization of technoloqy typically refers to the

anount of resources invested for technoloqical developnent

within an industry. It is conuonly assuned that the nore

V

sophisticated and advanced technolocies cost nore money to

develop because of the direct application of science. The

reduction of caps in the novenent of naterials to and fron

different stations in the production process with

couveyors and assenbly lines, that is a continuous

process technoloüv, costs nore to develop than batch

production technolo¤v• Technolocical developnent has

inportant consecuences for the orqanization of production,

anonc then are an increase in the levels of hierarchical

authority and adninistrative functions within the

industrial enterprise (Blau et al., 1976: Hoodward, 1965;

Perrow, 1971; 1972; Blauner, 1964).

The concentration of capital is often taken as an

indicator of the size and scale of operatinq firns within

an industry (Bell, 1973; Chandler, 1959; 1969; 1980;

Bravernan, 1974; Burris, 1980; Aclietta, 1976). Both

Ieberians and Structural uarxists acree that a wave of

nercers and consolidations occurred throuqhout the late

eiqhteenth and early nineteenth centuries and again in the

late 1920's and early 1930's. The first wave is depicted

as horizontal nercers where conpetitors were elininated.

The second wave consisted of vertical nerqers where
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suppliers of resources and unfinished conponents, as well

as marketing and distribution services, were integrated

into one large corporation. These nergers led to the

development of nanagerial hierarchies, functional

specialization, and large adninistrative and sales

apparatuses which were conducive to the growth of white

collar occupational groups (Chandler, 1959: 1969; 1980;

Edwards, 1979; Bravernan, 197ß).

The bureaucratic organization of production is the

functional integration of specialized tasks where

the definition and direction of
specialized work tasks, the evaluation
of worker performances, and the
distribution of rewards and imposition
of punishnents cone to depend on
established rules and procedures,
elaboratelv and systenatically laid
out (Edwards, 1979: 131).

With an increased use of the bureaucratic organization of

production presunably there comes an increase of white

collar workers, especially those involved with

adninistrative or clerical duties. Although there is

connon agreenent on the ma1or explanatorv variables to

account for changes in the distribution of wage labor,

weberians and Structural uarxists differ significantly in

their use of these variables.
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The Ieberian Thesis

Two arqunents stand out in the Veberian tradition and

both enphasize the proqressiye advancenent of rationality

in the production process- These are: 1) the

inevitability of the bureaucratic orqanization of work,

and 2) technoloqical determinisn (often referred to as the

“technoqenic“ thesis). The inevitability of the

bureaucratic orqanization of work arqunent relies directly

on Ieber's discussion of bureaucracy. The arqunent is

that only throuqh the bureaucratic orqanization of work

can production operate efficiently on a larqe scale

(Perrow, 1972; Blau, 1956; Porn, 1981; 1979). Blau

states:

Modern machines could not be utilized
without the complex adninistrative
nachiuery for runninq factories
enployinq thousands of workers.....
Rationalization in adninistration is a
prerequisite for the full exploitation
of technoloqical knowledqe in nass
production, and thus for a hiqh
standard of livinq (Blau, 1956: 16).

The technoloqical deterninist arqunent is quite

sinilar, only technoloqical developnent takes precedence

over orqanization. Technoloqy neans the systenatic

application of scientific or other orqanized knowledqe to

practical tasks. Technoloqical deterninists typically

view the orqanization of production as an adaptation to

the technoloqy enployed in the industrial enterprise
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(Woodward, 1965; Perrow, 1971; 1972; Blauner, 196¤).* The

nore sophisticated the productive technology enployed

within an enterprise, the more couple: the organization of

production because of the planning, coordination, and

control. Galbraith (1967: 25-29) identifies six

additional conseguences of technological deyelopnentz 1)

there is an increasinq span of tine separating the

beginning fron the conpletion of any such task, 2) there

is an increase in the capital that is connitted to

production (tvpically inyolving the developnent of a

machine for performing detailed functions), 3) the

perfornance of a particular task becones increasingly

inflexible, H) each task requires specialized manpower, 5)

the inevitable counterpart of specialization is

organization, and 6) the necessitv for planning. Its nost

important conseguence, then, is forcing the division and

snbdivision of any task into its conponent parts.

The technological deterninist argument presents the

growth of technology as a more or less linear process,

moving from less to nore conplex forns, that generates

lßushing (1968) argues that it is the hardness of naterial
that is related to the division of labor (conplexity) in
nanufacturing industries. However, when sophisticated
continuous production technologies are enployed with soft
materials the division of labor is greater. Thus,
production technology is employed as an explanatory
variable to help explain the deviant cases in Rushing•s
analysis. Production technology helps to explain the
complexitv of organization in an industrial firn.
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chanqes in orqanizational structure and the distribution

of waqe labor. Sophisticated productive technoloqies

require nulti·levels of nanaqerial authoritv, an expansion

of the non-productive conponent of firns, an increase in

professional and technical workers to desiqn, iuplement,

and san the new technoloqies, and the elinination of blue

collar workers enqaqed in direct and indirect production

activities.

The Weberian arqunent can be sunnated in the

followiuq nanuer. The expansion of narkets and increased

denand for products led to a wave of nerqers which created

the tendencies for the bureaucratization of production and

the expansion of white collar workers within the

industrial enterprise. The continuinq concentration of

capital, the increasinq size and scale of operatinq firns,

required increased bureaucratization and the further

expansion of white collar workers. Horeover, once the

rationalization of adninistration had bequn, the full

exploitation of technoloqv was enhanced and technoloqical

development qenerated further expansionarv tendencies for

white collar workers and a reduction in the ranks of

direct and indirect producers.
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The Structural uarxist Thesis

Recent analyses of transfornations in the labor

process and changes in the distribution of wage labor

within the Structural Harxist franework tend to focus on

the structural properties of the capitalist accuuulation

process (Bravernan, 1974; Edwards, 1979: Aglietta, 1976;

Burris, 1980). Two inportant contributions, Bravernan's

Lahe; and vleneaelx §a2ital·¤¤<1 Edv¤rdS' Qentsstsé ixerraim

describe aspects of the historical developnent of the

capitalist labor process and changes in the distribution

of wage labor. Por Bravernan and Edwards, capitalist

control over the labor process is a structural inperative

of the accunulation process, inherent in which are the

conpetitive struqqles anong capitalists, but a struqgle

between workers and capitalists results fron the latter's

efforts to control the labor process.

Bravernan (1974) and Edwards (1979) note three

inportant transformations in the labor process, or systens

of control, that have inportant conseqnences for changes

in wage labor. First is the concentration and

centralization of industrial capital. The years 1894 to

approxinately 1930 are depicted as the transition to

nonopoly capitalisn. The concentration and centralization

of industrial capital corresponds to an innense growth in

the scale of nanaqenent and administrative operations as
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well as putting firns under greater pressure to expand

narketing and sales efforts. Vertical integration brought

all aspects of production and distribution into the large

corporation and the increased size of the firn created a

rudinentarv forn of social planning that appears within

the firn as a need for increased administration.

According to Edwards (1979: 87),

Each firu has becone a huge
aggregation of activities, separated
spatiallv and bv industrial and even
national lines. Previouslv, these
activities had been coordinated (if
that is the word) through the narket.
Now the firn itself needed a larger
administrative apparatus.

With the increase in the average scale of the capitalist

enterprise, functions which were once vested in the

entrepreneurial capitalist have been progressively

transferred to a differentiated institutional apparatus

(Poulantzas, 1975; Burris, 1980: Bravernan, 1974). The

differentiation of the functions of capital introdnces a

new dimension into the labor process and brings into

existence a distinctive arrav of occupational positions:

nanagers and administrators, professionals, clerical

workers, and sales workers.2 Thus, according to Bravernan

and Edwards, the concentration and centralization of

2Fro¤ a relativelv snall base of less than 15% of the
total employed labor force in 1910, the nunber of white
collar workers grew to one third of those enployed in 1960
and to nearly 40% in 1975 (Edwards, 1979: 85).
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capital qenerates expansionary tendencies for white collar

workers because the size of the corporation, resultinq

fron increased concentration, expanded the need for

technical coordination as well as qreater control over the

production and distribution process.

The second important transfornation in the labor

process identified by Bravernan and Edwards is a shift to

controllinq the labor process with nachinery, referred to

by Bravernan as the nechanizinq tendency of modern

industry and by Edwards as technical control. Accordinq

to Bravernan, the key element in the evolution of

nachinery is the nanner in which its operations are

controlled. In the earlier staqes of nachine developnent,

the tendency was to harness workers to nachines that

controlled and directed individual work tasks. However,

technoloqical developnent under monopoly capitalisn

qenerates a tendency to nechanize all processes of

production and link then toqether in such a nanner as to

control the direction and pace of work for entire

factories, or at least larqe seqnents of it. For

Bravernan, a necessary consequence of both scientific

manaqenent and technoloqical developnent is a reduction in

the demand for labor. But, accordinq to Bravernan, the

nost strikinq tendency is the chanqe in the occupational

conposition within industries. The renoval of all
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possible mental work (for Bravernan the work of

conceptualization) fron the shop floor to the front office

-— and the further necessity of naintaininq a replica of

the entire process of production in paper forn -— brings

into being large technical and office staffs along with a

nass of clerical workers (Bravernan, 197ß: 239). Thus,

for Bravernan, technoloqical developnent expands and

reinforces the bureaucratic organization of production.

Edwards (1979) describes technical control in nuch

the sane manner as Bravernan depicts the nechanizinq

tendencv of nodern industry. Technical control is

different fron simple mechanization in that sinple

nechanization nerelv increases the productivity of labor

without altering the elenents of control, direction of

work tasks, evaluation of work performance, and rewarding

or disciplining the work force. Technical control,

according to Edwards (1979: 113), energes only when the

entire production process of the plant, or large segnents

of it, are based on a technology that paces and directs

the labor process. Edwards (1979: 112) describes

technical control as:

designing nachinerv and planning the
flow of work to nininize the problen
of transforninq labor power into labor
as well as to naxinize the Durely
phvsically based possihilities for
achieving efficiencv.
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The assenbly line was the primary form of technical

control prior to World War II. The assenbly line relieved

forenen of the first element of control, the direction and

pacinq of work, and in sone instances reduced the demand

for direct supervision. However, the evaluation of work

performance, and rewardinq and disciplininq the work

force, was not embedded in the structure of the assenbly

line. Thus, forenen and a small arny of inspectors and

monitors were still required to keep watch over the

production process.
I

More recent developments in technoloqY« especially

conputer technoloqy and robotics, nay qenerate further

chanqes in the distribution of waqe labor. Edwards (1979)

arques that computer•based controls extend and nake more

powerful the direction of work activities by technical

means. Horeover, the feed·back systems of conputer

technoloqy have contributed a new element to technical

control -— the evaluation of work tasks. In this sense,

new productive technoloqies represent a qualitative

advance over the assenbly line by subsuminq both the

direction and pace of work and the evaluation of work

performance under the power of machines. Besides

eliminatinq direct producers in the labor process,

sophisticated conputer technoloqies create a conputer

hierarchy of control that takes its place alongside the

hnnan hierarchy (Edwards, 1979: 12¤).
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The final siqnificant transfornation in the labor

process is the bureaucratization of production.

Bureaucracy emerqed with the concentration and

centralization of capital and the transition to nonopoly

capitalisn. For Brayeruan, the vast industrial

enqineerinq and record—keepinq divisions of nodern

corporations have their oriqins in the wake of scientific

nanaqenent because of planuinq, estinatinq, and layout

requirements. Thus, the enerqence of scientific

nanaqenent expanded professional and technical workers,

nanaqers and administrators, clerical workers, while at

the sane time destroyinq labor activities requirinq

craftsmanship.

Accordinq to Edwards, technical control did not solve

the crisis of control in the industrial firn. Rather,

technical control elevated shop floor conflict to

plantwide collective action. Bureaucratic control enerqed

in the post•war era as a new control systen. Bureaucratic

control is enbedded in 1ob cateqories, work rules,

pronotion procedures, work discipline, waqe scales,

definitions of responsibility, etc. (Edwards, 1979: 131).3

3Bureaucratic control should not be confused with
bureaucracy. Bureaucracy accoupanied the concentration
and centralization of industrial capital in nost larqe
firns in the early part of this century. Bureaucratic
control was a shift, by nanaqewent, toards relatively
qreater dependence on the orqanizational wethod of
controllinq the labor process (Edwards, 1979: 131).
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Bureaucratic control creates a qreater hierarchical

stratification of the firns work force throuqh social or

orqanizational distinctions. An inportant consequence of

this expanded hierarchical stratification systen,

accordinq to Edwards, has been the rapidly qrowinq nunber

of enployees who supervise other workers. This in turn

leads to an expansion, accordinq to Edwards, in the ranks

of professionals, nanaqers, and clerical workers.

Thus, the Structural Harxist thesis and the Heberian

thesis posit sinilar variables to explain chanqes in the

distribution of waqe labor. Both arque that increases in

the capitalization of technolocy, concentration of

capital, and the bureaucratization of production are

siqnificant transfornations in the labor process that

qenerate expansionary tendencies for white collar norkers

(professionals, nanaqers, clerical workers, and sales

workers), while decreasinq the demand for direct producers

(craftsnen, operatives, and laborers) in the production

process. The two perspectives differ when explaining the

causes of these transforuations. Ieberians typically

arque that technoloqical dewelopnent, the concentration of

capital, and the bureaucratization of production represent

the proqressive rationalization of production and are the

only aethods for producinq efficiently on an expanded

scale. Structural Harxists, on the other hand, arque that
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these transfornations in the labor process represent the

progressive loss of control over the labor process by

direct producers while strengthening capitalist control.

Sinilarly, Weberians and Structural Harxists disaqree on

the conseguences of changes in the labor process and the

distribution of wage labor. Weberians argue that the

industrial work force becones nore skilled and industrial

conflict declines due to these changes. Structural

Harxists, on the other hand, argue that these changes tend

to routinize and deskill work processes as workers lose

control over their iunediate production process and that

workers respond to these changes via collective action.

Critique of Conventional Explanations

Two criticisns can be nade against the Weberian

thesis for why changes occur in the distribution of wage

labor. First, Weberians tend to iguore the role of

collective action in shapinq the changes that have

occurred in the nethods and organization of production in

the process of industrialization. Second, and highly

iuterrelated vith the first criticisn, is the questionable

assunptiou of the ideoloqical neutrality of technology and

bureaucracy.

With regard to the forner, ¤arx's analysis of the

developnent of the labor process constantly points to the
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role that workers' struggles play in shaping the labor

process and the distribution of vage labor. For Marx,

changes that occur in the methods and organization of

production in the process of capitalist developnent are

conditioned by the intensity of workers• struggles as well

as conpetition anong capitalists. Thus, the collective

action of workers should be an inportant deterninant of

transfornations in the labor process and changes in the

distribution of vage labor. The Ieberians nay have

nisspecified their nodel by excluding collective action as

a causal variable for changes in the nethods and

organization of production and, hence, changes in the

distribution of vage labor.

Weberians ignore collective action because the

chanqes that have occurred in the methods and organization

of production in the process of industrialization are

presuned to be ideologically neutral. Technological

developnent and the bureaucratic organization of

production do not serve particular class interests but

represent the rationalization of the production process.

For Ueberians, the rationalization of production through

bureaucratization renoves bureaucracv from the arena of

class struggle. Bureaucratization is not expanded to

increase capitalist control over the labor process, nor is

is it expanded in response to the barriers to capital

accunulation erected by vorkers' collective action.
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The ideoloqically neutral character of bureaucracy

has received an abundance of criticisn (Harqlin, 1970;

Stone, 1974; Edwards, 1979; Clawson, 1980; Cleqq and

Dunkerlv, 1980). uarxists tvpicallv arque that

bureaucracv expands manaqerial control over the labor

process in terns of capitalist priorities, problens, and

interests. Edwards arques:

Bureaucratic orqanization pronotes
efficiency or rationality onlv within
the context of manaaerial control.
Bureaucratic orqanization, with its
reliance on multiple levels of
authority and supervision and its
emphasis on discipline and
predictability, is probably the only
way of ensurinq efficient production
usinq alienated labor (Edwards, 1972:
118).

Bureaucracy nav be rational in terns of capitalist

cateqories of decision•¤akin¤, but to the extent that is

true, bureaucracy is not an abstractly neutral or rational

phenonena.

uarxists uake a similar aruunent in counterinq the

clains of technoloqical deterninists. Salanan (1978: 543)

arques that the desiqn, installation, and selection of

technoloqy cannot be seen as rational and neutral because

it maximizes the profitability of labor and intensifies

capitalist control over the amount and direction of

workers activity, while cheapeninq labor. Technoloqy

means control and technoloqical innovation is a nanaqement
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technicue, or as Bravernan (1970: 195) expresses,

“¤achinery offers to manaqement to do by wholly nechanical

means that which it had previously attempted to do by

orqanizational and disciplinary ¤eans.“ Accordinq to

Noble (1978), technoloqical innovation and inplenentation

are rarely viewed as a ranqe of possibilities that miqht

potentially provide for increased productivity and qreater

shop floor worker control. Noble (1979: 317) arques:

The donain of technoloqical
developnent is the special product of
nanaqerial choices nade to increase
productivity throuqh the enhancement
of nanaqerial, not worker control.

Technoloqical qrowth and developnent, like the expansion

of bureaucracy, may be rational in teras of capitalist

cateqories of decision·¤akinq, but it is not an ahstractly

rational or neutral phenouena.

By treatinq technoloqy and bureaucracy as

ideoloqically neutral, Weberians iqnore the possibility

that these may be arenas for class struqqle. Weberians

then suqqest that industrial conflict will decline because

of this ideoloqical neutrality. And enpirical evidence

suqqests that industrial conflict has not declined in this

society (Canp, 1983; Wallace, 1979: Hibbs, 1976; Shorter

and Tilly, 1972: 1970: Korpi and Shalev, 1979; Inqham,

1970).
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Weberians, then, iqnore the possibility that

technical and bureaucratic control are expanded in the

labor process in response to vorkers' struqqles. Capital

does not attenpt to increase vorker productivitv and hence

the surplus value expropriated from uorkers throuqh

increased capitalist control over the labor process

because the neu technostructure is driven by the rational

notivations of survival and qrouth. Thus, accordinq to

the Weberian thesis, the collective struqqles of vorkers

should not be related to increased capitalization of

technoloqy and the bureaucratization of production.

Sinilarlv, because these are ideoloqicallv neutral

phenonena, increases in capitalization and

bureaucratization should decrease uorkers° collective

action. But these are enpirical questions that the

Weberians have not systenaticallv analvzed in the post-var

era. This analvsis attenpts to correct for this flav by

incorporatinq vorkers' collective action as an explanatory

variable for explaininq chanqes in the nethods and

orqanization of production and the distribution of vaqe

labor.

Likeuise, the naior criticisms of Structural Harxisn

have stressed the overridinq emphasis on the structural

determination of transfornations in the labor process and

the relative neqlect of the role of human aqency in
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shapinq the labor process (Stark, 1980). The enphasis on

the structural imperative of capitalist control over the

labor process has led either to the exclusion of vorkers'

collective action as an explanatory variable for

explaininq transfornations in the labor process (e.q.

Bravernan, 197ß) or to explanations of transfornations in

the labor process and chanqes in the distribution of vage

labor which rely on struqqle in their analysis without

usinq systenatic neasures for workers' struqqles or for

key transfornations in the labor process (e.q., Edwards,

1979: Clavson, 1980; Burris, 1980).

Braver¤an's analysis of transfornations in the labor

process and chanqes in the distribution of waqe labor has

been criticized for the absence of class conflict (Littler

and Salanan, 1982; Stark, 1980; Zinbalist, 1979) and its

strain of Harxist functionalisn (Littler and Salanan,

1982). Bravernan develops a hiqhly abstract conception of

classes. Braveruan assunes a universal recalcitrance on

the part of workers. By assuninq this, Bravernan is able

to avoid consideration of trade union or shop floor

resistance to the process he describes (Littler and

Salanan, 1982). In this nanner, Bravernan tends to iqnore

or nininize the role of collective action in shapinq the

labor process and the enployer, in effect, is portrayed as

havinq uncontested control over the labor process. The
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reorqanization of the labor process is presented as the

outcone of conscious desiqn by nanaqenent rather than as

the product of the struqqles between contending qronps

(Stark, 1980). Littler and Salanan (1982: 256) state:

“This perspective leads to an alnost conspiratorial

concept of capitalisn in which every event is planned by

the capitalist class and is in the interest of each and

every unit of capital.“ The end result of such theorizinq

is a uarxist functionalisn that iqnores the dynanics of

structure and struqqle in the process of capitalist

developnent.

Edwards' (1979) analysis is equally problenatic.

Like Bravernan, Edwards centers his analysis on the

structnral inperative for capitalist control over the

labor process. ¤orkers' collective action, when analyzed,

is seen as a response to the converqence of these

inperatives. uoreover, workers do not enqaqe in

collective action until certain structnral properties are

in place. It is not until the concentration and

centralization of industrial capital beqins to take place,

Edwards reasons, that collective action can enerqe.*

•This conclusion nay apply only to certain industries.
Wardell and Johnston (1983), in their analysis of the
anthracite coal industry, observed that collective action
on the part of niners and the fornation of trade unions
was nost endenic in the Schuylkill (Southern) field where
the concentration and centralization of capital was
virtually non·existent prior to the 1870's, as opposed to
the hiqh concentration and centralization of capital in
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Edwards, like Braverman thouqh, portrays transfornations

in the labor process as a result of conscious desiqn on

the part of capitalists. Market denands and conpetition

intensify the structural contradictions of control systens

that leads to worker resistance and in turn notivates

capitalists to institute neu systems of control. Iorkers

do not struqqle or resist the new control systems, but

rather passively accept then until the structural

contradictions of the new control svsten becone evident.

Thus, for both Braverman and Edwards, workers•

collective struqqles do not play an inportant role in

shapinq the developnent of the labor process. Capitalists

respond to conpetition denands by intensifyinq control

over the labor process. Certainly, chanqes in the

capitalization of technoloqy, concentration of capital,

and bureaucratization of production are key

transformations in the labor process for explaininq

chanqes in the distribution of waae labor. However, it is

altoqether possible that these transformations beqan and

continue not only because of competition demands to

capitalists. Norkers' collective action nay have played

an important role in these transformations as well as

shapinq their continuous development.

the Wyoninq Field (Northern). Yet, it was in the
Schuylkill Field that most strikes and attempts to form
industrial unions took place prior to 1870-
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Edwards, for exanple, implies that workers did not

beqin to struqqle until after the concentration and

centralization of capital nade the structural

contradictions of hierarchical control evident to workers.

This conpletelv iqnores the possibility that the wave of

nerqers in the early part of this century nay have been

the result of capitalists attenptinq to exercise control

over a previously separate labor force. Iorkers in

separate firns that supplied raw materials and unfinished

components to firns dependent on this production nay have

been able to disrupt production at the dependent firn.

Capital may have responded to the uilitancy of these

workers by vertically inteqratinq into their firns all

separate production operations in the previously separate

firns that were crucial to their survival in order to

exercise more control over these workers. Edwards does

not acknowledqe the possibility that the concentration and

centralization of capital were outcoues of a process bequn

by workers orqanizinq thenselves to resist the domination

of capital.

Sinilarly, Bravernan and Edwards do not acknowledqe

that the expansion of technical and bureaucratic control

over the labor process nay be 1ust as auch the result of

collective action as the conpetition anonq capitalists.

Iorkers, via collective action, create barriers to capital
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accunulation that must be overcome. Expandinq technical

and bureaucratic control over the labor process to

increase worker productivity, lower labor costs, and

enhance the realization of surplus value may be processes

bv which capital overcones the barriers to accunulation

erected via collective action.

Braverman's and Edwards' analvses of transfornations

in the labor process tend to reifv workers' collective

struqqles rather than analyzinq then within the various

contexts of capitalist development. If class struqqle is

the motor of social chanqe in society, we cannot be

satisfied with discussinq that struqqle only on

theoretical qrounds; we must incorporate measures of

collective action into our analyses of transformations in

the labor process and chanqes in the distribution of wage

labor.

An Alternative Model

In Volune I of gggitgl, Marx arques that the

developnent of the labor process and chanqes in the

distribution of waqe labor are a result of a dialectical

interaction between the structure of the labor process and

class struqqle. At the heart of the capitalist

accumulation process, accordinq to Marx, is the

competitive struqqle anonq capitalists and the struqqle
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between labor and capital. In the course of this

struqqle, workers' collective action creates barriers to

capital accunulation, Capitalists respond to this

liuitation by transforninq the labor process in ways that

provide for more capitalist control over the production

process, increase the productivitv of labor, and enhance

the production of surplus value. The central arqunent to

this analysis is that workers° collective actions, and the

difficulties they add to capital accuuulation, notivates

capitalists to transforn the labor process.!

Transfornations in the labor process lead to the

redistribution of waqe labor, but so does workers'

collective action. Chanqes in the labor process and the

distribution of waqe labor, then, feed back on workers°

collective action.

This study will systenaticallv analyze chanqes in the

distribution of waqe labor first, and next inspect

variations in the impact of collective action. This study

does not neqate the Structural narxist tbesis. Ratber,

the study represents an elaboration of the Structural

Marxist perspective by addinq the dimension of collective

action as an explanatory variable for transfornations in

!Capital responds to the intensitv of workers' collective
action and to the barriers to accunulation von via this
action. Barriers to accunulation include both an
environnent of conflict and qains won in waqes, pensions,
control of work rules, etc,.
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the labor process and chanqes in waqe labor. The

hvpothetical model presented in Fiqure 1 depicts the

dialectical interaction between the labor process and

workers' collective action for explaininq transfornations

in the labor process and chanqes in the distribution of

waqe labor. The nodel will be referred to as a class

conflict nodel because of the central focus on the

struqqle between labor and capital as a causal factor for

labor process developnent and chanqes in waqe labor.

Hvpotheses

The Heberian and Structural uarxist perspectives

suqqest that increases in the capitalization of

technoloqv, concentration of capital, and the

bureaucratization of production are the siqnificant

factors which explain chanqes in the distribution of waqe

labor. The followinq three hvpotheses will be tested.

Ho 1: There is a tendencv within nanufacturinq industries
for increases in the capitalization of technoloqv to
increase the ranks of professional and technical
workers, manaqers and adninistrators, clerical and
kindred workers as well as sales workers, but
decrease the ranks of craftsmen, operatives, and
1aborers.•

‘There nav be an inverse relationship between chanqes in
capitalization and chanqes in professionals, nanaqers, and
clerical workers if conputer controlled production systens
have become widespread in nanufacturinq industries.
Implied bv Edwards, althouqh never explicitlv arqued, is
the notion that computers can become a technical middle
manaqement.
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FIGURE 1

Class Conflict Model of Cbanqes in Waqe Labor
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Ho 2: There is a tendency within nanufacturinq industries
for increases in the concentration of capital to
increase the ranks of professional and technical
workers, nanaqers and administrators, clerical and
kindred workers as well as sales workers, but
decrease the ranks of craftsmen, operatives, and
laborers.

Ho 3: There is a tendency within nanufacturinq industries
for increases in the bureaucratization of production
to increase the ranks of professional and technical
workers, nanaqers and adninistrators„ clerical and
kindred workers as well as sales workers, but
decrease the ranks of craftsnen, operatives, and
laborers.

uarx (1967) arques that the special army of waqe

laborers enqaqed in controllinq the production process

expands as workers' struqqles become more intensified.

The impact of collective action, in other words, partially

deternines the expansionary tendencies of white collar

uorkers and the reduction in the ranks of blue collar

workers. Thus, the followinq hypothesis will be tested.

Ho H: There is a tendency within manufacturinq industries
for the iupact of strike voluue to increase the
ranks of professional and technical workers,
manaqers and adninistrators, as well as clerical and
kindred workers, but decrease the ranks of
craftsnen, operatives, and laborers.

Because the Ueberians completely iqnore the role of

collective action and the Structural uarxists fail to

systematically analyze it in relation to transfornations

in the labor process, the followinq three hypotheses will

be tested.

Ho 5: There is a tendency within uanufacturinq industries
for the inpact of strike volune to increase the
capitalization of technoloqy.
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Ho 6: There is a tendency within nanufacturinq industries
for the inpact of strike volune to increase the
concentration of capital.

Ho 7: There is a tendencv within nanufacturinq industries
for the impact of strike volune to increase the
bureaucratization of production.

As the nedel in Figure 1 predicts, workers'

collective struqqles are seen as leading to

transfornations in the labor process, which in turn lead

to chanqes in the distribution of wage labor. However,

the model also predicts that chanqes in the labor process

and in the distribution of wage labor reconstitute

workers' collective struqgles. Following the Weberian and

Structural uarxist perspectives, two explanations can be

offered to account for how chanqes in the distribution of

wage labor night reconstitnte workers' collective

struqgles. The first explanation is derived fron the

Ieberian industrialization thesis (Bell, 1973; Galbraith,

1967). The general argument presented is that the growing

white collar occupations are characterized by higher

education levels, higher waqes, and are therefore not

susceptible to nobilization for collective action with

traditional blue collar workers. Ihite collar workers

tvpically align thenselves with the technostructure,

identifyinq thenselves with the accepted systeu of

notivation.
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Galbraith (1967: 273) arques that “the shift in power

fron ownership and the entrepreneur to the

technostructure, technoloqical advance, the requlation of

markets and aqqreqate demand, and the inperatives of price

and waqe requlation have had a deleterious effect on the

position of the union as a nobilizinq aaent for workers'

collective action." The new technostructure is notivated

bv survival and qrowth and will often trade profits to

obtain these qoals. Horeover, as nachinerv replaces

repetitive and drudqinq work and elininates skilled craft

occupations, it opens the wav for a massive shift fron

workers who are within the reach of unions to those who

are not. Thus, Weberians would hvpothesize that the

increasinq numbers of persons enploved in white collar

occupations would lead to decreased strike volune.

The class conflict nodel follows the Structural

Harxists in assertinq that chanqes in the distribution of

waqe labor lead to an increase in workers' resistance.

The transferrinq of traditional blue collar workers'

skills, knowledqe, and control over the labor process to

white collar workers uav intensifv blue collar workers'

resistance to the increased erosion of their importance in

production and to nore white collar workers. Thus, the

increased presence of white collar workers in the labor

process to control production workers nav be net with
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increased resistance on the part of traditional blue

collar workers. The following two hvpotheses will attempt

to test the Ieberian and uarxist argunents.

Ho 8: There is a tendency within nanufacturing industries
for increases in the ranks of professional and
technical workers, nanagers and administrators, and
clerical workers to decrease strike volnne.

Ho 9: There is a tendencv within nanufacturinq industries
for increases in the ranks of professional and
technical workers, nanagers and administrators, and
clerical workers to increase strike volune.

Pinally, the wodel in Figure I depicts direct effects

from the three labor process variables to workers°

collective action. Hypotheses will be derived fron the

Weberian and Structural Harxist positions. Weberians

would argue that these processes represent the progressive

advancenent of rationality in the production process and,

as such, workers would not resist these changes and

industrial conflict would decline. Thus, changes in the

three labor process variables should be inversely related

to changes in strike volune.

Structural uarxists, on the other hand, would arque

that the capitalization of technology. concentration of

capital, and bureaucratization of production are

nechanisns by which capital intensifies labor activity,

raises worker productivity, and devalues w0rkers' labor.

Thus, changes in the three labor process variables should

be positively related to changes in strike voluwe. The
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following two hypotheses represent the Heberian and

Structural Harxist positions.

Ho 10: There is a tendency within nanufacturinq industries
for increases in the capitalization of technology,
concentration of capital, and the bureaucratization
of production to decrease strike wolune.

Ho 11: There is a tendencv within nanufacturinq industries
for increases in the capitalization of technology,
concentration of capital, and the bureaucratization
of production to decrease strike volune.

I turn nos to a discussion of the research nethods

and the data analysis procedures to be enployed in the

study.



CHAPTER II

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter will be divided into three sections.

Section one will provide the data sources and the

variables qenerated fron each source. Section two will

address the ueasurenent of the variables in the analysis.

Finallv, section three will present the data analysis

procedures utilized in the study.

Sources of Data

The cases for analysis in the study are the twenty

Two-Diqit SIC (Standard Industrial Classification)

gggggaggggigg gggggggigg.7 The data for the study were

qenerated fro: a variety of sources: gggggg gg-

gagugactureg, Ceusg§-gg—;gg-gggggagigg, and Depart:ent of

Labor Bulletins and data banks. Pro: these sources,

7These are: 1) food and kindred products: 2) tobacco
products; 3) textile nill products; Q) apparel, other
textile products; 5) lumber and wood products; 6)
furniture and fixtures; 7) paper and allied products; 8)
printinq and publishinq; 9) chemicals and allied products;
10) petroleun and coal products; 11) rubber, uiscellaneous
plastics products; 12) leather and leather products; 13)
stone, clay, qlass products; 1H) prinary :etal industries;
15) fabricated metal products; 16) nachinery, except
electrical; 17) electric, electronic equipnent; 18)
transportatiou equipnent; 19) instruuents, related
products; and 20) :iscellaneous nanufactures industries.
Ordinance and not otherwise coded nanufacturiuq industries
were not included because the earlier Qgg§g§~ gg-
gggggagtgggg-did not always divide the two qroups.

38
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consistent data were obtained for the twentv nanufacturinq

industries fron 1947 to 1980.•

The data for occupational qroups by industry were

obtained fron the 1950, 1960, and 1970 gggsgg 2£~tkg

Pogulatigg. The same data for 1980 were obtained from the

Bureau of Labor Statistics. The occupational qroups

include: 1) nanaqers and adninistrators, 2) professional,

technical and kindred workers, 3) clerical and kindred

workers, 4) sales workers, 5) craftsnen and kindred

workers, 6) operatives except transport, 7) transportation

operatives, 8) laborers, and 9) service workers.*

Four variables were obtained fron the ggg§g§— gj~

¤gnu;gct¤;es·for the years: 1947, 1954, 1958, 1963, 1967,

1972, and 1977. These were the years that the Cgnsus~g;—

gggg§gg;ggg§~ qatbered data on nanufacturinq industries.

The followinq four variables were obtained for each

industry: 1) total enployed, 2) nunber of production

workers, 3) new capital expenditures, and 4) four firn

concentration ratios of the market share of the value of

•The methods of qatherinq data differed to sone extent for
each of the data sources. I will have to accept the
reliability and validity of the data as presented by each
source. The data were qathered in accordance with the
theoretical model and althouqh there are linitations in
conbininq different data sources, I do not feel that these
linitations will hinder the analysis.
9The operative cateqories will be conbined in the analysis
due to the fact that the 1950 census did not break then
down into two classifications. Service workers will not
be included in the analysis because they are siqnificantly
underrepresented in nanufacturinq industries.
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shipuents in each industry.

Three variables were obtained by industry from the

Department of Labor publications and their data banks to

ueasure workers' collective strike activity. These are:

1) nunber of strikes, 2) number of vorkers involved in

strikes, and 3) nunber of nan days idle lost to strikes.

The three work stoppaqe variables were collected annually

for the years 1947 to 1980 and are conbined to create

neasures of strike volume.

ueasurenent of variables

be measured as the

actual dollar anount spent within each industry for new

structures and equipnent standardized by industry size.

Thus, the measure is the dollar anount per vorker spent '

for new structures and equipment. The neasure depicts

both technoloqical development in machinery1¤ and in the

desiqninq of buildinqs that facilitate efficiency and

productivity in the production process. The measure then

indicates the deqree to which industries comnit thenselves

to advancinq technical control over the labor process

(Edwards, 1979).

¤•vallace and Kalleberq (1983) refer to neu capital
expenditures in structures and equipment as a desirable
measure of capital intensity.
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c§9,.!§§§.$„£§„§i9.£!‘ QS suite; 15 the ¤r<>¤¤rti<>¤ ¤f the

value of shipnents by the four laraest firns in an

industry.¤¤ In this analysis concentration ratios are used

as indicators of the ranqe in the size and scale of

operatinq firns within an industry.

within each industry

is the proportion of nonproduction, or administrative and

technical workers, to the total nunber of workers enployed

in each industry. The hiqher this index, the nore

bureaucratic control, since proportionally more enployees

would be involved in ad·inistrative 10bs.

One neasure of workers' collective action will be

emploved in the analysis, §g;i;g—yglggg. Strike voluae

has been ewployed in nu~erous studies of industrial

conflict (Shorter and Tilly, 1971: Korpi and Shalev, 1980;

1979; Britt and Galle, 1972; Hibhs, 1976; Wallace, 1979)

and is intended to capture the net inpact or financial

¤¤This measure was created by sunninq the four diqit SIC
industries within each two diqit classification and
dividinq by the nunber of four diqit industries to obtain
an overall neasure of each two diqit indnstry's
concentration ratio. It should be noted that this aeasure
represents the averaqe level of industrial concentration
of capital in each two diqit SIC nanufacturinq industry.
Within each two diqit SIC uanufacturinq industry there are
nunerous four diqit classifications. Por example, within
the two diqit SIC industry food and kindred products,
there are forty-seven four diqit SIC classifications such
as meatpackinq plants and ice crean and frozen desserts.
Concentration ratios are only published under the four
diqit classification so an overall neasure of
concentration was created.
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danaqe caused by strikes (Hibbs, 1976: 1035). Strike

volume is measured by takinq the number of man days idle

per 100,000 workers within an industry.

In this analysis, strike yolune is actually an

estinated annual averaqe. Han days idle were averaqed for

each tine period. However, I did not have correspondinq

data for total enployed. Thus, I ayeraqed the total

enployed across the sane period of tine utilizinq two

neasurenent points and then standardized by 100,000

workers in the industry.!* Henceforth, I will enploy the

tern averaqe annual strike volune but in actuality these

are estinated averaqes. There will be six measures of

strike yolune enployed in the analysis. These are the

estiwated averaqe annual strike volunes fron, 1) 1947 to

1954 (VOLS1), 2) 1955 to 1963 (VOLS2), 3) 1964 to 1972

(VOLS3), 4) 1973 to 1980 (VOLS4), 5) 1947 to 1963 (VOLSS),

and 6) 1964 to 1980 (VOLS6).

*2For the overall 1950 to 1980 tine period, total enployed
was averaqed for the years 1954 and 1963 and the years
1967 and 1977 for the two neasurenent points of strike
volune. I also averaqed the first neasurenent point with
the years 1947, 1954, 1958, and 1963 and the second
neasurenent point with the years 1963, 1967, 1972, and
1977. There was very little difference in these averaqes.
Thus, the two neasurement points were utilized in the
analysis.
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Change Scores

Raw gain scores were constructed for each of the

seven occnpational groups, capitalization of technology,

concentration of capital, bureaucratization of production,

and strike volnne for four time periods: 1950 to 1960,

1960 to 1970, 1970 to 1980, and 1950 to 1980.

Social scientists attenpts to neasure change of

particular social phenonena range fron sinple observation,

*eyeballing* the data at successive points in tine, to

sophisticated and couple: trend analysis. Pendleton et

al. (1980: 87) state *the neasurenent of change and the

fornation of longitudinal designs open a ”Pandora's Box'

of dispute and controversy.“ Despite these controversies,

there is some aqreenent that longitudinal nethodologies in

socioloqy are beconing increasingly necessary to

understand changing social phenonena (Loether and

HcTavish, 1976: Harris, 1963).

Twu of the nost popular neasnres of change are

difference scores and ratios. These two neasures,

however, have recieved an abundance of criticisn (Cronbach

and Furby, 1970; Bohrnstedt, 1969: Pendleton et al.,

1980). A third approach to neasuring change uses

residualized difference scores (Bohrnstedt, 1969).

Kessler (1977), however, argues that ran gain scores

provide the sane conclusions as residualized difference
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scores and are nore easily interpreted. The neasurenent

of change in a particular social phenonena renains a

controversial issue with no clear cut answers on which

neasures are nost appropriate for lonqitudinal analysis.

I have chosen to use raw gain scores in this

analysis, and ny reasons for their utilization are derived

fron the explanations I hope to achieve. Following the

Weberians and Structural Harxists, the analysis attenpts

to explain changes in the seven occupational groups with

changes in the three labor process variables. It is

assumed that the level of capitalization, concentration,

and bureaucratization in each industrv bv 1950 explains

the distribution of wage labor up to that point. The

concern of this analysis is to explain the changes in the

distribution of wage labor that have occurred since that

tine with the changes that have also occurred in the three

labor process variables since 1950. Following ny critique

of the Weberiau and Structural uarxist perspectives, the

impact of collective action in a tine frane prior to and

partially during the specific tine period under

investigation is seen as leading to changes in the seven

occupational groups and the labor process that occur

during that tine period. The question asked is whether

workers• collective action, in a tine frane prior to and

partially during the tine period of neasured change, can
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explain changes in the labor process and the distribution

of wage labor. Also, can changes in the labor process

that occur during the time period under investigation

account for changes in the distribution of wage labor?

Raw gain scores provide a neasure of the actual anount of

increase or decrease in these variables. Sinilarlv,

changes in the labor process and the seven occupational

groups are utilized as feedback to explain workers°

collective action. The concern here is whether changes in

the labor process and the seven occupational groups can

account for variations in the inpact of collective action.

Change neasures for the three labor process

variables, the seven occupational groups, and strike

volune were conputed for four tine periods. For the tine

period 1950 to 1960, changes in the concentration of

capital were conputed bv subtracting the 195ß value fron

the 1958 value and nultiplving bv one hundred.1* The

¤¤This procedure converts the value from a proportion to a
percentage and makes the interpretation of the b values
easier. If the change were neasnred as a proportion, the
interpretation of the b values would be nisleading because
change would be neasured as a decinal value. A unit
increase, if the change variable was independent, would be
a change sinilar to noving frou 0 concentration to a
perfect concentration of 1. Bv convertinq these
proportions to percentages, the interpretation of the b
value is sinplified because a unit increase is an increase
of 1i. Sinilarlv, when proportion change values appear as
dependent variables, their interpretation is also
sinplified. Thus, change neasures for the industrial
concentration of capital, and the bureaucratization of
production were converted fron proportions to percentages.
This will be done to nake the interpretation of the b
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chance measures for the bureaucratization of production

were conputed the same wav. Chance in the capitalization

of technolocv was found bv takinc its value in 1954 and

subtractinc it from the value in 1958. Chance in the

seven occupational croups were conputed by subtractinc

their 1950 value from their 1960 value. rinallv, chance

in the volume of strikes, the feed—back side of the nodel,

was conputed bv subtractinc the averace annual strike

voluue between 1947 and 1954 (VOLS1) from the averace

annual strike volume between 1955 and 1963 (VOLS2).

For the tiue period 1960 to 1970, the chance measures

for the three labor process variables were conputed in the

sane nanner utilizinc the values fron 1963 and 1967.

Chances in the seven occupational variables were conputed

utilizinc their 1960 and 1970 values. Chance in the

volume of strikes was conputed bv subtractinc the averace

annual strike volume between 1955 and 1963 (VOLS2) fron

the averace annual strike volune between 1964 and 1972

(VOLSB).

For the time period 1970 to 1980, the chance neasures

for the three labor process variables utilized their 1972

and 1977 values. The chance neasures for the seven

occupational croups utilized their 1970 and 1980 values.

values easier for the reader. The procedure does not in
anv wav affect the betas or the sicnificance of the
relationships between variables.
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Chanqe in strike volume eas conputed bv subtractinq the

averaqe annual strike volune between 1964 and 1972 (VOLS3)

fron the averaqe annual strike volune between 1973 and

1980 (VOLS4).

Finally, for the 1950 to 1980 tine period, the chanqe

measures for the labor process variables utilized their

1954 and 1977 values. The chanqe neasures for the seven

occupational qroups utilized their 1950 and 1980 values.

Chanqe in strike volune was conputed by suhtracting the

averaqe annual strike volume between 1947 and 1963 (YOLSS)

fron the averaqe annual strike volune between 1964 and

1980 (VOLSB).

Data Analysis Procedure

The liaitations of when qovernnent aqencies qather

data on nanufacturinq industries and the linitation of

qatherinq consistent data on only the twenty Two—Diqit SIC

nanufacturinq industries restrict the statistical

procedures which can be enployed in the analysis. The

Censgs-gg ugngfgctgggg qathers data on these industries at

irreqular intervals. Horeover, the data collection

procedures chanqed after 1946, linitinq the neasurenent of

capitalization of technoloqv.¤* Sinilarlv, the gggggg gje

¤•Specifically, the gggsgg gg ggggßggtggeg did not collect
data on new capital expenditures Drior to the 1947 census.
Losinq a measure of technoloqical development was deened
too important to risk exanininq chanqes in the
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ggg gpgulation—qathers data on occupations by industry at

ten year intervals, linitinq the neasurenent of chanqes in

the distribution of waqe labor to four neasurenent

periods. The linitations of not havinq this data at

annual intervals precludes the use of nore sophisticated

time series analysis. Also, the lack of nultiple

indicators of the theoretical concepts and the snall N

(20) preclude the use of more sophisticated analyses such

as LISREL (Joreskoq, 1973).

Each relationship in the nodel was tested with either

bivariate or nultiple reqression techniques. This enabled

the testinq of the strenqth and direction of the

relationships anonq the variables in the nodel.

Sinilarlv, since one of the uses of nultiple reqression as

an interpretive tool is to evaluate the relative strength

of the independent variables, the nultiple reqression

analvses for chanqes in the seven occupational groups

allowed for the control of the effects of all independent

variables in the reqression analysis. Sinilarly, nultiple

reqression analyses for chanqe in the volume of strikes

allowed for the control of all independent variables in

the equation. The relationships between the inpact of
l

collective action and chanqes in the three labor process

distribution of waqe labor for earlier years. It was felt
that technoloqical developnent would account for a larqe
portion of these chanqes and the nodel would be
nisspecified were it to be onitted.
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variables were tested with bivariate reqression analyses.

Testinq the Hvpotheses

This analysis employed the direction of relationships

and the naqnitude of the beta weiqhts fron the reqression

results as rules of thunb to determine substantively
'

inportant relationships. Beta coefficients, or standard

reqression coefficients, are used for two reasons. First,

the variables in the analysis use different units of

neasurenent (e.q. nunbers, dollars, percentaqes). The b

neasures a chanqe in one variable bv a chanqe in another

variablets) with the orqinal unit(s) of neasurenent(s).

Utilizinq b's rather than beta coefficients could produce

misleadinq findinqs since different units of neasurenent

are beinq used. Second, when two or more independent

variables are neasnred in different units, standardization

allows for a conparison of the relative effects of each

independent variable on the dependent variable (Kin and

Kohout, 1975; Lewis—Beck, 1982).

There is a lonq standinq controversv concerninq the

applicability of tests of statistical siqnificance in

deternininq relationships when an entire population has

been enumerated and for non—experi¤ental research

(Namboodiri et al., 1975; Blalock, 1972; Gold, 1969;

Selvin, 1957; Duqqan and Dean, 1968). Frequently, this
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controversy centers on utilizing tests of siqnificance to

determine substantive meaning which is not the purpose of

significance testing. I have chosen to utilize the

direction and magnitude of beta weights as a rule of thunb

for deternining substantivelv neaningful relationships for

two reasons. First, tests of significance are

conventionally used to nake inferences concerning the

statistical relationships of variables in a sanple to a

population fron which the sample is drawn. For exanple,

if I had drawn a sample of Four Digit uanufacturing

industries that were representative of the aggreqate Two

Digit manufacturing industries, then tests of statistical

significance would be iuportant to determine if the

observed relationships in the sanple could be generalized

to the larger Two Digit manufacturing industries, In this

study, a sample is not being used and generalizing the

findings to nanufacturing populations in iother countries

should be nade with caution due to cultural variations and

differences in political-econonic structures. In short,

the results apply to the Two Digit nanufacturing

industries, which is the largest aggregation of

manufacturing industries in the United States.

Second, the small N (20 units of analysis)

discouraqes the use of statistical tests of siqnificance.

The nagnitude of the beta coefficients would have to be
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extremely larqe to be statisticallv siqnificant at

conventional levels of siqnificance. Followinq Skipper et

al. (1967), this nay lead to a Type I error; re1ection of

the null hypothesis which in fact is a substantive

relationship. Purthernore, as N increases, so too does

the possibility of observinq relationships that are, in

fact, statisticallv siqnificant nou·findinqs. The

decision for acceptinq a particular naqnitude for a beta

coefficient to determine substantive relationships, like

the decision for choosinq a siqnificance level, is

essentially an arbitrary decision on the part of the

researcher. In this analysis, I am qoina to select a

naqnitude of .2 (in either direction) as a substantive

relationship anonq two variables. This decision is based

on the aqqreqate nature of the data. Two tenths of a

chanqe in one standard deviation of the seven occupational

qroups, in all likelihood, is a chanqe of a thousand

persons, or nore, enployed in a particular occupational

qroup. Socioloqically, a chanqe of this naqnitude has

trenendous inplications for society and for the people

affected.

Description of Reqression Procedures

The uodel hvpothesizes that workers' collective

action leads to chanqes in the capitalization of
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technology, concentration of capital, and the

bureaucratization of production. The model then

hvpothesizes that changes in the three labor process

variables, together with the level of collective action,

lead to changes in the seven occupational groups.

Pinallv, the nodel hvpothesizes that changes in the three

labor process variables and the seven occupational groups

lead to changes in collective action.

Taking the 1950 to 1960 time period as an exanple, I

describe the three regression procedures for each time

period (the variable labels in parentheses are the labels

that appear in the tables describing the regression

results for each tine period). First, the changes in the

capitalization of technology (CAPS6), concentration of

capital (CONS6), and the bureaucratization of production

(BUR56) were regressed on the average annual strike volune

fron 1947 to 1954 (VOLS1). Next, the changes in the seven

occupational groups —- professionals (PROFSG), managers

(HANS6), clerical workers (CLER56), sales workers

(SALE56), craftsmen (CRAPT56), operatives (OPER56), and

laborers (LAB56) -· were regressed on the appropriate

change measures for capitalization (CAP56), concentration

(COH56), bureaucratization (BUR56), and the average annual

strike volune from 1947 to 1954 (VOLS1). Finally, change

in the volune of strikes (CVOLSTSG = VOLS2—YOLS1) was
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regressed on changes in the three labor process variables

and the seven occupational groups.

The sane procedures are followed for the other three

time periods and the variable labels in the tables are

distinquished by (67), (78), and (58) respectively for the

seven occupational groups and changes in the three labor

process variables. For the 1960 to 1970 tine period, the

average annual strike volume fron 1955 to 1963 (VOLS2) is

used to predict changes in the labor process and the seven

occupational groups, while change in the volume of strikes

(CVOLSTS7 = VOLS3—VOLS2) is the dependent variable on the

feed—back side of the model. The average annual strike

volume fron 1964 to 1972 (VOLSB) is used to predict

changes in the labor process and the seven occupational

groups for the 1970 to 1980 tine period, while change in

the volume of strikes (CVOLST67 = VOLS4—VOLS3) is the

dependent variable on the feed·back side. For the 1950 to

1980 tine period, the average annual strike volume fron

1947 to 1963 (VOLSS) is used to predict changes in the

labor process and the distribution of wage labor, while

change in the volume of strikes (CYOLSTSB = VOLS6—VOLS5)

is the dependent variable on the feed·back side of the

model.

In order to test the nodel it will be necessary to

nake separate reqression analyses for each of the seven
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occupational qroups for each of the four neasurenent

periods. This will be a cunbersone procedure, hovever I

believe that to do the analysis only once for the entire

thirty year period, 1950 to 1980, nicht result in a

distortion of the socio·historical process of capitalist

developnent. Bach of the three labor process variables

nicht explain different chanqes in the distribution of

waqe labor for each period of neasurenent. Sinilarly,

chances in the labor process and chanqes in the

distribution of uace labor nay have different effects for

collective action in each of the three specific time

periods. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze specific

tine periods as well as the ceneral trend.

Bernstein (1978: 233) has snccested that social

scientists invoke a dialectic of research that noves fron

the systenatic study of reqularities and correlations —·

to the necessity of seekinq interpretations of the

historical forns of social and political reality —— to the

critical self—reflection and self—understandinq of hunan

aqents. This study attenpts to becin this procedure by

systenatically analyzinc the relationships anonq the

variables under scrutiny and searchinq for systenatic

reqularities. Once found, ve can then nove toward seekinq

interpretations of the historical forns of political and

social reality. This study attenpts to uncover the
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svstenatic reqularities in the process of capitalist

development since World War II in nanufactnrinq industries

in the United States and to interpret then in their social

and political realitv. I turn nos to a presentation of

the research findinqs.



CHAPTER III

DATA AHALYSIS

This chapter will be divided into the following three

sections: 1) results fron the three specific tine

periods,
2).

results from the overall 1950 to 1980 tine

period, and 3) comparisons of the four tine periods by

hypotheses. Iithin each tine period, the analysis will be

subdivided into four sections: 1) changes in the

distribution of wage labor, 2) changes in the labor

process, 3) changes in workers' collective action, and M)

sunnary of that time period. When presentinq the results,

the “effects“ variables have on changes in the

distribution of vage labor and changes in collective

action are the independent effects, controlling for

changes in the other independent variables.

Results fron Specific Time Periods

Tables 3 through 11 present the results for each of

the three specific time periods. Table 2 presents the

means and standard deviations for the thirteen variables

used in the analysis for each of the three time periods.

I will begin the presentation of the findings with a

discussion of this table.

56
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Period One: 1950 to 1960

For the 1950 to 1960 time period, the nean chanqe in

the capitalization of technoloqv is an increase of $108.00

per worker (see Table 2). The nean chanqe in the

concentration of capital is a decline of .5l. The nean

chanqe in the bureaucratization of production is an

increase of 3i in nanufacturinu industries. The mean

chanqes in the seven occupational qroups dnrinq this tine

period are: 1) an increase of 31,515 professionals, 2) an

increase of 10,205 nanaqers, 3) an increase of 26,104

clerical workers, 4) an increase of 11,525 sales workers,

5) an increase of 30,663 craftsnen, 6) an increase of

45,083 operatives, and 7) a decline of 11,214 laborers.

The nean volune of strikes declined fron an annual averaqe

of 125,797 from 1947 to 1954 to an annual average of

103,648 fron 1955 to 1963. Thus, mean chanqe in strike

volune for this tine period is a decline of 22,149.

Qhaessaein the- ,u;§s;;h·;t;·3g ·· 9;- „!ass·Lahe; ·
Table 3 presents the results of chanqes between 1950

and 1960 in the nunber of persons enploved in the seven

occupational qroups reqressed on chanqes in the three

labor process variables and the averaqe annual strike

volune fron 1947 to 1954. The results show that increases

in capitalization tend to decrease the ranks of
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professionals (beta = -.ü20), manaqers (beta = -.259),

clerical workers (beta = -.388), and craftsmen (beta =

·.ß32) in this time period (see Table 3). Increases in

capitalization have a weaker tendencv to decrease the

ranks of operatives (beta = -.161) and laborers (beta =

-.199) Increases in capitalization tend to increase the

ranks of sales vorkers (beta = .179).

Hvpothesis one states that increasinq capitalization

of technoloqv would increase the ranks of white collar

occupational qroups and decrease the ranks of the blue

collar qroups. These findinqs support hvpothesis one,

directionallv and substantivelv, for craftsmen and

laborers, but do not support the hvpothesis with the

findinqs for professionals, manauers, and clerical

workers.

Directionallv, hvpothesis one is supported by the

findinqs for sales workers and operatives. Durinq this

tine period then, there is a tendencv for increasinq

capital investment in technoloqv to decrease the ranks of

all occupational qroups but sales workers. Increasinq

capital investment in technoloqv increases the ranks of

sales vorkers.

Increases in concentration tend to have little affect

on chanqes in the ranks of professionals (beta = -.027),

nanaqers (beta = -.006), clerical workers (beta = -.025),
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sales workers (beta = -.022), operatives (beta = -.050),

and laborers (beta = -.001) in this time period (see Table

3). However, increases in concentration have a sonewhat

weaker tendency to decrease the ranks of craftsmen (beta =

-.181).

Hypothesis two states that increases in concentration

would increase the ranks of white collar qroups but

decrease the ranks of blue collar qroups. Substantively,

these findinqs do not support hypothesis two for any of

the seven occupational qroups. Directionally, there is a

sliqht tendency for increased concentration to decrease

the ranks of craftsnen which supports the hypothesis.

Thus, the dedication of nore capital and personnel

resources to production by the top four firns in any

particular industry conpared to other firns in the same

industry has a sliqht tendency to decrease the ranks of

craftsnen.

Increases in bureaucratization tend to increase the

ranks of professionals (beta = .252) and decrease the

ranks of sales workers (beta = -.285) in this tine period

(see Table 3). There is a souewhat weaker tendency for

increased bureaucratization to increase the rauks of

clerical workers (beta = .125), craftsnen (beta = .160),

and operatives (beta = .133). Increases in

bureaucratization, however, tend to have little inpact on
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changes in the ranks of nanagers (beta = .065) and

laborers (beta = -.032).

Hvpothesis three states that increased

bureaucratization would favor growth in the ranks of white

collar workers but not blue collar workers. Directionallv

and substantively, the findinqs for professienals support

the hypothesis while the findinqs for sales workers do

not. Directionally, the findinas for clerical workers

support hvpothesis three, while the findinqs for craftsnen

and operatives do not. Finallv, increased

bureaucratization appears to have little affect on changes

in the ranks of nanaqers and laborers in this tine period.

Thus, increasinq the non-productive conponent of

nanufacturinq industries, in this tine period, increases

the ranks of professionals and, to a lesser extent, those

of clerical workers, craftsnen, and operatives, but

decreases the ranks of sales workers.

The average annual strike volune between 1947 and

1954 tends to increase the ranks of professionals (beta =

.275) and craftsnen (beta = .310), but decreases the ranks

of sales workers (beta = -.260) and laborers (beta =

-.287). Strike volnne has a weaker tendency to increase

the ranks of nanagers (beta = .175) and clerical workers

(beta = .178). Strike velune appears to have little

influence on changes in the ranks of operatives (beta =

.090).
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According to hypothesis four, collective action

should favor growth in the ranks of professionals,

nanaqers, and clerical uorkers, but decrease the ranks of

blue collar uorkers. These findings support hypothesis

four directionallv and substantivelv for professionals and

laborers but not for craftsnen. Directionally, the

findings support hvpothesis four uith aanaqers and

clerical vorkers. Thus, increases in the ranks of

professionals, craftsnen, and, to a snaller extent,

nanagers and clerical vorkers, are partly deternined by

the impact of collective action. The inpact of collective

action tends to decrease the ranks of laborers.

In this tine period, the conbined effects of

capitalization, concentration, bureaucratization, and

collective action explain 29% of the Variation in changes

in the ranks of professionals, 8% of the Variation in

changes in the ranks of nanagers, 17% of the Variation in

changes in the ranks of clerical uorkers, 19% of the

Variation in changes in the ranks of sales vorkers, 29% of

the Variation in changes in the ranks of craftsnen, 6% of

the Variation in changes in the ranks of operatives, and

17% of the Variation in changes in the ranks of laborers

(see Table 3).
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Skanes; in th2·Lah2r £:2ss§§—
The class conflict nodel presented in Chapter I

suqqests that chanqes in the three labor process variables

would result, in part, fron workers' collective action.

Table 4 presents the results of chanqes in capitalization,

concentration, and bureaucratization reqressed on the

averaqe annual strike volune fron 1947 to 1954 (bivariate

reqressions). These findinqs indicate that the inpact of

strike volune tends to increase capitalization (beta =

.408). Strike volune has a sonewhat weaker tendency to

increase bureaucratization (beta = .198). Thus, the

inpact of collective action leads to increased technical

and bureaucratic control over the production process.

These findinqs support hypotheses five and seven which

state that the inpact of collective action would increase

capitalization and bureaucratization. Strike voluue,

however, is inverselv related to chanqes in concentration

(beta = ·.212), that is the qreater the inpact of

collective action, the qreater the decline in the

concentration of capital in nanufacturinq industries.

This findinq does not support hypothesis six that suqqests

collective action should increase the concentration of

capital. However, this findinq does suqqest that

collective action has a neqative inpact on the ability of

four firns within nanufacturina industries to increase

their narket power in this tine period.
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. TABLE 4

Regression Equations for Labor Process Variables
on Strike Volume (1950-1960)

CAP56 CONS6 BUR56

b beta b beta b beta

VOLS1 <.000 .408c <.0O0 -.212 <.000 .198 ·

R2 .166 .043 .039
Intercept 31.803 .478 2.546

F 3.588 .849 .733

Sign. of F .074 .369 .403

Significance of t: a < .01 b < .05 c < .10 d < .15 e < .20
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Iorkers' collective action explains 17S of the

variation in changes in capitalization, 5% of the

variation in changes in concentration, and 4% of the

variation in changes in bureaucratization (see Table 4).

These findings suggest that the inpact of collective

action helps to explain transfornations in the labor

process that in turn contribute to explaining changes in

the distribution of wage labor.

shansss in <;2l1.ss;.ixe· Arztiens
The class conflict nodel suggests that changes in the

labor process and the seven occupational Groups feed back

on workers' collective action. A series of hwpotheses are

derived from the Heberian and Harxist perspectives

concerning how these changes would inpact on changes in

strike volume. Table 5 presents the results of changes in

the volune of strikes between 1950 and 1960 regressed on

changes in the seven occupational groups and the three

labor process variables. These findings indicate that

increases in the ranks of professionals (beta = .201),

clerical workers (beta = .289), and laborers (beta = .493)

tend to increase strike volune (see Table 5). However,

since the nunber of laborers declined in fifteen of the

twenty industries (see Appendix X), the greater the

decline in laborers, the greater the decline in strike

volune.
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Directionally, but not substantivelv, increases in

the ranks of nanaqers (beta = .165), sales workers (beta =

.136), craftsnen (beta = .11¤), and operatives (beta =

.187) tend to increase strike volune. These findinqs

provide no support for hvpothesis eiqht (Reberian) which

suqqests increases in the ranks of professionals,

nanaqers, and clerical workers will have a neqative inpact

on industrial conflict. The findincs do, however, support

hvpothesis nine (uarxist) which states traditional blue

collar workers will intensify their resistance to the

expandinq ranks of professionals, nanaqers, and clerical

collar workers.

Increases in capitalization tend to increase strike

volune (beta coefficients consistentlv above .580 for all

occupational qroups) in this time period (see Table 5).

Increases in concentration (beta coefficients consistently

between -.055 and -.102 for all occupational qroups) and

bureaucratization (beta coefficients consistently between

-.051 and .070 for all occupational qroups) tend to have

little inpact on chanqes in strike volune.

Hypothesis eleven suqqests that increases in the

three labor process variables would increase collective

action while hvpothesis ten suqqests an inverse

relationship. These findinqs tend to support hypothesis

eleven (uarxist) with capitalization, but not with the
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effects of concentration and bureaucratization on changes

in strike volune. Hvpothesis ten (Heberian) receives no

support fron these findings.

The conbined effects of changes in the seven

occupational groups and the three labor process variables

explain a large proportion of the variation in changes in

strike volume (R2 consistentlv above .37 for all

occupational groups). As can he seen in Table 5, changes

in the capitalization of technologv account for nost of

this variation with changes in the seven occupational

groups, especiallv professionals, clerical workers, and

laborers, contributing to a lesser extent.

Sug¤ggg—

Returning to the presentation of nean change in the

seven occupational groups and strike volune, the general

tendencv is for all occupational groups to increase except

laborers where there is a substantial decline. The

general tendencv in this tine period is for strike volune

to decline in nost industries (see Appendices IV, V, VI,

VII, VIII, IX, X, and XII). There is, however, trenendous

variation among the tventy industries for changes in these

variables, as can be seen bv the size of the standard

deviations.

Looking first at professionals, the general tendencv

is for their ranks to increase. The results in Table Q
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show that increasinq capitalization of technoloqy does not

favor qrowth in this qroup, nor in any other qroup except

sales workers. Sinilarly, increases in concentration have

no affect on chanoes in the ranks of professionals, nor

for any other qroup except craftsnen where there is a

snall inverse relationship. Growth in the ranks of

professionals, dnrinq this tine period, is explained

larqely by increased bureaucratization and the inpact of

workers' collective action. Growth in the ranks of

nanaqers is explained alpost conpletely by workers'

collective action. Siuilarly, the expansion of clerical

workers is explained larqely by collective action and to a

smaller extent by increased bureancratization. Growth in

the ranks of sales workers is explained by increased

capitalization of technoloqy. The expansion of craft

workers is explained larqely by the inpact of collective

action and to a snaller extent by increased

bureaucratization. Growth in the ranks of operatives is

explained, for the post part, by increased

bureancratization. Pinally, the qeneral decline in

laborers can best be explained by collective action and

increased capitalization of technoloqy. These findinqs,

for the post part, suqqest that the Weberian and

Structural Harxist perspectives do not adequately explain

the expansionary tendencies of white collar workers in
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this time period. Increased bureaucratization contributes

sonewhat to explaining growth in the ranks of

professionals and clerical workers. However, the inpact

of collective action contrihutes nore to explaining growth

in the ranks of wanagers and clerical workers directly,

while indirectly collective action helps to explain growth

in the ranks of professionals through increased

bureaucratization.

The general tendency during this tine period is for

strike volnwe to decline in nost nanufacturing industries.

The best predictor of that decline appears to be the

decline in the ranks of laborers. However, increases in

the capitalization of technology appears to account for

nost of the variation in changes in strike volune anong

the twenty nanufacturing industries. Increases in the

seven occupational groups, to a snaller extent, also help

to account for the variations in changes in strike voluwe

anong these industries. Thus, it appears as though the

greater the capital investnent in technology, the nore

workers will resist technological change via collective

action.

Period Two: 1960 to 1970

In the 1960 to 1970 period, the nean change in the

capitalization of technology is an increase of $609.00 per
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worker, and the nean change in the concentration of

capital is an increase of 2.2%, but there is alnost no

nean change in the bnreaucratization of production, .000%

(see Table 2). uean changes in the seven occupational

groups between 1960 and 1970 are: 1) an increase of

25,156 professionals, 2) an increase of 0,980 nanaqers, 3)

an increase of 9,989 clerical workers, 0) a decline of

8,253 sales workers, 5) an increase of 12,839 craftsnen,

6) an increase of 22,837 operatives, and 7) a decline of

9,898 laborers. The volnne of strikes increased fron an

annual average of 103,608 between 1955 and 1963 to an

average of 106,251 between 1960 and 1972, resultinq in a

nean increase in the volune of strikes of 2,663 in this

tine period.

changes- in che- Qisnrihnsien- £· nase - Lahe;
Table 6 presents the results of changes between 1960

and 1970 in the seven occupational groups reqressed on

changes in the three labor process variables and the

average annual strike volune between 1955 and 1963. These

results show that increases in capitalization tend to

decrease the ranks of craftsnen (beta = -.272) and to a

weaker extent clerical workers (beta = -.119) in this tine

period (see Table 6). Increases in capitalization tend to

have little inpact on changes in the ranks of

professionals (beta = .079), nanagers (beta = .006), sales
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workers (beta = .075), operatives (beta = -.024), and

laborers (beta = .045).

Hypothesis one suqqests that increased capitalization

of technoloqy would favor qrowth in the ranks of white

collar workers but not blue collar workers. These .

findinqs support hypothesis one, directionally and

substantively, with craftsnen. Directionally, the

findinqs for clerical workers do not support the

hypothesis. The absence of any relationship between

chanqes in capitalization and chanqes in the ranks of

professionals, nanaqers, sales workers, operatives, and

laborers do not support hypothesis one. Thus, increasinq

capital investnent in technoloqv. in this tine period,

tends to reduce the ranks of craftsnen and to a snaller

extent clerical workers, but has no affect on chanqes in

the ranks of the renaininq occupational qroups.

Increases in concentration tend to increase the ranks

of craftsnen (beta = .284) and laborers (beta = .257) in

this tine period (see Table 6). Increases in

concentration have a ueaker tendency to increase the ranks

of sales workers (beta = .140) and operatives (beta =

.108). Increases in concentration tend to have little

affect on chanqes in the ranks of professionals (beta =

-.090), nanaqers (beta = .050), and clerical workers (beta

= .089).
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Increased concentration, accordinq to hypothesis two,

should be positively related chanqes in the white collar

qroups but not the blue collar qroups. Directionally and

substantively, the findinqs do not support the hypothesis

with craftsnen and laborers. Directionally, hypothesis

two is supported by the findinqs for sales workers, but

not operatives. The lack of anv relationships between

increased concentration and chanqes in the ranks of

professionals, nanaqers, and clerical workers do not

support the hypothesis. Thus, increased concentration,

four firns within an industry dedicatinq nore capital and

personnel resources to production in any particular

industry conpared to other firns within the sane industry,

increases the ranks of craftsnen and laborers, and, to a

snaller extent, sales workers and operatives.

Increases in bureaucratization tend to decrease the

ranks of professionals (beta = -.720), nanaqers (beta =

-.271), and operatives (beta = -.440), but increase the

ranks of laborers (beta = .234) in this tine period (see

Table 6). Increases in bureaucratization tend to have

little inpact on chanqes in the ranks of clerical workers

(beta = -.081), sales workers (beta = -.038), and

craftsnen (beta = .016).

Hypothesis three states that increasing

bureaucratization favors qrowth in the ranks of the four
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white collar occupational qroups and decreases the ranks

of then blue collar qroups. The findinqs for

professionals, uanaqers, and laborers, directionally and

substantively, do not support hvpothesis three. In this

tine period, the bureaucratization of production declined

in eleven of the twentv industries so that declining

bureaucratization increases the ranks of professionals,

nanaqers, and operatives, but decreases the ranks of

laborers. Thus, increasinq the non-productive conponent

of nanufacturinq industries, in this tine period, tends to

decrease the ranks of professionals, nanaqers, and

operatives, and increases the ranks of laborers. Decline

in the non·productiwe conponent of nanufacturinq

industries increases the ranks of professionals, nanagers,

and operatives, and leads to a decline in the ranks of

laborers.

The averaqe annual strike volune between 1955 and

1963 tends to increase the ranks of professionals (beta =

.554), nanaqers (beta = .312), and operatives (beta =

.502), but decreases the ranks of laborers (beta = -.698)

between 1960 and 1970 (see Table 6). Strike volune has a

weaker tendency to increase the ranks of sales workers

(beta = .124). Strike volune tends to have little affect

on chanqes in the ranks of clerical workers (beta = .022).

and craftsmen (beta = -.030).
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Hvpothesis four predicts that strike volune will

increase the ranks of professionals, nanagers, and

clerical workers, and decrease the ranks of the three blue

collar groups. Directionally and substantively, the

findinqs for professionals, nanagers, and laborers support

the hvpothesis while the findings for operatives do not.

The lack of anv relationship between strike volume and

changes in the clerical and craft occupations do not

support the hvpothesis. In this tine period then, the

greater the inpact of collective action, the greater the

increase in the ranks of professionals, nanagers, and

operatives, and the greater the decline in the ranks of

laborers.

The conbined effects of changes in capitalization,

concentration, bureaucratization, and strike volune

explain 22% of the variation in changes in the ranks of

professionals, 6% of the variation in changes in the ranks

of nanagers, ¤% of the variation in changes in the ranks

of clerical workers, 5% of the variation in changes in the

ranks of sales workers, 15% of the variation in changes

in the ranks of craftsnen, 17% of the variation in changes

in the ranks of operatives, and 29% of the variation in

changes in the ranks of laborers (see Table 6). Por five

occupational groups, professionals, nanagers, clerical

workers, sales workers, craftsnen, the predictive power of
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the nodel for explaininq changes in their ranks declines

fron the 1950 to 1960 tine period. The power of the nodel

to predict changes in two occupational groups, operatives

and laborers, increases.

§§ä§.H§§·i2·>$.!§·Li.E2£*„E§2§§§§*·
Table 7 presents the results of changes in

capitalization, conceutration, and bureaucratization

reqressed on the average annual strike volune between 1955

and 1963. The class conflict nodel suggests that workers'

collective action would be positively related to changes

in these variables. The results in Table 7 indicate that

the inpact of strike volume tends to increase

capitalization (beta = .262), concentration (beta = .216),

and bureaucratization (beta = .719) in this tine period.

These findings support hypotheses five through seven

directionally and substantively. Thns, the greater the

inpact of workers' collective action, 1) the greater will

be the capital investnent in technolo¤v• 2) the nore the

top four firus within an industry will dedicate capital

and personnel resources to production in any particular

industry conpared to other firns within the sane industry,

and 3) the greater the increase of bureaucratic control by

increasinq the non—productive conponent of nanufacturing

industries.
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A TABLE 7

Regression Equations for Labor Process Variables
on Strike Volume (1960-1970)

CAP67 CON67 BUR67

b beta b beta b beta

VOLS2 .002 .262 <.000 .216 <.000 .719a

112 .069 .047 .517

Intercept 394.910 1.592 -.715

F 1.329 .881 19.293

Sign. of F .264 .361 .000

Significance of t: a < .01 b < .05 c < .10 d < .15 e < .20
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Collective action explains 7% of the variation in

changes in capitalization, 5% of the variation in changes

in concentration, and 52% of the variation in changes in

bureaucratization (see Table 7). The power of the nodel

to explain technological developnent declines sonewhat

from the 1950 to 1960 tine period. The power of the nodel

to explain changes in bureaucratization increases

substantially fron the previous tine period. We turn now

to the feed-back side of the nodel to account for changes

in collective action.

Qheeses- in -Qelleexi-1e · Aesiee-
The class conflict nodel suqqests that changes in the

labor process and the expansion of white collar workers

iwpact on collective action. Specifically, four

hypotheses were derived fron the Weberian and Harxist

positions. Hvpothesis eight (Ueberian) suggests that

increases in the ranks of professionals, nanagers, and

clerical workers should decrease the inpact of collective

action while hvpothesis nine (uarxist) suqgests a positive

inpact. Sinilarly, hvpothesis ten (Weberian) suggests

that changes in the labor process will have a negative

inpact on collective action while hvpothesis eleven

(Harxist) suggests a positive impact.

Table 8 presents the results of changes in strike

volune regressed on changes in the seven occupational
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groups and changes in the three labor process variables.

These results show that increases in the ranks of

craftsmen (beta = .235) and laborers (beta = .386) tend to

increase the inpact of strike volume (see Table 8).

Increases in the ranks of manaqers (beta = -156), clerical

workers (beta = .102), and operatives (beta = .10ß) have a

veaker tendency to increase the inpact of strike volune-

Increases in the ranks of professionals (beta = .028) and

sales workers (beta = -051) tend to have little influence

ou strike volune- Directionally only, the findinqs for

nanaqers and clerical workers tend to support hypothesis

nine. The general tendency is for laborers to decline in

eleven industries during this time period, so that a

decline in their ranks has a substantial negative iupact

on changes in strike volune. Increases in the ranks of

craftsnen, laborers, and to a lesser extent, nanaqers and

clerical workers tend to increase the impact of collective

action.

Increases in capitalization tend to have a sonewhat

veaker tendency to increase the inpact of strike volune

(beta coefficients consistently above .160 for all

occupational groups) in this tine period (see Table 8)-

These findings directionally support hvpothesis eleven but

not ten. Increases in concentratiou tend to slightly

decrease the inpact of strike volune (beta coefficients
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consistently between -.081 and -.1¤5 for all occupational

groups). Directionally then, these findings tend to

support hypothesis ten but not eleven. Increases in

bureaucratization tend to decrease the impact of strike

volune (beta coefficients consistently belor -.770 for all

occupational groups). These findings tend to support

hypothesis ten but not eleven. Declining

bureaucratization (eleven industries in this tine period)

has a substantial positive inpact on changes in strike

volune. Thus, in this time period, increasing capital

investment in technology tends to slightlv increase the

inpact of collective action. Increases in the dedication

of nore capital and personnel resources by the top four

firus in any particular industry conpared to other firns

within the same industry tends to slightly reduce the

inpact of collective action. But increases in the non-

productive conponent of manufacturing industries tends to

subtantively reduce the impact of collective action.

The conbined effects of changes in capitalization,

concentration, bureaucratization, and the seven

occupational groups explain about 70i of the variation in

changes in strike volune (R2 consistently above .692 for

all occupational groups) in this tine period (see Table

8).
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Previous discussion indicated that the general

tendency in nanufacturing industries, during this tine

period, is for the ranks of professionals, nanagers,

clerical workers, craftsnen, and operatives to increase.

The overall tendency is for the ranks of sales uorkers and

laborers to decline. The factors that appear to

contribute nost to explaining increases in the ranks of

professionals and nanagers, according to the nodel, are

declining bureaucratization and the inpact of collective

action. The general tendency is for the ranks of clerical

workers to increase, but the results in Table 6 do not

show any substantive factors that are explaininq this

growth. Sinilarly, the nodel does not adeguately explain

the decline in the ranks of sales workers in this time

period. Again, no substantial factors energe that can

account for this decline. The general tendency is for the

ranks of craftsnen to increase in this tine period. The

best predictor of the increase in the ranks of craftsnen

appears to be increased concentration of capital. For

operatives, two factors in the nodel contribnte to

understanding the general tendency for their ranks to

increase. First, declining bureaucratization contributes

substantially to an increase in the ranks of operatives

followed by the inpact of collective action. The general
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tendencv in this tine period is for the ranks of laborers

to decline. Clearlv, the impact of collective action is

the best predictor of decreases in the ranks of laborers

folloved bv declining bureaucratization of production.

The general tendencv in this tine period is for

collective action to increase in nanufactnrinq industries.

The feed·back side of the model indicates that the

declining bureaucratization of production is the uajor

factor explaininq this increase. To a lesser extent,

increases in the capitalization of technology and the

growing ranks of nanagers, clerical workers, craftsmen,

and operatives contribute to the general tendency for

collective action to increase. The general tendencv in

this tine period is for laborers to decline. Thus, the

declining ranks of laborers have a negative inpact on

collectiwe action. This finding is interesting in that

collective action, in both tine periods thus far, leads to

a decline in the ranks of laborers and this decline has a

substantial negative impact on collective action.

Period Three: 1970 to 1980

For the 1970 to 1980 tine period, the nean change in

capitalization is an increase of $1,397.00 per worker

between 1970 and 1980 (see Table 2). Concentration

declined .6% and bureaucratization increased an average of
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1.4S. Mean increases in the nunber of persons employed in

each occupational qroup between 1970 and 1980 are: 1) an

increase of 31,181 professionals, 2) an increase of 34,330

nanaqers, 3) an increase of 18,634 clerical workers, 4) an

increase of 2,789 sales workers, 5) an increase of 26,104

craftsnen, 6) an increase of 34,843 operatives, and 7) an

increase of 7,329 laborers. The nean volune of strikes

increased fron an annual averaqe of 106,251 between 1964

and 1973 to an annual averaqe of 107,057 between 1973 and

1980, resultinq in a mean increase in the volune of

strikes of 1,883.

.h.¢¤¤.s..§<-= ‘·l9.‘1L§.§·‘2‘i§t,£L'°b„§*.·L.'°§*.9$*;‘léf1.§]e§..}.E>.£‘·
Table 9 presents the results of chanqes between 1970

and 1980 in the seven occupational qronps reqressed on

chanqes in the three labor process variables and the

averaqe annual strike volune between 1964 and 1972. These

results show that increases in capitalization have a

sonewhat weak tendencv to decrease the ranks of

professionals (beta = -.160), uanaqers (-.160), clerical

workers (beta = -.187), sales workers (beta = -.111), and

craftsnen (beta = -.143) in this time period (see Table

9). Increases in capitalization have a sliuht tendency to

increase the ranks of laborers (beta = .103), but have

little affect on chanqes in the ranks of operatives (beta

= -.092).
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Hypothesis one sugqests that increasinq

capitalization of technology would increase the ranks of

the four white collar occupational groups and decrease the

ranks of blue collar workers. These findings

directionally and substantively do not support the

hypothesis for any of the seven occupational groups.

Directionally only, the hypothesis is supported by the

findings for craftsuen and not supported with the findinqs

for professionals, nanaqers, clerical workers, sales

workers, and laborers. The lack of any relationship

between capitalization and changes in the ranks of

operatives also does not support the hypothesis. Thus,

increasing capital investnent in technology tends to

slightly decrease the ranks of professionals, nanaqers,

clerical workers, sales workers, and craftsnen in this

tine period, but increases the ranks of laborers.

Increases in concentration tend to decrease the ranks

of profesionals (beta = -.399), nanagers (beta = -.21ß),

clerical workers (beta = -.¤62), craftsnen (beta = -.055),

and operatives (beta = -.317) between 1970 and 1980 (see

Table 9). Increases in concentration tend to have little

influence on changes in the ranks of sales workers (beta =

-.057) and laborers (beta = -.081).

Hypothesis two predicted that increased concentration

would increase the ranks of the four white collar
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occupational qroups and decrease the ranks of the blue

collar qroups. The findinqs for craftsuen and operatives,

directionally and substantively, support the hypothesis

while the findinqs for professionals, nanaqers, and

clerical uorkers do not. The lack of any relationships

between increased concentration and chanqes in the ranks

of sales uorkers and laborers also do not support the

hypothesis. As the four larqest firns uithin an industry

becone larqer in the size and scale of their operations

conpared to other firas within the sane industry then,

there is a decline in the ranks of professionals,

nanaqers, clerical vorkers, craftsnen, and operatives.

The concentration of capital declined in thirteen of the

twenty industries (see Appendix III), so that declininq

concentration increases the ranks of these five

occupational qroups.

Increases in bureaucratization tend to increase the

ranks of sales uorkers (beta = .207) and decrease the

ranks of laborers (beta = -.395) in this tiue period (see

Table 9). There is a sonevhat weaker tendency for

increases in bureaucratization to decrease the ranks of

operatives (beta = -.177). Increases in bureaucratization

tend to have little inpact on chanqes in the ranks of

professionals (beta = .011), nanaqers (beta = -.03u),

clerical workers (beta = .011), and craftsnen (beta =

-.078).
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Hypothesis three suqqests that increased

bureaucratization would favor qrowth in the four white

collar occupational qroups and decrease the ranks of blue

collar workers. Directionallv and substantivelv,

hvpothesis three is supported bv the findinqs for sales

workers and laborers, and directionally only with

operatives. The lack of anv relationships between

increased bureaucratization and chanqes in the ranks of

professionals, nanaqers, clerical workers, and craftsnen

do not support the hypothesis. Increasinq the non-

productive conponent of nanufacturinq industries increases

the ranks of sales workers and tends to decrease the ranks

of operatives and laborers in this tine period.

The averaqe annual strike volune between 196ß and

1972 tends to increase the ranks of professionals (beta =

.352), nanaqers (beta = .228), and craftsnen (beta =

.2I3), but decreases the ranks of laborers (beta = -.311)

in this tine period (see Table 9). There is a weaker

tendency for strike volune to increase the ranks of

operatives (beta - .160). Strike volume tends to have

little inpact on chanqes in the ranks of clerical workers

(beta = .066) and sales workers (beta = -.086).

Hypothesis four suqqests that collective action would

increase the ranks of professionals, nanaqers, and

clerical workers, and decrease the ranks of blue collar
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workers. The findings for professionals, uanaqers, and

laborers, directionally and substantively, support

hypothesis four.

Directionally only, hypothesis four is not supported

with the findings for craftsnen and operatives. The

greater the inpact of collective action then, the greater

will be the increase in the ranks of professionals and

managers, and the greater will be the dectease in the

ranks of laboters. However, collective action also

incteases the ranks of craftsnen and operatives.

Possiblv. ctaftsnen and operatives, auch note so than

laborers, are able to win 1ob security and control 10h

classification systens and work rules, via collective

action, that protects their iobs and leads to note of

these workers being hired.

The conbined effects of changes in capitalization,

concentration, bureauctatization, and strike volune

explain 27% of the variation in changes in the ranks of

professionals, 10% of the variation in changes in the

ranks of nanaqets, 20% of the variation in changes in the

ranks of clerical wotkers, 5% of the variation in changes

in the ranks of sales wotkers, 27% of the variation in

changes in the ranks of craftsnen, 16% of the variation in

changes in the ranks of operatives, and 31% of the

variation in changes in the ranks of laborers in this tine
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period (see Table 9). In all three specific tine periods,

the power of the nodel to explain changes in the ranks of

professionals, craftsmen, and laborers has been quite

good. Except for one tine period, the nodel has also

adeguately explained changes in the ranks of clerical

workers and operatives. However, the power of the nodel

to explain changes in the ranks of sales workers has been

fair in only one time period and consistently weak for

nanagers in all three time periods.

Qeeesee- ie the- Letzer- Ereeeee
The class conflict nodel suggests that the inpact of

workers' collective action can help to explain changes in

the three labor process variables. Hypotheses five

through seven suggest that the inpact of workers•

collective action would increase capitalization,

concentration, and bureaucratization in that order. The

results in Table 10 show that strike volune tends to

increase capitalization (beta = .209) and

bureaucratization (beta = .202) in this tine period.

Strike volune, however, tends to have little invact on

concentration (beta = ·.092). Directionally and

substantively then, the findings support hypotheses five

and seven, but do not support hypothesis six. Thus, the

greater the impact of collective action, the greater uill

be the increase in capital investment in technology and in
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1 TABLE 10
Regression Equations for Labor Process Variables

on Strike Volume (1970-1980)

CAP78 CON78 BUR78

b beta b beta b beta

VOLS3 .006 .209 <.O0O -.092 <.000 .202
R2 .044 .008 .041

Intercept 805.783 -.341 .784

F .826 .151 .767

Sign. of F .376 .703 .393

Significance of t: a < .01 b < .05 c < .10 d < .15 e < .20
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the size of the non—productive personnel in nanufacturinq

industries.

Strike volume, however, explains only a snall

proportion of the variation in chanqes in capitalization

(0%), concentration (1%), and bureaucratization (0%) in

this tine period (see Table 10). Iorkers' collective

action beqins to explain a snaller portion of the

variation in chanqes in the three labor process variables

than in previous tine franes. But the findinqs for all

three specific tine periods suqqest that the onission of

collective action for explaininq chanqes in the nethods

and orqanization of production nay result in both a

theoretical and enpirical hiatus. I

Qhansss in snllssxizes hetzen
The class conflict nodel suqqests that chanqes in the

distribution of waqe labor and the labor process influence

collective action. Pour hypotheses were developed fron

the Weberian and Harxist perspectives. Hypothesis eiqht

(Weberian) suqqests that increases in the ranks of

professionals, nanaqers, and clerical workers will

neqatively impact on collective action. Sinilarly,

hypothesis ten (Ueberian) suqqests that capitalization,

coucentration, and bureaucratization represent the only

rational and efficient production systen and workers will

not resist these chanqes in the nethods and orqanization
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of production. Hvpothesis nine and eleven (Harxist), on

the other hand, suqqest the opposite.

Table 11 presents the results of chanqes in the

volune of strikes reqressed on the seven occupational

qroups and the three labor process variables. These

results shov that increases in the ranks of professionals

(beta = -.296) tend to decrease strike volune (see Table

11). There is a sonevhat veaker tendencv for increases in

the ranks of nanaqers (beta = -.182), clerical vorkers

(beta = -. 144), craftsnen (beta = -.153), and operatives

(beta = -. 126) to decrease strike volune. Increases in

the ranks of sales sorkers (beta = .024) and laborers

(beta = -.052) tend to have little inpact on cbanqes in

strike volune. These findinqs tend to support hypotbesis
U

eiqht (veberian) directionallv and substantively for

professionals and do not support hvpothesis nine (Harxist)

in this tine period. Directionallv onlv, the findinqs for

nanaqers and clerical vorkers support hvpothesis eiqht but

not nine. In this tine period, qrovth in the ranks of

professionals, nanaqers, clerical vorkers, craftsnen, and

operatives tends to decrease the inpact of collective

action.

Increases in capitalization tend to increase strike

volume (beta coefficients consistentlv above .640 for all

occupational uroups) in this tine period (see Table 11).
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This findinq supports hvpothesis eleven with regard to

capitalization and suggests that the greater the capital

investnent in technology, the greater will be the increase

in workers resistance to these changes. Increases in

concentration tend to have little influence on strike

volume (beta coefficients consistentlv between -.099 and

.02ß for all occupational groups). These findings do not

support either hypothesis ten or eleven. Increases in

bureaucratization have a souewhat weaker tendency to

decrease strike volune (beta coefficients consistently

below -.185 for all occupational groups). These findinqs

support hypothesis ten directionallv with regard to

bureaucratization but not hvpothesis eleven. Increasing

the non—productive conponent of nanufacturing industries,

in this tine period, tends to have a negative inpact on

collective action. Or, increasing bureaucratic control

over the labor process decreases worker resistance.

The conbined effects of changes in the seven

occupational groups and the three labor process variables

explain approxinatelv 50% of the variation in changes in

the volume of strikes (R2 consistentlv above .ß6 for all

occupational groups) in this tine Deriod (see Table 11)-

In all three specific tine periods, the power of the nodel

to explain variations in changes in strike volume has been

exceptionally good.
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The qeneral tendencv in this time period is for the

ranks of all occupational qroups to expand. Sinilarly,

the qeneral tendency is for strike volume to increase in

most industries (see Appendices IV throuqh XII). Lookinq

at the results in Table 9, the factors which contribute

nost to the expansionary tendencies of professionals and

manaqers in this time period are the inpact of collective

action and the declininq concentration of capital

(thirteen industries). These findinqs suqqest that the

class conflict model, not the technoqenic thesis, explains

a larqe part of the qrowth in these two occupational

qroups. Growth in the ranks of clerical workers is best

explained by the declininq concentration of capital.

Growth in the nunber of sales workers can best be

attributed to increased bureaucratization, however the

nodel is relativelv weak in explaininq chanqes in this

occupational qroup. The expansionarv tendencies of

craftsmen and operatives, in this tine period, can best be

explained by the declininq concentration of capital and

the inpact of collective action. Growth in the ranks of

laborers can best be explained by increased

capitalization.

The qeneral tendency for strike volnne to increase in

this tine period can best be explained by chanqes in
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capitalization. In all three specific time periods,

increasing capital investment in technology has a positive

impact on collective action. Uorkers are struggling to

resist technoloqical development that threatens their

means of subsistence and devalues their labor.

Results from 1950 to 1980

In this section, I will address the eleven hypotheses

utilizing the results of the nodel with 1950 and 1980 as

the historical paraueters for each variable-¤$ Table 12

presents the neans and standard deviations for all

variables employed in the analysis of the full uodel. For .

manufacturinq industries in general, uean change in the

capitalization of technology is an increase of $2,542.00

per worker (see Table 12). The uean concentration of

capital declined 3.6% between 1950 and 1980 for

manufacturinq industries in general, while the uean

bureaucratization of production increased by 4.6% in the

saue tine period. The mean changes in the nunber of

150ne precautlonary note uay be in order. The two
ueasureaent points used for measurinq strike volune tends
to have a leveling effect on strike volume. Strike volume
rises and falls at various tines and the use of only two
neasureuent points may level out these peaks and valleys.
Thus, the effects that strike volune has for changes in
the distribution of wage labor and the labor process nay
be swaller than in the specific tine periods. Sinilarly,
the effects that changes in the distribution of wage labor
and the labor process have for changes in strike voluwe
may be sualler.
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TABLE 12

Means and Standard Deviations for All Variables Utilized
in the 1950 to 1980 Time Period

Mean Involvement
Change Std. Dev. % Mean Change

VOLS5 111817.405 112434.961

VOLS6 102344.364 71708.920

CVOLST58 -9473.041 95865.753

CON58 -3.606 10.106

CAP58 2542.330 2796.137

BUR58 4.603 2.614

PROF58 87853.000 118864.133 6%

MAN58 49519.000 51992.075 3%

CLER58 54717.500 69222.167 1%

SALE58 6060.500 14310.312 0%

CRAFT58 69605.500 78205.732 -1%

OPER58 102763.000 214056.130 -6%

LAB58 -13783.000 45984.302 -4%
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persons emploved in each occupational qroup are: 1) an

increase of 87,853 professionals, 2) an increase of 49,519

nanaqers, 3) an increase of 54,718 clerical workers, 4) an

increase of 6,061 sales workers, 5) an increase of 69,606

craftsmen, 6) an increase of 102,763 operatives, and 7) a

decline of 13,783 laborers. Strike volune declined fron

an annual averaqe of 111,817 between 1947 and 1963 to an

annual averaqe of 102,344 between 1964 and 1980, resultinq

in a mean decline in strike volume of 9,473.

The occupational conposition of the nanufacturinq

workforce has chanqed in the post war era. The nean

percentaqe involvenent of professionals as part of the

total manufacturinq work force has increased 6% between

1950 and 1980 (see Table 12). The nean percentaqe

involvement of nanaqers has increased 3% and clerical

workers 1%. The mean percentaqe involvement of sales

workers has not chanqed in the post·war era. The nean

percentaqe involvenent of craftsmen has declined 1%

despite their ranks increasinq in an absolute sense.

Sinilarlv, the nean percentaqe involvement of operatives

has declined by 6% despite a qeneral increase in their

ranks. The nean percentaqe involvenent of laborers has

declined 4%.
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Changes in the Distribution of Hage Labor

Table 13 presents the results of changes in the seven

occupational groups regressed on changes in the three

labor process variables and the average annual strike

voluue between 19ü7 and 1963. These results show that

increases in capitalization tend to decrease the ranks of

professionals (beta = -.21ß), nanagers (beta = -.225),

clerical workers (beta = -.292), and craftsuen (beta =

-.257) lin the overall tiue period (see Table 13).

Increases in capitalization have a souewhat weaker

tendencv to decrease the ranks of sales workers (beta =

-.167), and operatives (beta = -.15ß). Increases in

capitalization tend to have little impact on changes in

the ranks of laborers (beta = -.017).

Hvpothesis one suggests that increased capitalization

of technology would increase the ranks of the four white

collar occupational groups and decrease the ranks of the

three blue collar groups. Directionally and

substantivelv, the findings for craftsnen support

hypothesis one and the findings for professionals,

uanaqers, and clerical workers do not support the

hvpothesis.

Directionallv, the findings for operatives support

the hypothesis while the findings for sales workers do

not. The lack of anv relationship between increased
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capitalization and chanqes in the ranks of laborers does

not support the hypothesis. The qeneral tendency between

1950 and 1980 has been for increasinq capital investnent

in technoloqy to decrease the ranks of all occupational

qroups but laborers.

Increases in concentration tend to decrease the ranks

of professionals (beta = -.283), nanaqers (beta = -.332),

clerical workers (beta = -.297), sales workers (beta =

-.227), craftsnen (beta = -.406), and operatives (beta =

-.563). Increases in concentration have a weaker tendency

to decrease the ranks of laborers (beta = -.111)

Hypothesis two suqqests that increased concentration

would increase the ranks of white collar workers and

decrease the ranks of blue collar workers. Directionally

and substantively, the findinqs for craftsuen and

operatives support hypothesis two while the findings for

professionals, nanaqers, clerical workers, and sales

workers do not. Directionally, the findinqs for laborers

support the hvpothesis. Thus, the dedication of nore

capital and personnel resources to production in any

particular industry by the top four producers conpared to

other firns within the sane industry tends to decrease the

ranks of all occupational qroups. The qeneral tendency,

however, is for the concentration of capital to decline in

twelve of the twenty industries in this tine period. And
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declininq concentration tends to increase the ranks of all

occupational Groups.

Increases in bureaucratization tend to increase the

ranks of professionals (beta = .Q¤2), nanaqers (beta =

.355), clerical workers (beta = .415), sales worker (beta

= .ß98), and craftsmen (beta = .331) in this tine period

(see Table 13). Increases in bureaucratization have a

weaker tendency to decrease the ranks of operatives (beta

= .126). Increases in bureaucratization teud to have

little inpact on chanqes in the ranks of laborers (beta

=.001).

Hypothesis three suqqests that increased

bureaucratization would favor qrowth in the ranks of the

four white collar occupational Groups and decrease the

ranks of the three blue collar GEOUDS• The findinqs for

professionals, nanaqers, clerical workers, and sales

workers, directionally and snbstantively, support

hypothesis three. The findinqs for craftsnen,

directionally and substantivelv, do not support the

hypothesis.

Directionallv, the findinqs for operatives do not

support hypothesis three. The lack of any relationship

between increased bureaucratization and chanqes in the

ranks of laborers also does not support the hypothesis.

Thus, in this tine period, increasinq the no¤—productive
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component of nanufacturinq industries tends to increase

the ranks of all occupational qroups but laborers.

The averaqe annual strike volune between 1947 and

1963 tends to decrease the ranks of laborers (beta =

-.605) in this time period (see Table 13). Strike volune

has a somewhat weaker tendency to decrease the ranks of

clerical workers (beta = -.117) and sales workers (beta =

-.132). Strike volune tends to have little inpact on

chanqes in the ranks of professionals (beta = .010),

nanaqers (beta = .051), craftsnen (beta = -.023), and

operatives (beta = .089).

Hypothesis four suqqests that strike volune would

increase the ranks of professionals, nanaqers, and

clerical workers but decrease the ranks of the three blue

collar qroups. The findinqs for laborers, directionally

and substantively, support hypothesis four. Directionally

only, the findinqs for clerical workers do not support the

hypothesis. The lack of any relationship between strike

volune and chanqes in the ranks of professionals,

nanaqers, craftsnen, and operatives do not support the

hypothesis. Thus, the impact of workers‘ collective

action tends to decrease the ranks of laborers and, to a

snaller extent, clerical workers in this tine period.

The coabined effects of chanqes in capitalization,

concentration, bureaucratization, and strike volune
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explain 27% of the Variation in changes in the ranks of

professionals, 23% of the Variation in changes in the

ranks of nanagers, 27% of the Variation in changes in the

ranks of clerical workers, 23% of the Variation in changes

in the ranks of sales workers, 28% of the Variation in

changes in the ranks of craftsnen, 32% of the Variation in

changes in the ranks of operatiVes, and 34% of the

Variation in changes in the ranks of laborers (see Table

13). The power of the nodel for explaining changes in the

distribution of wage labor during this tine period exceeds

its power in the specific tine periods for alnost all

occupational groups.

Changes in the Labor Process

The class conflict model suggests that the iupact of

workers° collective action contributes to explaining

changes in the three labor process variables. Hypotheses

five through seven suggest that workers' collective action

would increase capitalization, concentration, and

bureaucratization. The results in Table 14 show that

strike Volune increases capitalization (beta = .207) and

decreases concentration (beta = -.314) in this time

period. Strike volune tends to have little influence on

changes in bureaucratization (beta = .034). These

findings, directionallv and snbstantively, support
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TABLE 14

Regression Equations for Labor Process Variables
on Strike Volume (1950-1980)

CAP58 CON58 BUR58

b beta b beta b beta

VOLS5 .005 .207 <.000 -.314e <.000 .034

R2 .043 .099 .001

Intercept 1966.240 -.451 4.514

F .807 1.968 .021

Sign. of F .381 .178 .887

Significance of t: a < .01 b < .05 c < .10 d < .15 e < .20
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hypothesis five but do not support hypothesis six. The

lack of any relationship between collective action and

increased bureaucratization does not support hypothesis

seven. Thus, the greater the inpact of collective action,

the greater will be the increase in the capital investment

in technology and the increase in technical control over

the labor process. The greater the inpact of collective

action, the greater will be the decline in capital and

personnel resources expended for production by the the top

four firns in any particular industry conpared to other

firms within the sane industry.

Strike volune explains 4% of the variation in changes

in capitalization, 10% of the variation in changes in

concentration, and none of the variation in changes in

bureaucratization (B2 = .001) in this time period (see

Table 14). These findings indicate that collective action

does contribute a little to explaining changes in the

labor process, but interestingly enough contributes to

understanding changes in specific labor process variables

in specific tine periods. I turn now to the feed·back

side of the nodel to explain how changes in the seven

occupational groups.and the three labor process variables

impact on workers' collectiye action.
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Changes in Collective Action

Table 15 presents the data analysis results of

changes in strike volume between 1950 and 1980 regressed

on changes in the seven occupational groups and the three

labor process variables. Hypotheses eiqht through eleven

address these relationships. Hvpothesis eight (Heberian)

suqqests increases in the ranks of professionals,

manaqers, and clerical workers would decrease strike

volume. Similarlv, hypothesis ten (Ieberian) suggests

that increases in capitalization, concentration, and

bureaucratization would decrease strike volune.

Hypothesis nine (Harxist) suqqests that increases in the

ranks of professionals, manaqers, and clerical workers

would increase strike volume. Hypothesis eleven (Harxist)

suqqests that increases in capitalization, concentration,

and bureaucratization would increase strike volume.

The results show that increases in the ranks of

clerical workers (beta = .236), craftsmen (beta = .277),

operatives (beta = .322), and laborers (beta = .665) tend

to increase strike volume (see Table 15). Increases in

the ranks of professionals (beta = .182), managers (beta =

.191), and sales workers (beta = .13¤) have a weaker

tendency to increase strike volume. Directionally and

substantively, the findinqs for clerical workers support

hypothesis nine but not eiqht. Directionally, the
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findinqs for professionals, manaqers, and sales vorkers

support hypothesis nine but not eiqht. Thus, qrovth in

the ranks of all occupational qroups tends to increase

strike volune.

Increases in capitalization tend to increase strike

volune (beta coefficients consistently above .250 for all

occupational qroups) in this time period (see Table 15).

This findinq supports hypothesis eleven directionally and

substantively, but not hvpothesis ten. Increases in

concentration tend to have a small positive impact on

strike volume (beta coefficients consistently above .130

for all occupational qroups except laborers (beta =

.059)). This findinq supports hypothesis eleven

directionally only, but neither hvpothesis ten nor eleven

substantively. Increases in bureaucratization tend te

have little affect on strike volume (beta coefficients

consistently between -.012 and .040 for all occupational

qroups). This findinq does not support either hypothesis

ten or eleven. Thus, in the overall 1950 to 1980 time

period, increasinq capital investment in technoloqy tends

to increase vorker resistance to technoloqical chanqe.

Siuilarlv, the top four producers in any particular

industry increasinq the size and scale of their operations

conpared to other firms in the sane industry tends to

increase vorkers resistance.
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The conbined effects of changes in the seven

occupational groups and the three labor process variables

explain approximatelv 10% of the variation in changes in

collective action in the regression eguations for all

occupational groups (RZ consistentlv between .083 and .142

except laborers where 50% of the variation in changes in

strike volune is explained (see Table 15). Thus, in the

overall time period, there is a marked reduction in the

power of the model to explain variations in changes in

strike volune from the three specific tine periods.

However, when laborers are the occupational group in the

equation, the power of the nodel to explaiu variations in

changes strike volune renains quite good.

Sunnarv

The general tendencv, in the overall time period, is

for the ranks of professionals, managers, clerical

workers, sales workers, craftsmen, and operatives to
I

increase and for the ranks of laborers to decline. Growth

in the ranks of all occupational groups but laborers is

best explained bv the declining concentration of capital

(twelve of twentv industries and a nean decline of 3.6%)

and the increasing bureaucratization of production. The

decline in the ranks of laborers between 1950 and 1980 is

best explained bv the i·pact of collective action and, to

a lesser extent, bv increasing concentration of capital.
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The qeneral tendencv is for strike volume to decline

in the overall time period (mean decline of 9,ß73).

Factors that contribute most to this decline are the

declininq ranks of laborers (mean decline of 13,783) and

the declininq concentration of capital (mean decline of

3.6%).

Conparisons of the Four Time Periods bv Hypotheses

In this section, the eleven hvpotheses will be

conpared across the four time periods lookinq for

relationships amonq the variables that hold with some

svstematic reqularitv. The presentation of these patterns

will follow the presentation of the findinqs for each tine

period: 1) chanqes in the distribution of waqe labor, 2)

chanqes in the labor process, and 3) chanqes in collective

action.

Chanqes in the Distribution of Wade Labor

Hypothesis one predicted that increases in the

capitalization of technoloqv would increase the ranks of

professionals, manaqers, clerical workers, and sales

workers, but decrease the ranks of craftsnen, operatives,

and laborers. The findinqs for the 1950 to 1960 tine

period showed that increased capitalization increases the

ranks of sales workers and decreases the ranks of the six
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renaininq occupational qroups. The findinqs for

professionals, nanaqers, clerical workers, craftsnen, and

laborers are substantivelv siqnificant. In the 1960 to

1970 tine period, increases in capitalization decreased

the ranks of craftsnen and clerical workers and have

little affect on chanqes in the ranks of the renaiuinq

five qroups. The findinqs for craftsnen are substantively

siqnificant. In the 1970 to 1980 tine period, increases

in capitalization decreased the ranks of professionals,

nanaqers, clerical workers, sales workers, and craftsnen.

Increased capitalization increases the ranks of laborers

and has little affect on operatives. None of these

findinqs, however, net the criteria for suhstantive

siqnificance. Finallv, in the overall 1950 to 1980 tine

period, increases in capitalization tend to decrease the

ranks of all occnpational qroups but laborers where there

was no relationship. The findinqs for professionals,

nanaqers, clerical workers, and craftsnen net the criteria

for substantive siqnificance.

Thus, the followinq pattern enerqes: increased

capitalization tends to decrease the ranks of

professionals, nanaqers, clerical workers, and craftsuen,

and there is a qeneral tendency for increased

capitalization to decrease the ranks of sales workers and
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operatives. The Heberian and Structural uarxist!•

perspectives argued that increasing capital investment in
‘

technology creates a denand for professional and technical

uorkers to operate the new and sophisticated complex

production technologies. Similarly, advanced production

technologies create a deaand for nore managers, clerical

workers, and sales workers because of the increased

supervision and coordination reguirenents of the neu

technologies. The findings in this analysis, however, do

not support such clains. Increasing capital investment in

technology decreases the ranks of all occupational groups

but laborers. These findings suggest that technological
l

developnent in manufacturing industries in the post war

era is not creating expansionary tendencies for white

collar workers. And the Weberian and Structural Harxist

perspectives suggest that increasing capital investnent in

technology would reduce the ranks of the three blue collar

occupational groups. The findings suggest that this is

occurrinq for craftsmen and operatives, but not for

laborers, in the post war era.

*‘So¤e Structural Harxists (Edwards, 1979: Aglietta, 1976;
Braverman, 197H) have inplied that recent technological
developuents in the labor process could possibly lead to a
decreased demand for particular white collar groups in the
industrial enterprise. In particular, they point to
conpletely integrated systems of production decreasing the
demand for intermediary levels of nanaqenent and
coordinating functions.
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Hvpothesis two suqqested that increases in the

concentration of capital would increase the ranks of

professionals, nanaqers, clerical workers, and sales

workers, but decrease the ranks of craftsnen, operatives,

and laborers. The findinqs for the 1950 to 1960 tine

period showed that increased concentration tends to

decrease the ranks of craftsnen and has little affect on

chanqes in the ranks of the renaininq six occupational

qroups. This findinq does not neet the criteria for

substantive siqnificance. In the 1960 to 1970 tine

period, increases in concentration increase the ranks of

craftsnen, laborers, sales workers, and operatives, and

have little affect on the renaininq three occupational

qroups. The findinqs for craftsnen and laborers are

substantively siqnificant. In the 1970 to 1980 tine

period, increases in concentration tend to decrease the

ranks ef professionals, nanaqers, clerical workers,

craftsnen, and operatives, and have little affect on

chanqes in the ranks of sales workers and laborers. The

findinqs for all occupational qronps but sales workers and

laborers are snbstantively siqnificant. Pinally, in the

overall 1950 to 1980 time period, increases in

concentration tend to decrease the ranks of all

occupational qroups and these findinqs are substantively

siqnificant for all qroups but laborers. However, for
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three of the four time periods, the qeneral tendency was

for the concentration of capital to decline in

nannfacturinq industries.

Accordinq to the Weberians and Structural Harxists,

the concentration of capital should continue to increase

in manufacturinq industries. Heberians would arque that

large scale production is the nost rational forw of

producinq because it allows for econonies of scale.

Structural uarxists would arque that the concentration of

capital continues to increase because of the conpetition

anonq capitalists inherent in the capital accunulation

process. Two crucial problens innediatelv arise with the

Weberian and Structural Harxist argunents. First,

increasinq concentration does not inplv an increase in the

ranks of the white collar ccupational groups as

predicted. Second, the uotion that the concentration of

capital will continue to increase is problenatic. Thus,

the two perspectives fail to nake accurate predictions

concerning the expansionary tendencies of white collar

workers due to increased concentration and, second, the

concentration of capital is not increasinq as a qeneral

tendencv in the post war era.

Hvpothesis three predicted that increases in the

bureaucratization of production would increase the ranks

of professionals, uanaqers, clerical workers, and sales
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vorkers and decrease the ranks of craftsmen, operatives,

and laborers. The findings for the 1950 to 1960 tiae

period shoved that increased bureaucratization increases

the ranks of professionals, clerical vorkers, craftsmen,

and operatives, and decreases the ranks of sales vorkers.

Increased bnreaucratization has little affect on changes

in the ranks of nanagers and laborers. These findings are

substantivelv significant for professionals and clerical

uorkers. In the 1960 to 1970 tine period, increased

hnreaucratization tends to decrease the ranks of

professionals, nanagers, and operatives, increases the

ranks of laborers, but has little affect on changes in the

ranks of clerical uorkers, sales vorkers, and craftsnen.

These findings are substantivelv siqnificant for

professionals, manaqers, operatives, and laborers. In the

1970 to 1980 time period, increased bureaucratization

tends to increase the ranks of sales uorkers, decreases

the ranks of craftsmen and laborers, and has little affect

on changes in the ranks of the reuaining four occupational
V

groups. These findinqs are snbstantivelv significant for

sales uorkers and laborers. For the overall 1950 to 1980

tine period, increased bureancratization tends to increase

the ranks of professionals, managers, clerical vorkers,

sales vorkers, craftsnen, and operatives, but has little

affect on changes in the ranks of laborers. These
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findinqs are substantivelv siqnificant for professionals,

manaqers, clerical workers, sales workers, and craftsnen.

No consistent patterns enerqe across the four tine

periods. However, the power of the nodel to explain

changes in the distribution of wage labor was greatest in

the 1950 to 1980 tine period. The findinqs for the four

white collar qroups support hypothesis three while the

findinqs for craftsnen and operatives do not. Thus,

increasinq the non·productive coaponent of nanufacturinq

industries tends to increase the ranks of all occupational

qroups but laborers. This latter findinq is consistent

with the Heberian and Structural Harxist explanations

concerning the expansionary tendencies of white collar

workers created by increased bureaucratization.

Hypothesis four was derived fron a Harxist class

conflict perspective and suqqested that the impact of

workers' collective action would increase the ranks of

professionals, nanaqers, and clerical workers, but

decrease the ranks of craftsnen, operatives, and laborers.

For the 1950 to 1960 tine period, collective action tends

to increase the ranks of professionals, nanaqers, clerical

workers, and craftsnen, and decreases the ranks of

laborers. In the 1960 to 1970 tine period, collective

action tends to increase the ranks of professionals,

nanaqers, and operatives, and decreases the ranks of
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laborers. In the 1970 to 1980 time period, collective

action tends to increase the ranks of professionals,

nanaqers, craftsnen, and operatives, and decreases the

ranks of laborers. For the overall 1950 to 1980 tine

period, collective action tends to decrease the ranks of

clerical workers and laborers. Tvo systenatic

relationships enerqe in three of the four tine periods and

one in all four tine periods. These are that the inpact

of collective action tends to increase the ranks of

professionals and nanaqers and decreases the ranks of

laborers. These findinqs are consistent with the class

conflict model which suqqests that, in part, the

expansionary tendencies of professionals, nauaqers, and

clerical workers can be explained bv the inpact of

vorkers° collective action. Sinilarlv, in response to

collective action, capital will reduce the ranks of

craftsnen, operatives, and laborers. The findinqs for

professionals, nanaqers, and laborers, suqqest that

collective action does have inportant consequences for

chanqes in the distribution of uaqe labor. Thus, iqnorinq

the role of collective action for explaininq chanqes in

the distribution of waqe labor nav result in a serious

theoretical and enpirical hiatus.
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Chanqes in the Labor Process

The class conflict nodel presented in Chapter I

suggested that the inpact of workers' collective action

would lead to increases in capitalization, concentration,

and bureaucratization. Hypotheses five thronqh seven

address these changes respectively. Hypothesis five

suqqested that the inpact of collective action would

increase capitalization. The findinqs for all four tiue

periods showed that, directionally and substantively, the

hypothesis was supported. Thus, as the inpact of

collective action increases in nanufacturing industries,

the amount of capital inyested in technology per worker

increases.

Hypothesis six suqqested that the impact of

collective action would increase concentration. This

hypothesis was supported only in the 1960 to 1970 tine

period. In the 1970 to 1980 tine period, collective

action has a snall inverse affect on concentration. For

the reuaininq two tine periods, the inpact of collective

action tends to decrease concentration. These findinqs

are substantively significant in both tine periods. Thus,

the general tendency in nanufacturinq industries in the

post war era was for the inpact of collective action to

decrease the dedication of capital and personnel resources

to production by the top four firus in any particular

industry conpared to other firns within the same industry.
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Hvpothesis seven suggested that the inpact of

collective action would increase bureaucratization. In

all three specific tine periods, this hypothesis was

supported. In the overall 1950 to 1980 tine period,

collective action has little affect on changes in

bureaucratization. Thus, as the inpact of collective

action increases in nanufacturing industries, the non-

productive conponent of nauufacturing industries and

bureaucratic control over the labor process increases.

Changes in Collective Action

Hvpotheses eight through eleven address the

relationships between changes in the ranks of

professionals, nanagers, clerical vorkers, and changes in

strike volune. Hypothesis eight (Ieberian) predicted that

increases in the ranks of these three occupational groups

would decrease collective action. Hvpothesis nine

(uarxist) suggested that increases in the ranks of

professionals, uanagers, and clerical workers would

\

increase collective action. For the 1950 to 1960 tine

period, increases in the ranks of all occupational groups

tend to increase strike volume. The findinqs for

professionals, clerical workers, and laborers are

substantivelv significant. In the 1960 to 1970 tine

period, increases in the ranks of nanagers, clerical
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workers, craftsnen, operatives, and laborers tend to

increase strike volume. The findinqs for craftsnen and

laborers are substantively siqnificant. In the 1970 to

1980 time period, increases in the ranks of professionals,

manaqers, clerical workers, craftsnen, and operatives tend

to decrease strike volune. These findinqs are

substantively siqnificant for professionals only. For the

overall 1950 to 1980 tine period, increases in the ranks

of all occupational qroups tend to increase strike volume.

These findinqs are substantively siqnificant for clerical

workers, craftsnen, operatives, and laborers. Thus, in

three of the four tiue periods, increases in the ranks of

manaqers, clerical workers, and laborers tend to inpact

positively on collective action. These relationships are

substantively siqnificant onlv for lahorers in the three

tine periods. However, there is a qeneral tendency for

increases in the ranks of uanaqers, clerical workers,

craftsnen, and operatives to lead to increases in the

inpact of collective action. These findinqs tend to

support hypothesis nine iuarxisti for nanaqers and

clerical workers, but not hypothesis eiqht (Heberian).

Heberians tend to view adninistrative hierarchies as

ideoloqically neutral and thus they fail to acknouledqe

that traditional blue collar workers nav intensify their

resistance to the increased presence of white collar
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workers that fill the positions of control, supervision,

nonitorinq, and inspectinq, within the adninistrative

hierarchv.

Hvpotheses ten (Heberian) and eleven (uarxist)

address the relationships between chanqes in the three

labor process variables and chanqes in workers' collective

action. Hvpothesis eleven suqqested that increases in

capitalization, concentration, and bureaucratization would

increase strike volune while hvpothesis ten snqqested the

opposite. For the 1950 to 1960 tine period, increases in

capitalization tend to increase strike volune. Increases

in bureaucratization and concentration tend to have little

affect on strike volume. In the 1960 to 1970 tine period,

increases in capitalization tend to increase collective

action and increases in concentration and

bureaucratization tend to decrease strike volune. Only

the findinqs for bureaucratization are substantively

siqnificant- In the 1970 to 1980 tine period, increases

in capitalization tend to increase strike volune and

increases in bureaucratization tend to decrease strike

volune. Both of these findinqs are substantively

siqnificant. Increases in concentration tend to have

little affect on collective action in this tine period.

For the overall 1950 to 1980 tine period, increases in

capitalization and concentration tend to increase strike
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volune. Only the findinqs for capitalization are

substantively siqnificant. Increases in bureaucratization

have little affect on collective action in this tine

period. Only one consistent finding energes with

reqularity across the four tine periods, increased

capitalization tends to increase workers' collective

action. This findinq supports hypothesis eleven only with

reqard to capitalization. Thus, workers apparently do not

view technoloqical qrowth as ideoloqically neutral because

the greater the expansion of technoloqv, the qreater will

be workers' resistance. The findinqs for the effects of

increased bureaucratization and concentration on

collective action do not support either the Heberian or

Structural uarxist arqunents.

Sunnary

In compariuq these findinqs, sone relationships

enerqe with sone degree of reqularitv across the four tine

periods. These are: 1) the inpact of collective action

tends to increase capital investnent in technology; 2) the

inpact of collective action tends to increase the

bureaucratization of production: 3) the inpact of

collective action tends to decrease the concentration of

capital; 4) the inpact of collective action tends to

increase the ranks of professionals and nanagers and
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decrease the ranks of laborers: 5) increased

capitalization of technology, for the post part, tends to

decrease the ranks of professionals, nanaqers, clerical

workers, and crafts·en (and as a general tendency sales

workers and operatives); 6) increases in the ranks of

manaqers, clerical workers, craftsnen, operatives, and

laborers tend to increase the inpact of collective action;

and 7) increased capitalization of technology tends to

increase the inpact of collective action. Two additional

findinqs will be added for discussion purposes in the next

chapter. These findinqs are added because they are quite

substantial in the overall 1950 to 1980 tine period and

the nodel also had the nost predictive power for

explaininq changes in wage labor in this tine period.

These additional findinqs are: 81 increased concentration

of capital tends to decrease the ranks of all occupational

qroups but laborers; and 9) increased bureaucratization of

production tends to increase the ranks of all occupational

groups but laborers. It would be virtually impossible to

attenpt to account for all the variations in the findings.

Thus, the relationships presented above shape the

I

discussion in the next chapter.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION OF THE RESEARCH FINDINGS

The class conflict nodel described in Chapter I

stressed the notion that workers' collective action,

viewed at different points across tine, can be seen as a

barrier to capital accunnlation, as well as a response to

changes in the labor process and the distribution of wage

labor. As a barrier, collective action nust be overcone

if capital accunulation is to expand. For exanple,

strikes are a neans to bargain for a shorter working day.

Once workers have shortened their working tine,

capitalists nust intensify the labor process through

organizational and technological changes to regain the

lost surplus value. Iorkers° collective action, then,
4

encourages changes in the labor process. Iith each change

in the labor process, there are changes in the

distribution of wage labor in the production process.

But changes in the labor process and the distribution

of wage labor feed back and workers resist further changes

by engaginq in collective action. These continual changes

in the labor process threaten the everyday situation of

wage labor by dispelling all fixity and security in their

lives, by renovinq the instrunents of labor fron the

workers' hands, by pacing hunan labor with the power of

128
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machines, and bv suppressinq the detail function of the

worker (Marx, 1967: 487). Marx (1967: 429) notes that the

first siqns of workers' rebellion against the technical

neans of production was their attacks against nachinery

such as the Luddite movenent.

Class conflict, then, is a process. Uorkers, via

collective action, create barriers to capital accunulation

that nust be overcone. Barriers to accunulation force

capital to transforn the labor process and the

distribution of wage labor to increase capitalist control

over the labor process and worker productivity. Uorkers,

in turn, respond to changes in the labor process and the

distribution of wage labor bv intensifving their

resistance to the donination of capital.

This chapter will spell out the inplications of the

salient results and in turn assess the relative nerits of

the class conflict model in relation to the conventional

approaches represented bv the Ueberians and Structural

uarxists.*7 Both perspectives tend to utilize the United

¤?0ne nodification of the results will be made for
discussion purposes. Relationships among the variables
that were ideutified onlv as general tendencies in Chapter ·
III will now now be included in this discussion as na1or ·
findinqs. I have chosen to include these general
tendencies because the data suggest that an increase or
decrease of .100 standard deviation in the ranks of any of
the occupational groups tvpicallv involves an increase, or
decrease, of over 1,000 workers. Por exanple, analvsis of
the 1970 to 1980 tine period showed that changes in
capitalization were inverselv related to changes in the
ranks of all occupational groups but laborers. The betas
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States as the main example in their arguments. The twenty

Two-Digit nanufacturing industries used in the present

study, then, constitute the theoretical population

generally assuned bv Weberians and Structural Marxists.

Generalizations of these findings to other advanced

industrial societies should be nade with caution due to

cultural diversity and differences in political and

economic structures. Similarly, generalizations to other

sectors of the United States economy would be a

guestionable use of the findings.

for the six groups ranqed fron -.093 for operatives to
-.187 for clerical workers. A decline of .100 standard
deviation would nean a decline of 25,000 workers for these
six groups. This would be a substantial decline in the
labor force and would have trenendous social implications
for society and the people who are losing their jobs.
Sinilarlv, a change of .100 in one standard deviation of
change in the volume of strikes is freguently larger than
the mean change in strike volune for the twenty
industries. Thus, consistent relationships found on the
feed-back side of the model with a nagnitude of .100 will
also be included in the discussion. Basically, this neans
that the inverse effect that increased capitalization has
for sales workers and operatives is now included in the
discussion along with professionals, managers, clerical
workers, and craftsnen. The inverse effect that changes
in concentration has on the ranks of lahorers will be ·
included along with the other six occupational groups.
The positive impact that collective action has on changes
in the ranks of managers is now included along with
professionals. Finallv, the positive impact that changes
in the ranks of managers, craftsnen, and operatives have
for changes in collective action will be discussed along
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Changes in the Distribution of Wage Labor

Four consistent findings energed in the analysis that

contribute to explaining changes in the distribution of

wage labor since World War II in U.S. nanufacturinq

industries. First, increases in the capitalization of

technology tend to decrease the ranks of all occupational

groups but laborers. Second, increases in the

concentration of capital tend to decrease the ranks of all

occupational groups. Third, increases in the

bureaucratization of production tend to increase the ranks

of all occupational groups but laborers. Finally, the

inpact of workers' collective action tends to increase the

ranks of professionals and nanaqers but decreases the

ranks of laborers. There were, however, no systeuatic

indirect effects of workers' collective action on changes

in the distribution of wage labor nediated through changes

in the three labor process variables.

Capitalization and Changes in Hage Labor

Increases in the capitalization of technology tend to

decrease the ranks of professionals, nanagers, clerical

workers, and craftsnen. The relationship between changes

in capitalization and changes in the sales and operative

i

with clerical workers and laborers.
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occupations varied in the specific tine periods,*¤ but as

a general tendency (1950 to 1980) they were negative.

Thus, increasing capital investnent in technology,

controlling for changes in concentration,

bureaucratization, and collective action, tends to

decrease the ranks of all occupational groups but

laborers.

These findings do not support the Ieherian and

Structural Harxist arguments that technoloqical

developnent and growth creates expansionary tendencies for

white collar workers. Following both perspectives,

increasing capital investment in technology does tend to

reduce the ranks of craftsmen and operatives.

Interestingly enough, increased capital investment in

technology does not reduce the ranks of laborers with any

systenatic regularity in the four tine periods. A

nainstay of the Heberian argunent has always been that

technoloqical growth elininates drudging and repetitive

¤•Changes in capitalization may have quite different
effects on sales workers than other occupational groups.
Traditionally, capitalization has been viewed prinarily as
technoloqical developnent that increases the productivity
of workers. In the post war era, capitalization in the
nost general sense neans the Drinciple of autonation and
its application to all aspects of work in the industrial
enterprise. Capitalization in new processes of production
may generate a denand for sales workers at particular
times to narket the products nade with new processes. In
short, they nust sell potential buyers on the quality of
products made with new technoloqical processes. Once the
narket is stabilized the demand for sales workers nay
decrease.
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work in the production process. The findinqs for laborers

do not support such a clain. The four occupational

qroups nost neqatively affected by increased

capitalization are professionals, nanaqers, clerical

workers, and craftsnen. With the exception of craftsnen,

these workers are considered by Weberians to be the risinq

forces of the new skilled labor force.

The Structural Marxists typically araue that, in the

historical process of capitalist developnent,

technoloqical qrowth has expanded the bureaucratic

orqanization of production and created expansionary

tendencies for white collar workers. This was especially

true when the assenblv line was the prinary forn of

technical control. Edwards (1979) has arqued that

conputer technoloqy extends the potential for nanaqerial

control because hierarchical conputer control buttresses

administrative hierarchical control. Apparently, advanced

technoloqies are now beconinq the niddle and lower levels

of technical nanaqenent and the computer hierarchies are

replacinq the hunan administrative hierarchies rather than

merely reinforcinq then. Thus, the findinqs that the

independent effects of increasinq capital investment in

technoloqy reduces the ranks of all occupational qroups

does not support the Weberian and Structural uarxist

arqunents concerninq the expansionary teudencies of white

collar workers.
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Bureaucratization and Changes in Hage Labor

A central conponent of the Weberian and Structural

uarxist explanations for changes in the distribution of

wage labor is that increases in the non-productive

component of uanufacturing firns increase the ranks of

white collar workers and decrease the ranks of blue collar

workers. Thus, the independent effects of increased

bureaucratization should show that, as the non-productive

component of nanufacturinq increases, the ranks of white

collar workers increase and the ranks of blue collar

workers decrease.

But the relationships between increases in the

bureaucratization of production and changes in the

distribution of wage labor varied suhstantially in each of

the specific tine periods, even when controlling for

changes in capitalization, concentration, and collective

action. For example, increased bureaucratization

increased the ranks of the professional, clerical, craft,

and operative occupations in the 1950 to 1960 time period

and decreased the ranks of sales workers. In the 1960 to

1970 tine period, increases in bureaucratization increasd

the ranks of laborers but decreasd the ranks of

professionals nanaqers, and operatives. uoreover, the

qeneral tendencv was for bureaucratization to decline in
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manufacturinq industries in this time period which

indicates that the developnent of bureaucracy is not a

linear process. In the 1970 to 1980 time period,

increases in bureaucratization increasd the ranks of sales

workers and decreasd the ranks of craftsmen. In the

overall 1950 to 1980 tine period, increases in

bureaucratization increasd the ranks of all occupational

qroups but laborers. These findinqs suqqest that the

effects of increased bureaucratization are somewhat

historically bounded, and that the bureaucratization of

production may not have a linear development. Plus, the

qrowth of white collar workers associated with increasinq

bureaucratization may take place only within a specific

socio·historical context.

Only in the overall 1950 to 1980 time period do we

find any consistent support for the Heberian and

Structural uarxist perspectives concerninq the expansion

of white collar workers as a direct result of increased

bureaucratization. At the same tine, however, the two

perspectives are not supported by the increases in the

ranks of craftsnen and operatives resultinq fron increased

bureaucratization. Thus, increasinq the non·productive

conponent of nanufacturinq industries has expansionary

tendencies for all occupational qroups but laborers

between 1950 and 1980.
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Capitalization, Bureaucratization and Changes in Hage

Labor

But the Weberian and Structural uarxist perspectives

suggest that increased bureaucratization, the growth of

white collar workers, and the decline in blue collar

workers, should be greatest in industries that are

capitalizing nost in new productive technologies. Thus,
l

inplied bv the two perspectives is the notion that there

is a positive relationship between changes in

capitalization and bureaucratization, i.e. the greater the

capital investnent in technology, the greater will be the

increase in the non—productive component of manufacturing

industries.

Correlational analvses of changes in capitalization

and bureaucratization across time periods suggest a

positive relationship between increases in capital

investment in technology and increases in the non-

productive component of nanufacturing industries. In the

1950 to 1960 time period, there was an inverse

relationship between changes in capitalization and

bureaucratization (r = -.197). Changes in capitalization

between 1950 and 1960 have a substantial positive lag

inpact on changes in bureaucratization between 1960 and

1970 (r = .7ß5), and changes in bureaucratization between

1970 and 1980 (r = .730). There is a positive
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relationship between changes in capitalization and

bureaucratization in the 1960 to 1970 tine period (r =

.400), with a suall lag affect for changes in

capitalization between 1960 and 1970 and changes in

bureaucratization between 1970 and 1980 (r = .124). In

the 1970 to 1980 time period, there is a suall positive

correlation between changes in capitalization and

bureaucratization lr = .080). For the overall 1950 to

1980 tine period, there is a positive correlation between

changes in capitalization and bureaucratization (r =

.300). These findings suggest that, at least in part,

there is a positive relationship between technoloqical

growth and the expansion of the non•productive conponent.

But there is no reason to assume that increasing the non•

productive component of the work force in industries,

which also have large increases in capital investment in

technoloqv, automaticallv leads to the growth of white

collar workers in manufacturing industries.

The 1950 to 1980 tine period was used to test for the

interaction effects of capitalization and

bureaucratization on changes in the distribution of wage

labor. Table 16 presents the results of changes in

concentration, collective action, and the interaction «

effects of capitalization and bureaucratization onchangesin

the distribution of wage labor. Changes in
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capitalization is a dummy variable consistinq of the ten

industries with the larqest increases in capitalization!*

and the ten industries with the snallest increases in

capitalization.2¢ These results show that low

capitalization increases in bureaucratization (LCBUR58)

tend to increase the ranks of professionals (beta = .676),

nanaqers (beta = .645), clerical workers (beta = .624),

sales workers (beta = .351), craftsnen (beta = .598),

operatives (beta = .359), and laborers (beta = .104)

between 1950 and 1980 (see Table 16).

Hiqh capitalization increases in bureaucratization

(HCBUR58) tend to increase the ranks of sales workers

(beta = .512), decrease the ranks of nanaqers (beta =

¤°The ten industries that have the larqest increases in
the capitalization of technoloqy between 1950 and 1980 in
rank order are; petroleun and coal products, chenical,
paper, prinary netals, tobacco, stone products, food,
lumber, transportation equipment, rubber. Four of these,
petrolenm, paper, chenical, and prinary metals, were anonq
the top ten in every time period in the analysis. Of the
renaininq six, all but rubber, were anonq the ten
industries with the larqest chanqes in capitalization for
three of the four tine periods, while rubber was in the
top ten for two tine periods (see Appendix IX).
Sinilarly, nany of these industries use continuous process
technoloqy and/or are novinq toward it.
2¤The ten industries with the snallest increases in
capitalization between 1950 and 1980 in rank order fron
the least capitalization are; apparel, leather, furniture,
uiscellaneous nanufacturinq, printinq, textile, fabricated
netals, electrical, instruments, and nachinery. uachinerv
and instruments were anonq the ten industries with the
larqest increases in capitalization in two of the four
tine periods, while electrical, textile, and instrunents
were anonq the ten with the larqest increases in
capitalization in one of the four tine periods (see
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-.1ß1, craftsnen (beta = -.146), operatives (beta =

--251), and laborers (beta = -.158), but have little

affect on chanqes in the ranks of professionals (beta =

-025) and clerical workers (beta = --0¤6)- Except for

sales workers, the positive conbined effects of low _

capitalization increases in bureaucratization on chanqes

in the six renaininq occupational qroups is eliminated

with hiqh capitalization increases in bureaucratization-

These findinqs raise some itportant questions about

the orqanizational structure of capital intensive

industries since World War II. At the very least, the

findinqs suqqest that bureaucratization in capital

intensive industries has different consequences for

chanqes in the distribution of waqe labor than in less

capital intensive industries- In fact, the findinqs shot

that bureaucratization in less capital intensive

industries continues to reproduce labor intensity

throuqhout the industry -- a continuinq increase in the

ranks of all occupational qroups in the production

process. On the other hand, increases in

bureaucratization in capital intensive industries,

industries with larqe increases in capital investment in

Appendix II)- These industries are tore apt to produce a
wide variety of products with trenendous product
conplexity. Therefore, it nay be that movement in
technoloqy is linited in these industries to the nass
production of sinilar products with frequent chanqeovers
in toolinq and desiqn set•ups-
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technoloqv• tend to decrease the ranks of nanagers,

craftsmen, operatives, and laborers, increase the ranks of

sales workers, and have no affect on chanqes in the ranks

of professionals, and clerical workers. In these

industries, human labor is probably beinq supplenented by

nachines, wherever possible, and this effect is post

dranatic on the blue collar occupational qroups.

In sum, the findinqs suqqest that the Weberian and

Structural Marxist arquments concerninq the interaction of

technoloqical qrowth and increased bureaucratization on

chanqes in the ranks of professionals, nanaqers, and

clerical vorkers are supported only in the less capital

intensive industries.

The findinqs for the direct effects of capitalization

and the interaction effects of capitalization and

bureaucratization on chanqes in the distribution of waqe

labor are two of the most siqnificant findinqs in the

analysis. They question most theoretical foruulations of

labor process development and industrialization concerninq

the effects of technoloqical qrowth on orqanizational

structure and the distribution of waqe labor. The

Reberians and Structural uarxists may have adequately

described these relations and the expansion of white

collar workers prior to Iorld Bar II. But they fail to do

so in the post rar era.
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With sone industries qreatlv expandinq their

capitalization since World War II, capitalists say have

different options for controllinq the production process.

Nunerically controlled, continuous process, and conputer

controlled technoloqy tend to provide their own nonitorinq

devices throuqh feed—back systens. Sinilarly, quality

control, production output, and the pace of labor are

requlated by the technology itself (as Edwards suqqests,

the pace and direction of production and the evaluation of

work performance is embedded in the technoloqy) and,

therefore, nay afford capital the option of elininatinq

lower and intermediary levels of supervision,

coordination, and nonitorinq of the production process.2¤

Control over the production process is beinq localized in

2¤White collar and blue collar occupational cateqories are
not completely analaqous to the distinction nade between .
productive and unproductive labor. Amsden (1981), in ·
conparinq international data on productive versus +
unproductive labor, suqqests that the cateqory ”operative”
in International Censuses is analaqous to the distinction
nade between productive and unproductive labor in the
gggggg gf gggggggtggeg. Productive labor, or operatives,
refers to all enployees directly enqaqed in production or
related activities of the establishnent. This includes
any clerical or supervisory personnel whose function is to
record or expedite any step in the production process.
Euployees enqaqed in similar activities ancillary to the
rain activity of the establishnent are also considered
productive labor (Ansden, 1981: Appendix I). The Census-
gg ggggfgggggeg uses the productive worker distinction in
conparison to total enployed. Thus, the measure of
bureaucratization used in the analysis, ratio of non·
productive to total enployed, would not correspond
directly with a ratio of white collar workers to total
enployed.
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machines and decisions are beinq nade in the “front•

office, and thus the need for lower and internediary

levels of manaqerial authority is reduced. The inverse

effects that the interaction between large increases in

capital investment in technology and increases in the non-

productive conponent of the work·force has on the rauks of

nanagers supports this interpretation.

In less capital intensive industries, the conbined

effects of capitalization and bureaucratization nay not

afford capital the sane opportunities for controlling the

production process, or for substitutinq nachines for hunan

labor. In these iudustries, small batch work processes

may be the central feature of production which nay liwit

the ability of capital to autonate and centralize control

over the conplete production process or large seqments of

it.

Brecher (1979), in an analysis of the electrical

products industry, focuses on sone of the problens capital

neets with technological developnent when many work

processes still require one·of-a-kind or snall batch

production. The electrical industry provides a good

exanple for the ten industries with the snallest increases

in capital investment in technoloqv because it shows an

interesting paradox. The electrical products industry

ranked thirteenth for increases in capital investnent in
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technology and, vet for the overall 1950 to 1980 tine

period, was fifth in increases in the non-productive

component of the work force. In three industries,

electrical, nachinery, and instrunents, the level of

capitalization is not larqe but these industries rank

among the top five for increased bureaucratization. Thus,

control over the production process is possibly being

enhanced through increased bureaucratic control rather

than expandinq technical control in industries where batch

production is still a central feature of the production

process.

The findings of this analysis suggest that the growth

of technology acconpanied by a continual expansion of

white collar workers is not an accurate description of

nannfactnring industries in the post war era.Z2 The

conventional Heberian and Structural Harxist positions

need to be reevaluated. Indeed, technological growth in

the future ray decrease rather than increase the ranks of

all occupational groups, but in particular white collar

workers are now being eliminated along with blue collar

workers.

22It should be pointed out that although Structural
Harxists describe the effects of nodern technology on
changes in the distribution of wage labor quite similar to
the Weberians, they acknowledge that there are linitations
to the growth of the new niddle class and that these
linitations nay already be slowing down this process
(Burris, 1981; Edwards, 1979).
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Concentration and Changes in lage Labor

The third consistent finding in the analysis is that

increases in the concentration of capital tend to decrease

the ranks of all occupational groups. The occupational

groups nost negatively affected by increased concentration

are the craft, operative, clerical, manager, and

professional groups.

The Ieberian and Structural Marxist positions assuned

that the concentration of capital would continue to

increase in nanufacturing industries. Thns, the two

theses argued that the increasing concentration of capital

suqgests the largest four firns in any particular industry

would continuously expand the size and scale of their

production, marketing, and distribution operations in

comparison to other firns within the same industry. It

was assuned that as the concentration of capital increased

in any particular industry, the ranks of white collar

workers engaged in supervising, coordinating, planning,

marketing, and distribution functions would also increase.

Instead of concentration increasing as the Heberians and

Structural Marxists expected, industrial concentration for

the twenty manufacturing industries declined in twelve

between 1950 and 1980.23 This suggests that, as a general

23In the 1950 to 1960 time period, the concentration of
capital declined in eight industries. In the 1960 to 1970
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tendency, firns within an industry are heconinq more

similar in the size and scale of their operations and the

top four producers are losinq qround.

In order to root deeper into these relationships in

hopes of findinq a coqent explanation for the findinqs,

two additional variables will be introdnced into the

analysis: chanqes in the number of establishments within

an industry and chanqes in the number of tax returns. The

forner taps the chanqes in the nunber of new facilities

within the industry while the latter nay provide a neasure

of firns novinq into or out of the industry. The two

variables are not aeasurinq the sane phenonena. It is

quite possible that already existinq firns nay open new

facilities, a firn novinq into the industry nay open nore

than one facility, or that a firn can be bouqht out and

then its operations expanded by openinq new facilities.

Chanqes in the nunber of establishments and the

nunber of tax returns were conputed between 1950 and 1980

and then correlated with chanqes in the concentration of

capital, for the sane tine period, and with one another.

The correlational analyses indicate a somewhat inyerse

relationship between chanqes in the concentration of

capital, chanqes in the nunber of establishments (r =

time period, the concentration of capital declined in only
three industries. In the 1970 to 1980 time period, the
concentration of capital declined in thirteen industries
(see Appendix III).
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-.337), and changes in the number of tax returns (r =

-.158). These findings suggest a tendency by the four

naior producers, in industries where the concentration of

capital is increasing, to eliminate narket competitors, or

force then to close facilities, which in all likelihood

tends to decrease the ranks of all occupational groups in

those industries.

Conyersely, in industries where the concentration of

capital is declining, the number of establishnents (r =

.337) and the number of tax returns (r = .158) increased.

This suggests that new facilities are being opened. There

is a positive correlation between changes in the nunber of

establishnents and changes in the nunber of tax returns (r

= .701). Many of the new establishnents, in all

likelihood, are being opened bv firns moving into the

industry, i.e. diversification.

Throughout the post war era, industrial,

geoqraphical, and product diversification has been a key

feature of the Anerican economy (Bluestone and Harrison,

1982; Iinslow, 1973; Spruill, 1982; Sheperd, 1970; Caves,

1973; Gort, 1962). The wave of diversification and

conglonerate nergers since World War II exhibit different

characteristics than the horizontal and vertical nerqers

that took place in the late 1800's and fron the mid 1920's

through the early years of the depression. The horizontal
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conbinations in the 1890*s and early 1900's produced a

maior product which identified corporations, such as U.S.

Steel, American Tobacco, International Harvester, and

General Electric. The obiective was to elininate

competitors and, in aany instances, firns were bouqht out

and then their operations closed down. The second wave of

nergers and acquisitions absorbed into the largest firus

the companies that either supplied their resources or

unfinished qoods, and distributed their final products

(Bluestone and Harrison, 1982). Both of these processes

facilitated the concentration of capital.

Diversification, however, inplies that larqe nanufacturinq

firns are no lonqer 1ust vertically integrated but that

business activities and capital investnents are being

spread into different qeoqraphical areas, product lines,

and industries.

The combined effects of diversification and/or the

expansion of operations bv firns other than the top four

producers, while simultaneously decreasing the

concentration of capital, are qeneratinq new facilities

and employment opportunities for all occupational groups.

This explanation is supported by the positive relationship

between the declininq concentration of capital and

increases in the ranks of all occupational groups.
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Collective Action and Chanqes in Haqe Labor

The fourth snbstantial findinq that contributes to an

explanation for chanqes in the distribution of waqe labor

is the direct effect of vorkers' collective action.

Workers' collective action fluctuates but pas positively

related to chanqes in the number of persons enployed as

professionals and nanaqers in all three specific time

periods. Ironically, workers° collective action was

inversely related to chanqes in the nunber of persons

employed as laborers in every time period of the analysis.

Overall (1950 to 1980), increases in the

bureancratization of production contribute nore to

explaininq increases in the ranks of professionals,

nanaqers, and clerical vorkers. Iorkers' collective _

action, however, was positively associated with increases

in the bureaucratization of production in all three

specific tine periods. As a response to collective

action, capital probably expands the span of control at

the point of production by enlarqinq the supervisory,

nonitorinq, and coordinatinq functions in direct and

indirect production activities. The findinqs indicate

then, that the continuinq qrowth of professionals and

nanaqers in nanufacturinq industries nay be dependent on

continuinq hiqh levels of idnstrial conflict, not the

rationalization·efficiency hypothesis so connonly posited
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bv Weberian nanaqenent theorv. Rather, the findinqs are

nore in line with Harx°s class couflict nodel which

suqqests the increasinq ranks of special waqe laborers

enqaqed in controllinq the labor process are a direct

response to intensified worker resistance (uarx, 1967:

331·332). Sinilarlv, Bravernan (197ß) and Edwards (1979)

suqqest that the ranks of professionals, nanaqers, and

clerical workers expand in the labor process because of

chanqes in the structures of control. These findinqs

provide sone support for these clains at the aqqreqate

level of nanufacturinq industries.

The inverse effect that collective action has for

chanqes in the ranks of laborers is nore difficult to

explain. Ironicallv, the participation of unskilled

workers in collective action is havinq a detrinental

effect on their iobs in nanufacturinq industries.

Laborers beqan to participate nore in collective action

when the CIO started orqanizinq the ranks of seni—skilled

and unskilled workers. These oruanizinq efforts continued

after the APL-CIO merqer in the nid 1950's. Laborers, in

all likelihood, were struqqlinq to advance their positions

and interests within nanufacturinq industries. Capital,

in response to the emerqent nilitancv of unskilled workers

in the 19ß0's and 1950's, nav have been radicallv

reorqanizinq work tasks in the labor process that
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drasticallv reduced their dependence on unskilled uorkers.

Of course, unskilled uorkers did not achieve long tern

outcones that benefited them in the course of collective

action. The findings of this analysis suggest that this

uay be a plausible explanation for the negative effect

that the inpact of collective action has on changes in the

ranks of laborers.

Collective Action and Changes in the Labor Process

The class conflict model in Chapter I stressed the

notion that the impact of vorkers° collective action

contributes to explaining changes in the distribution of

vage labor directly, and indirectly by partially

determining changes in the labor process. Heberians tend

to completely ignore collective action as a deterninant of

the changes that have occurred in the nethods and

organization of production in the process of

industrialization. Structural Harxists, on the other

hand, tend to view collective action as a response to

changes in the labor process. In neither perspective is

sufficient recognition given to the role that uorkers'

collective action plays in shaping the development of the

labor process and subseguent changes in wage labor.

The findinqs suggest that collective action is an

important deterninant of transfornations in the labor
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process. The impact of collective action is positively

associated with increased capitalization of technology in

every time period of the analysis. Siailarly, the iapact

of collective action tends to increase the

bureaucratization of production in the three specific tiae

periods. However, the impact of collective action tends

to decrease the concentration of capital. This latter

finding contradicts the hypothesized relationship

anticipated by the class conflict aodel which suggested

that collective action should lead to increased

concentration. These findinqs indicate that the expansion

of technical and bureaucratic control over the labor

process are as auch a response to the barriers to capital

accuaulation erected via collective action as they are to

either the aanadates of rational production or coapetition

deaands to capitalists.

Three interesting relationships eaerqe in relation to

how workers' collective strugqles shape the development of

the labor process and subsequent changes in the

distribution of wage labor. First, workers, via their

collective acts, partiallv deteraine the extent to which

technical control is expanded over the labor process and

the subsequent decline in their own ranks. Thus, by

enqaqinq in collective action and typically to obtain

short·tera outcoaes beneficial to their interests, workers
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are participatinq in creating the nechanizinq tendencv of

nodern industrv and the subsequent elinination of their

neans of snbsistence as a lonq·ter¤ consegnence of their

collective acts.

Second, workers, via their collective acts, are

partiallv creating the tendencv for bnreaucratic control

to expand over the production process, and increased

bureaucratization is a naior factor for explaininq growth

in the ranks of white collar workers. Marx arqued that,

under capitalist social relations, there is a two—fold

nature to capitalist control bv reason of the two·fo1d

nature of the process of production itself -— "which, on

the one hand, is a social process for producinq use·

values, on the other, a process for creating surplus·

value" (Marx, 1967: 332). A certain awount of control,

according to Marx, is nade necessary bv the co—operative

character of the labor process. This control nav be

exenplified in the development and elaboration of the

bureaucratization of production and subseguent increases

in the ranks of white collar workers —· and nav even be

rational fron a Weberian standpoint. This control is not

identical with the different work of control, Marx

reasoned, which is "necessitated by the capitalist

character of that process and the antagonisn of interests

between capitalist and labourer“ (Marx, 1967: 332). Thus,
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administrative hierarchies of control over the labor

process enerqe and expand for two reasons. First, the co-

operative character of the labor process necessitates a

certain anonnt of control and coordination over

production. Second, the intensitv of workers' resistance

to the domination of capital leads to an expansion of

capitalist control because of the necessitv for capital to

overcone this resistance bv counterpressure (Marx, 1967:

331). The findinqs of this analvsis suqqest that Marx's

position may be accurate. The impact of collective action

tends to increase hureaucratic control over the labor

process which leads to subsequent increases in the ranks _

of white collar workers. Thus, the expansionarv

tendencies of white collar workers, in the post war era,

cannot be attributed solelv to the rationalitv bureaucracy

brinqs to the labor process. Rather, these expansionarv

tendencies can be partlv attributed to the need for

capitalists to overcone intensified worker resistance and
‘

the barriers to capital accunulation erected via

collective action.

The final siqnificant findinq in relation to how

collective action shapes the labor process and subsequent

chanqes in waqe labor is the relationship between

collective action and the concentration of capital. The

inpact of workers• collective action tends to decrease the
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concentration of capital which subsequently tends to

increase the ranks of all occupational groups. The

concentration of capital, it would seen, generates

contradictory tendencies in the process of capitalist

developnent by fostering trade union developnent and

intensifyinq worker resistance to the donination of

capital.2• In nany industries, the enerqence of national

trade unions, coupled with intensified workers' struqqles,

nay have altered the balance of power between individual

capitalist firns and workers within these industries. The

large and highly orqanized trade unions that energed fron

World War II had the power to hold individual capitalist

Eirns hostage to their denands via the real and potential

inpact of collective action. In nany industries, large

unions, such as the United Autonobile Workers (UAU),

United Steel Workers (USW), International Union of

Electrical Workers (IUE), United Rubber Workers (URW),

Oil, Chemical, 6 Aerospace Workers IOCAW), etc., could

shut down an individual capitalist operations nationwide.

And, in rare instances, workers in these unions could

bring an entire industry to its knees.

2*This argument is not new to the Structural uarxist
thesis (Edwards, 1979; Burris, 1981) which argues that the
concentration of capital fosters labor nilitancy.
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Haior industrial producers needed to counter the

qrowinq power of national unions and the intensified

nilitancy of workers in larqe industrial firns. They

needed to tip the balance of power between workers and

individual capitalist firns within industries back in

-their favor. Industrial, qeoqraphical, and product

diversification provided a strateqy that could seqnent and

divide workers alonq nunerous lines (Brecher, 1979), as

well as restorinq the inequality of the collective

barqaininq situation between national labor unions and

nulti·national conqlonerates (Blu€St0¤e and Harrison,

1982; Jenninqs, 1970; Cawes, 1973).

Bluestone and Harrison (1982), for exanple, arque

that capital has differentially expanded and contracted

facilities to different parts of the country, and the

world, in response to larqe industrial unions and nilitant

workers. New nanaqerial strateqies, especially by larqe

nulti—plant and nulti•product corporations, involve the

operation of multi—state and nu1ti·re¤ional systens of

plants and subcontractors. One of the nore recent

nanaqerial strateqies after World War II, accordinq to

Bluestone and Harrison, is parallel production. Ha1or

firus in the nost powerful industries created essentially

duplicate production facilities for the sane conponents

and even for sone assenbly operations. This phenonena,
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according to Bluestone and Harrison, is especially

prevalent when the original facility is a union shop. An

anti—union clinate is an extrenely iuportant factor for

nanaqenent when considerinq the location for new plants

Bluestone and Harrison (1982: 165) suumarize from research

on industrial location practices of the Fortune 500 and

quotes made hy neubers of the business connunity. Thus,

Bluestone and Harrison arque, when there is a strike at

the original facility, capital can redirect nore

production to the non·union facility.2$ This allows

capital to not only break strikes, but to effectively use

the threat of shiftinq production to these non—uniou shops

as a barqainiuq lever at the original facility.

Capital, then, nay be atteuptinq to offset

liuitations to capital accuuulation created by the

collective action of large uilitant trade unions by

diversifyinq their operations and /or noving then to

different qeoqraphical locations. The decline in the

concentration of capital, as a general tendency in the

post war era, may reflect the diversification process.

Diversification, in turn, has positive effects for changes
Ein

the ranks of all occupational qroups because of neu

start—ups and/or expandinq operations in different

Zsßluestoue and Harrison arque that unions have only been
able to orqanize one out of every four workers in the new
Plants.
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qeographical locations, in different product lines, and in

different industries. The findings of this analysis tend

to provide additional support for the argument that

diversification, in part, is a nanagerial strategy to

segnent and divide workers to offset the energent power of

large, nilitant, trade unions (Blnestone and Harrison,

1983; Brecher, 1979; Jennings, 1970). Thus, the tendency

for the concentration of capital to decline in the post

war era is partially attributable to the impact of

workers' collective action. Declining concentration,

subseguently, tends to increase the ranks of all

occnpational groups. But, according to Bluestone and

Harrison (1982), the 1obs that are being created tend, for

the aost part, to be non·union 1obs and the power of

organized workers is dininishing.

Weberians and Structural Harxists nay have

nisspecified their nodels of the changing distribution of

wage labor. Workers' collective action does play an

inportant role in the developnent of the labor process and

the subseguent changes in wage labor associated with labor

process transfornations. For Weberians, these findings

indicate that the changes in the nethods and organization

of production that have occurred since World War II are

partly attributable to worker resistance and, as such, the

changes cannot be seen as ideologically neutral.
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Structural uarxists must begin to view collective action

as a creative factor in the process of capitalist

development. Workers do not inst resnond to changes in

the labor process, but actuallv participate, within a

constellation of contending groups, in creating the

changes that occur in the nethods and organization of

production in the process of capitalist development.

Snnwary

Several inportant factors energed in the discussion.

First, the Weberian and Structural Harxist perspectives

have not adeguately explained the relationships between

technological growth, increasing concentration of capital

and changes in the ranks of white collar workers in 0.5.

nanufacturing indnstries between 1950 and 1980.

Apparentlv, increased capitalization and concentration are

no longer creating expansionarv tendencies for white

collar workers. Second, the two perspectives have not

adeguatelv explained the relationship between increased

bureaucratization and changes in the ranks of craftsnen

and operatives. Third, neither thesis has adeguately

described the interaction effects of technological growth

and increased bureaucratization on changes in the ranks of

professionals, managers, and clerical workers. uoreover,

the two perspectives have ignored an inportant deterninant
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of chanqes in the distribution of waqe labor, nanely

workers' collective action. The findinqs show that

collective action plays an important role in explaininq

chanqes in the distribution of waqe labor either directly

or indirectly throuqh chanqes in the labor process. The

inpact of workers' collective action contributes to

understandinq the uneven development of the technical

means of production and subsequent orqanizational chanqes

within manufacturinq industries. This uneven development

has inportant consequences for chanqes in the distribution

of waqe labor by inhibitinq qrowth in all occupational

qroups, excludinq sales workers, in capital intensive

industries, while fosterinq a decentralized hierarchical

structure of supervison and coordination, and reproducinq

dependency on labor power, in industries that do not

invest heavily in new nachinery.

We need to rely nore on a class conflict model

sinilar to that presented by Marx to explain chanqes in

the distribution of waqe labor since World War II in

manufacturinq industries. Clearly, Marx°s explanation of

workers° struqqles notiwatinq capital to substitute

machinery for huaan labor in the production process is far

more consistent with the findinqs of increased

capitalization on chanqes in waqe labor than the Weberian

and Structural Marxist arquments presented in Chapter I.
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The struqqles of uorkers are a creative factor in the

historical process, that is uorkers' collective action

nediates between labor prcess development and capital

accunulation. It is the nediatinq factor of the impact of

collective action that partially deternines the maqnitnde

of chanqes in the labor process and chanqes in the

distribution of vaqe labor.

Chanqes in Workers' Collective Action

Two typically consistent findinqs energed in the

analysis that contribute to explaininq variations in

¤orkers' collective action since World War II in

nanufacturinq industries. First, increases in the

capitalization of technoloqy tend to increase strike

volune in every tine period in the analysis. Second,

increases in the ranks of nanaqers, clerical uorkers,

craftsmen, operatives, and laborers tend to increase

strike volune in three of the four time periods. These

relationships can be understood in terms of the processual

nature of the model. Collective action action leads to

chanqes in the labor process and the distribution of uaqe

labor, and these chanqes then feed back on collective

action.
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Capitalization and Changes in Collective Action

The single nost important finding concerning the

feed—back effects of changes in the labor process on

collective action was that increased capital investnent in

technology increased strike volume. But, in every tine

period, collective action increased capital investnent in

technology. Thus, the inpact of collective action

partially deternines the uagnitude of capital investment

in technology and the nagnitude of the decline in the

ranks of all occupational groups but laborers. And the

nagnitude of the increase in capital investment in

technology partially deternines the nagnitude of the

increase in collective action.

Throuqhout the post war era, workers have been

resisting technological changes. Beginning in the 1950*s

with struggles to establish a guranteed annual wage to

offset the effects of auto¤ation,¤• workers have resisted

the onslaught of advanced production technologies and the

intensification of work in a variety of ways and, often,

in defiance of union leadership and in violation of

existing contracts (hronowitz, 1973; Barbash, 1976; 1970;

Brechen, 1972; Edwards, 1981; Herding, 1973; Hynan, 198ß)-

Z¤See "Labor Briefs" in §g§;gee§;geeg—and "Chronoloqy of
Recent Labor Events" before 1968 and "Recent Developments
in Industrial Relations" in ggg;gl!— Lege; §e;;eg— fron
January,

19¢•7
to December, 1980-
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Uorkers struqqled for a shorter work week to offset the

effects of automation, aqainst work rule changes that

intensified work and paved the way for new technologies,

and for 10b security. Collective action to establish job

security in the wake of autouation becane nore predoninant

throuqhout the post war era June,

1962: 662: July, 1963: 800; Onanian, 1965: 661-668;

Onanian, 1966: 789-753; Fullerton, 1967; 39-82).** In the

years 1961 to 1972 alone, 23% of all strikes and 36.5% of

the workers involved in strikes were over 10b security,

plant aduinistration issues, and on-the-job working

conditions (Edwards, 1981: 197). Issues that were in many

ways directly associated with autonation and technological

developnent.

Weberians arque that workers will not resist

tecbnoloqical qrowth because it tends to eliminate

drudqinq and repetitive work and upqrades the skill level

of workers. Apparently, technoloqical growth is not

viewed this way by workers. Structural Harxists, on the

other hand, arque that the developnent of technology is

**See also: "Labor Briefs" in Qggigggg-Week- and "Recent
Developnents in Industrial Relations" and "Cbronology of
Recent Labor Events" in ggggh;;· Labe;—gg!gew. There was
not a simple increase in strikes over non-econonic issues
throughout the post-war era. Ratber, strikes over non-
econonic issues varied across tine, beconing nore
pronounced in particular tines and falling off at other
tines. However, strikes over non-econonic issues beqan to
enconpass a larqer proportion of the total strikes and
workers involved in the post-war era.
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resisted by workers and the findinqs of this analysis

provide additional support for the Structural uarxist

arqunent.

Previous discussion suqqested that the inpact of

collective action in nanufacturinq industries nay

contribute to the uneven developnent of the technical

neans of production and afford capital different

opportunities for structurinq the oruanization of work.

In particular, the small inpact of collective action in

sone industries nay not motivate capital to transforn the

technical means of production with the sane intensity as

in industries where workers exhibit a hiqh deqree of labor

nilitancv. Workers in these industries may not experience

the same fears as workers in capital intensive industries,

especiallv coucerninq 1ob redundancv. And workers in

these industries also nay not be as orqanized and nay

never have had any narked deqree of control over the

production process. Zeisel (1963), for exanple, arques

that about one-fourth of all textile workers are covered

by collective barqaininq aqreenents and that control over

production is at the conplete discretion of manaqement.

This may be an accurate reflection of nany of the less

capital intensive industries such as apparel, leather

products, and furniture. Thus, snall increases in capital

investment in technoloqy (nininal expansion of technical
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control) and increases in the non·productive component of

the work force (expansion of bureaucratic control) may not

lead to intensified worker dissent and capital nay not be

forced to transforn the technical means of production to

remain competitive and accunulate capital. Larqe

increases in capital investnent in technoloqy and

increases in the non·productive conponent of the work

force nay lead to intensified worker resistance and

capital nav have to continuallv transform the technical

means of production to remain conpetitive and accumulate

capital.

Usinq the 1950 to 1980 time period, the interaction

effects of capitalization and bureaucratization on

workers' collective action were tested. The results in

Table 17 show that in low capitalization industries

increased bureaucratization tends, for the nost part, to

decrease strike volume (beta coefficients consistently

between -.069 and -.226 for all occupational qroups).

Thus, relativelv small increases in capital investment in

technoloqy conbined with increases in the non-productive

component of the work force tend to decrease workers°

collective action. On the other hand, in hiqh

capitalization industries increases in bureaucratization

increase strike volune (beta coefficients consistently

above .263 for all occupational qroups). Larqe increases
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in capital investnent in technologv conbined with

increases in the non·productive conponent of the work

force tend to increase workers' collective action. These

findings suggest that in capital intensive iudustries the

expansion of technical and bureancratic control

intensifies worker resistance. In less capital intensive

industries, relativelv small expansions of technical

control and the expansion of bureancratic control tends to

decrease worker resistance.

One plausible explanation for these findings may be

that bureaucratic control is the prinary form of

controlling the labor process in less capital intensive

industries. Increased bureaucratization, according to

Edwards (1979), dininishes workers° collective

consciousness which is reflected bv the findinq that in

low capitalization industries increased bureaucratization

tends to decrease worker resistance. In capital intensive

industries, technical control nav he the primary form of

controlling the labor process cowplemented with

bureaucratic control. Edwards contends that technical

control links workers together in the production process

thereby elevating workers' collective conscionsness and

raisinq shop floor conflict to plantwide collective

action. The findings that high capitalization increased

bureaucratization tends to increase worker resistance may

be reflective of this process.
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Changes in wage Labor and Changes in Collective Action

The last cousistent findings that contribute to

explaininq variations in workers' collective action in the

post—war era are changes in wage labor. Increases in the

ranks of uanagers, clerical workers, craftsuen,

operatives, and laborers tend to increase strike volune in

three of the four tiue periods. In the 1970 to 1980 tine

period, increases in the ranks of professionals, uanaqers,

clerical workers, craftsuen, and operatives tend to

decrease strike volune.

The Weberian perspective does not adeguately explain

the feed•back effects that increases in the ranks of

nanaqers and clerical workers have on collective action.

The Ieberians assune that technology and organization do

not represent class interests and therefore vorkers will

not resist technological and orqanizational changes. The

findinqs of this analysis suggest that uanaqers and

clerical workers are added in the production process

prinarily because of the need for capital to increase

control over the labor process in response to worker

resistance. Thus, workers respond to their increased

presence in the labor process.

Structural Harxists (Braveruan, 197ü; Edwards, 1979;

Burris, 1980) tend to view collective action as a response

to changes in the labor process and the distribution of
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waqe labor. Elaborate administrative hierarchies,

bureaucratic control, technical control, scientific

manaqement are presented as siqnificant transformations in

the labor process that facilitate qrowth in the ranks of

professionals, manaqers, and clerical workers and increase

capitalist control over the labor process. Thus, for

Structural Marxists, the expansion of white collar workers

results, in part, from the need for capitalists to

intensify the labor process in response to conpetition

demands inherent in the capital accunulation process. The

findinqs of this analysis tend to provide additional

support for the uarxist perspective. Throuqhout the post

war era, capital was chanqinq work rules, speeding up

production, redefininq work tasks, in ways that

intensified the work process. The increased presence of

waqe laborers who exercised direct control, aonitored

output and quality control, enqaqed in tine and motion

studies with the explicit purpose of speedinq up

production, and expedited the production process in any

way, may intensify the loss of control over the production

process by workers. This is evidenced by the willinqness

of workers in nany industries to enter into lonq and

protracted strikes over work rule chanqes and plant

administration issues.2¤ When workers struqqle to control

**5ee *Labor Briefs“ in §g§ipg§§— ggg; and “Recent
u

Developments in Industrial Relations" and "Chronoloqy of
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the operation of a factory, the ideoloqical neutrality of

orqanizational structure becomes questionable.

Increases in the ranks of craftsnen, operatives, and

laborers tend to increase collective action in the post-

war era. Basically, these workers are the traditional

workinq class and we would expect that increases in their

ranks would increase collective action. In many of the

hiqhly orqanized nass production industries, closed shops

insure that these workers ioin the union and participate

in strikes. The findinqs for laborers should be

interpreted with caution. The qeneral tendency in the

post—war era was for the ranks of laborers to decline.

Thus, decline in the ranks of laborers tends to decrease

collective action.

Sunnary

Chanqes in the labor process and the distribution of

waqe labor have particular conseauences for continued

worker disseut in U.S. nanufacturinq industries that are

best understood in relation to ho: the impact of

collective action creates these chanqes to beqin with, and

what the consequences of these chanqes are for workers.

First and forenost is the capital-labor relation in the

labor process. Workers, via the inpact of collective

Recent Labor Events" in
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action, contribute to the tendency for the substitution of

hunan labor with machines. Workers struggle to achieve

outcones that provide them with short·tern benefits such

as wage increases and cost of living escalators.

Industrial workers have to begin to recognize the long·

tern conseguences of their collective acts. In industries

where the inpact of collective action is high, these long-

term consequences are the continual transforuation of the

technical neans of production and 10b redundancy. Iorkers

then have to step up their resistance to these changes

but, apparently, they are not able to stop the mechanizinq

tendencies of nodern industry. And these tendencies will

be greatest in industries where the inpact of collective

action is greater.

Capitalization of technology is both a cause and an

effect of the impact of workers' collective action. The

greater the inpact of collective action, the greater will

be capital investment in technology, and the nore the

expansionary tendencies of white collar workers are

liuited and/or reversed, and the uore blue collar workers

are replaced by nachines. The greater these tendencies

the greater will be workers resistance to then.

Finally, the expansion of the professional, manager,

and clerical occupations in the post—war era is largely

explained by the inpact of workers' collective action
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directly, and indirectly through increased

bureaucratization. The greater the impact of workers'

collective action, the greater the increase of white

collar workers who serve the direct and indirect functions

of controlling and monitoring the labor process.

Increases in these occnpational groups have positive

consequences for intensified workers' strugqles.

Harx's processual model of class conflict provides V

the most consistent explanation of the research findinqs

in this study. The Weberian and Structural Harxist

perspectives do not adequately explain the relationships

between the capitalization of technology and changes in

the distribution of wage labor with regard to

professionals, manaqers, and clerical workers in

manufacturinq industries. Similarly, the neqlect of

collective action (Weberians) and/or the treatment of

workers' struggles as a universal concept (Structural

Marxists) confounds any systematic interpretation of the

findinqs. workers• collective action is a variable and

its inpact partially determines the direction and

maguitude of changes in the labor process and the

distribution of wage labor. The direction and magnitude

of these changes, in turn, partiallv determine the

direction and nagnitude of continuing worker dissent.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

Three inportant conclusions stand out fron this

study. First, the Heberians and Structural uarxists have

failed alnost completely to explain the qrowth of white

collar workers in nanufacturinq industries in the U.S.

between 1950 and 1980. This failure is especially acute

qiven the presence of technoloqical qrowth and increases

in bureaucratic structure, the hypothesized deterninants

for the expansion of white collar workers. The second

inportant findinq of this study is the role of collective

action in shapinq the development of the labor process and

the distribution of waqe labor in nanufacturinq industries

in the post war era. The Heberians have ignored

collective action altoqether whereas the Structural

Harxists have treated it as a universal response to

chanqes in the labor process. The class conflict nodel

presented in Chapter I stressed collective action as a

specification factor for explaininq chanqes in the labor

process and chanqes in waqe labor which then feed back on

collective action. Finally, the historical nature of the

model has illuminated sone inportant nethodological

deficiencies with traditional analyses of social

173
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phenonena. The analysis was repeated for three specific

tine periods and once for the overall 1950 to 1980 tine

period. The findinqs for the 1960 to 1970 time period

suqqest special attention be given to the historical

variance of the relationships.

Linitations of the Conventional Theses

The Weberians and Structural Harxists arqued that

capitalization, concentration, and bureaucratization would

increase, and as a result, the ranks of white collar

workers would increase while the ranks of blue collar

Groups would decrease. The findinqs in this study

indicated the qeneral tendency was for increased

capitalization to decrease the ranks of all qroups but

laborers. Sinilarly, increased concentration decreased

the ranks of all occupational Groups. Horeover, the

general tendency was for concentration to decline in host

nanufacturinq industries between 1950 and 1980. Thus, not

only do the Weberians and Structural Harxists fail to

describe the relationships between increased concentration

and changes in the ranks of white collar workers, but they

have also failed to anticipate the qeneral trend of the

concentration of capital. Increased bureaucratization

increased the ranks of all occupational groups but

laborers. This was the only findinq that supported the
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Weberian and Structural uarxist argunents concerning the

effects of changes in the labor process on changes in the

distribution of wage labor. These findings also suggest

that increased bureaucratization increases the ranks of

craftsnen and operatives which contradicts the two

perspectives. The interaction effects of increased

capitalization and bureaucratization on changes in wage

labor were also tested. These findings showed increased

bureaucratization in industries that do not invest heavily

in technology tends to increase the ranks of all

occupational groups. In industries with large capital

investnents in technology, increased bureaucratization

tends to increase only the ranks of sales workers and

decreases the ranks of mauagers, craftsnen, operatives,

and laborers. These findings do not support the notion

that large capital outlays in technology expand the non·

productive component of nanufacturing industries which

includes white collar workers.

The fact that professionals, nanagers, and clerical

workers have becone a larger proportion of the industrial

work force in nany nannfacturing industries cannot he

denied in the post war era. But the ranks of these three

occupational groups do not nerely expand in a continuous

linear process. The ranks of professionals have been

increasing at a decreasing rate since 1950. The
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percentaqe chanqe in this qroup declined fron 91% between

1950 and 1960 to 38% between 1960 and 1970 to 34% between

1970 and 1980. The ranks of nanaqers have been increasinq

in a curvilinear nanner between 1950 and 1980. The

percentaqe chanqe in this qroup declined fron 30% between

1950 and 1960 to 11% between 1960 and 1970, and then

increased to 70% between 1970 and 1980. The ranks of

clerical workers have also been increasino at a decreasinq

rate since 1950. The percentaqe chanqe in the ranks of

clerical workers declined fron 38% between 1950 and 1960

to 10% between 1960 and 1970, and then rose sliqhtly to

16% between 1970 and 1980. Thus, we nust beqin to look

for particular factors that are slowinq down these

expansionary tendencies while sinultaneously isolatinq the

factors that help to explain the ebb and flow of increases

in their ranks.

The findinqs of this study suqqest that the influence

of technoloqical qrowth has declined as an important

factor for explaininq increases in the ranks of

professionals, nanaqers, and clerical workers since 1950.

Advanced production technoloqies, especially conputers,

contain many of the control and nonitorinq functions that

were once acconplished by manaqers, professionals, and

clerical workers in the production process. Control over

the production process, then, nav be increasinqly
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localized in technology at the point of production in

industries where the capital outlays in new technologies

are larqest. This explanation would account for the

findinqs of this study which indicate that the expansion

of white collar workers in nanufacturina industries occurs

prinarily where capital outlav in new technology is

relativelv snall, a contradiction of the Weberian and

Structural uarxist arqunents.

Technological developments since World War II are

alterinq the distribution of wage labor in nanufacturinq

industries. But the historical trends described by

Weberians and Structural Harxists nay have reached their

limits with the advent of new and nore sophisticated

”third wave” production technologies. The shift to a

white collar labor force at the expense of blue collar

workers is apparently reachinq its limits too. The ranks

of white collar workers and most blue collar workers have

been reduced by technoloqical growth in manufacturinq

industries since World War Il. With the exception of

laborers, however, blue collar workers are still bearinq

the brunt of technoloqical expansion.

The literature concerning the effects that advanced

production technologies, especially conputer technology,

will have on the distribution of wage labor and the

orqanizational structure of industrial firns is larqely
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contradictory. Serious systenatic analvses of the effects

of technoloqical chanqe on the ranks of wage labor and

orqanizational structure have vet to be acconplished.

Such classic works as Woodward (1965) and wore recent

efforts by Blau et al. (1976) do not analyze industrial

firns as their technoloqies chanqe. Ratber, they focus on

the types of technoloqy employed at a qiven noment by a

variety of firns and the consequences of these

technoloqies for the orqanizational structures and the

ranks of waqe labor. In short, the traditional Ueberian

studies are static analvses with the inplicit assunption

that when technoloqical chanqe does occur it is toward

continuous process technoloqy. The orqanizational

structure and distribution of waqe labor in industrial

firns evolve toward employment of continuous process

technoloqies and professional white collar labor. There

is little in the way of analysis that would account for

these relationships. For example, an industrial firn

introduces the most sophisticated production technoloqy

available which creates the potential to eliniuate

internediary levels of supervision and control. But

workers within this particular firn are extrenely nilitant

and continuously disrupt production on the shop floor and

collectively confront wanaqement at the plant level.

uanaqement within this firn nay choose to uaintain a
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conplex administrative structure because it provides an

additional measure of control over workers, when in fact

the technology nay not require this elaborate bureaucratic

structure. Whereas Walker (1968) suqqests that the new

scientific-technical revolution will lead to the denise of

bureaucracy as an orqanizational forn, the nilitancy of

workers and the inpact of their collective acts may

continue to reproduce the bureaucratic organization of

production.

Another central focus of the Weberian thesis for

explaininq the expansion of white collar workers is the

shift to a service society. But there is no reason to

assune that advanced technologies, especially infornation

technology, will not begin to reverse these tendencies in

service industries. Por exanple, Rachleff (198l) and

Harrinq (198ß) have shown that advanced conputer and

autonated technologies are replacinq clerks and police

officers in the public sector. Harrinq argnes that the

public service sector has laqqed behind private industry

in technoloqical development ·— but much police work has

to do with information·qatherinq, surveillance, and

connunications functions that are particularly prone to

autonation with new sophisticated production technologies.

Levison (1980) arques that service industries will take

advantage of new technologies and this will result in
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lower labor costs. Mann and Willians (1960) argue that

g computer technology in offices results in a narked

reduction in both the clerical and supervisory work force.

Many service industries are characteristic of large

offices (Enployment Conaissions, Financial Services,

Business Services) and there is no reason to assune that

these industries will not take advantage of conputer

technology to lower labor costs.

Thus, the expansion of service industries in the

future —· and any hypothesized expansion is highly

problenatic (0'Conner, 1973; Singelnan and Browning, 1980)

—· nay create only a snall percentage increase of skilled

iobs while creating a much larger percentage of low-

skilled, nenial, and boring 1obs acconpanied by low wages

(Lucy, 1980).2* Technological growth in service industries

nay also be contingent on the nilitancy of workers within

these industries. Rachleff (198ß: 1ß3), for exanple,

argues that postal nanagenent turned to wholesale

reorganization, replacing huaan labor by machines, and the

regiuentation of renaining labor processes through

nachines, in the face of growing denands and nilitancy on

the part of postal workers in the late 1960*s and early

2*Lucy argues that two—thirds of all 1obs created since
1950 are low payinq 1obs which reguire minimal skills with
very little decision making. Lucy further argues that the
blue collar iobs that are being eliminated in the
nanufacturing sector are good iobs.
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1970's. Thus, postal managenent expanded technical

control over the labor process because of the impact of

collective action by postal workers. Service industries,

then, may not be exeupt frou class analysis and class

conflict nay provide the key to understanding labor ~

process developuent in these industries.

The findings of this study also indicated that

increasing concentration of capital within an industry

tends to decrease the ranks of all occupational groups.

Previous discussion suggested that in those industries

where the concentration of capital increased, coupetitiors

were being eliminated. This may indicate that the top

four firus are dedicating more capital resources while

enforcing stringent wanpower econonies to reuain

competitive and gain advantages in the industry. Edwards

(198ü), for exanple, argues that capitalists are pushed by

competition to seek new ways to reduce labor costs at the

sane tiue that the concentration of capital provides then

with the resources to conduct this search. Thus,

Structural uarxists nay be more attuned than Weberians to

the competition denands of capital accuuulation and to the

difficulties of explaining changes in wage labor. Iet,

like the Weberians, they have tvpically assuned that

increased concentration corresponds to an increase in the

size and scale of operating firus within an industry. The
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increased size of the firn qenerates a need for

departmental specialization and corresponds to an increase

in administrative functions and white collar occupational

qrowth.

But contrary to the expected increase in the

concentration of capital as foruulated bv Heberians and

Structural Harxists, the qeneral tendency in the post rar

era was for concentration to decline. uoreover, this

decline created expansionarv tendencies for all qroups of

waqe labor. The question inmediately becones why have the

top four firns in any particular industry decided to

reduce the dedication of capital and personnel resources

to production and, if the previous discussion concerninq

this phenomena is correct, invest resources for production

in different product lines, different industries, and

different qeoqraphical areas. Such a question innediately

leads back to an analysis of the structural factors that

influence capital to deinvest in their prinary industries,

while investinq in another industry. In short, what is

the field of social relations within which chanqes in the

labor process and waqe labor occur and what factors can

account for these chanqes?

The findinqs of this study suqqest that technoloqical

developnent and increasinq concentration of capital do not

favor qrowth in almost all occupational cateqories. This
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nay indicate that capitalists are attenptinq to decrease

their dependency on skilled labor, and this includes white

collar skilled labor, by developing completely autonated

and self—controlled technologies to lower unit labor costs

in production related activities. Similarly, the ability

of firns to increase their market power nay be dependent

on increasing the productivitv of labor while

simultaneously lowering labor costs by eliminating high-

priced skilled labor. United States manufacturing

capital, in order to compete in the international narket,

nay be undergoing radical changes in the organization of

work- Elaborate adninistrative hierarchies of control nay

be extrenely costly to naintain and capital nay be

searching for alternative structures of control that

reduce capital's dependency on white collar, as well as

blue collar, skilled labor-

It is prinarily in the arena of searching for factors

that help to explain transfornations in the labor process

and changes in the distribution of wage labor that I find

the Heberian thesis, as well as the Structural uarxist

thesis, particularly linited. The Weberian thesis assunes

changes in the nethods and organization of production in

the process of industrialization follow a path of linear

developnent, quided by the nandates of efficiency and

ratioualization. These nandates are treated as
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historicallv invariant within the Weberian framework and

are supposed to remain undisturbed bv the cbnscious

historical intervention of human actors. Efficiency and

rationalization are portrayed as mechanical forces that

drive social transformations. Structural Harxists

aeanwhile portrav the developaent of the labor process in

auch the saae aanner as Weberians, but this developaent is
A

quided by the loqic of capital accuaulation and the

imperatives of appropriatinq surplus labor (Edwards,

1984). Coapetition demands force capital to nechanize the

production process and create aulti•leve1 adainistrative

hierarchies to exercise aore control over workers and the

labor process. The struggle between labor and capital is

typically not viewed as a creative factor in this process.

In fact, Structural uarxists, at times, leave the

iapression that organized labor activity is unimportant

for changes in the labor process and in the distribution

of wage labor.

The Inportance of Collective Action

The class conflict aodel suggests that workers, via

their collective acts, create changes in the labor process

and the distribution of waqe labor. These changes

eventually feed back on workers through additional changes

in the labor process and the distribution of waqe labor.
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Thus, sorkers, via their collective acts, ”uake their own

history but they do not make it as they please, they do

not nake it under circunstances chosen by themselves, but

under circumstances directly found, qiven, and transnitted

from the past" (Marx, 1972: M5?).

Several inportant findinqs enerqed in the analysis

that hiqhliqht the inportance of includinq collective

action as an explanatory variable for labor process

developnent and the chanqinq distribution of uaqe labor in

U.S. nanufacturinq industries. First, the impact of

collective action partiallv deternines the extent to which

capital expands technical and bureaucratic control over

the labor process. In the process of struqqlinq for

outcomes that benefit then, workers have contributed

directly to further mechanization and to the

bureaucratization of the labor process. Moreover, these

processes tend to eliuinate workers (except sales workers)

in industries where there are larqe investnents for

technoloqical expansion. Second, the inpact of collective

· action directly and indirectly throuqh increased

bureaucratic control appears to be the primary factor for

explaininq increases in the ranks of professionals,

nanaqers, and clerical workers in nanufacturinq industries

-— not the rationalization—efficiency and technoqenic

arquments advanced by Heberians. Pinallv, workers, via
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the inpact of their collective acts, create a tendency for

capital in the four larqest firms within any particular

industry to reduce the amount of capital and personnel

resources dedicated to production. Capital, in an attenpt

to free itself fron the nilitancy of hiqhly orqanized

workers, nay be turninq to conflict free environnents

(Bluestone and Harrison, 1982), and such noves tend to

dininish the power of orqanized workers. Horkers, then,

are partially responsible for creatinq the very ills they

so frequently struqqle to overcone, in particular job

security.

Edwards (198¤: 1¤1) suqqests that the distinctive

systems of control in the labor process determine the

nature of workers' resistance. In sinple control, uorkers

struqqle aqainst the effects of the boss's personal

despotisn while in technical control workers resist the

technically inposed production pace and struqqle for the

expansion and enforcenent of collectively bargained

riqhts. Bureaucratic control leads workers to press for

workplace democracy. Thus, accordinq to Edwards (198ß:

1¤1), *the needs and demands of workers turn out to be

quite different because the nanner of workers'

exploitation also diffe:5,«¤0 Horkers nay use new

¤¤I have not been able to locate any historical
documentation that suqqests workers have ever struqqled
for workplace denocracy in nanufacturinq industries in the
post war era. However, workers in nany of the hiqhly .
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repertoires of collective action in response to the

different forms of control and seek different ob1ectives

dependinq on the intensification strateqy used by

nanaqement. Iorkers struqqled to win a Quranteed annual

waqe to offset the effects of autonation. In sone

industries, such as steel, workers have actually demanded

sone deqree of control over technoloqical inplenentation.

In the late 1950's and 1960's, workers struqqled to

control work rules and 10b classification systens. By

controllinq these, workers could exhibit some control over

the deskillinq tendencies of mechanization, and possihly

exert sone control over technolocical development.

Beqinninq in the 1960's, and continuinq to the present,

workers have tried to establish the principle of 1ob

security in many industries in the wake of autonation and

redundancy. In a sense, these outcones were not

predetermined by structural inperatives of the capitalist

accunulation process, but were produced in the course of

class conflict itself (Hindess, 1982).

The findinqs of this study suqqest that the onission

of collective action for explaininq chanqes in the labor

process and waqe labor results in a serious theoretical

and enpirical hiatus. A class conflict nodel provides a

orqanized mass production have viewed control over work
rules, iob classifications, and in some instances control
over technoloqical development as collectively barqained
riqhts that they will enqae in strikes over to enforce.
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better interpretation of the findinqs and contributes to a

qreater understandina of the dialectical interaction

between structure and action in the process of capitalist

development.

Historical Generalization or Aberration?

The deviant 1960 to 1970 time period indicated

findinqs that were not similar to those found in other

time periods. At this time, increased bureaucratization

decreases the ranks of professionals and nanaqers, but in

other time periods bureaucratization favored growth in

their ranks. Increased capitalization decreased the ranks

of onlv craftsmen and clerical workers while in other tine

periods the tendencv was for capitalization to decrease

the ranks of all occupational qroups but laborers.

Increased concentration increased the ranks of many

occupational qroups in this time period while in other

time periods the tendency was for increased concentration

to decrease the ranks of most occupational qroups.

Inportantlv, if the analvsis had only been done for this

tine period, particular conclusions would have been

reached which are not conpatible with other tiue periods.

He would have coucluded that concentration is iucreasinq

in most industries and bureaucratization was declininq as

a qeneral tendency in manufacturinq industries.
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Generalizinq these conclusions across historical space and

tiue would have presented the historical aberration as

evidence to support, or not support, hvpotheses.

The 1960 to 1970 time period represents a good

illustration of historical variation because there were

many events occnrring that distinguished it frou other

tiue periods. There were two wars occurrinq

siuultaneously ·— Vietnau and the Ear ou Poverty -· that

were creating iobs and relievinq the nnemployuent roles.

This was also a period of general prosperity in Auerican

society. The United States was the nuuber one producer in

the world, industries were expandinq, and the future

looked briqht. By 1972, these iuaqes had been suashed by

a world wide recession, rising inflation, and rapidly

rising unenplovment. Thus, in the earlier part of the

1960's, capital accuuulation was rolling at full speed and

workers were reapinq the benefits of high profits through

wage increases. Iorkers beqan to uake deuands for greater

control over the labor process and demanded more

ueaninqful work. This uay have been occurrinq because of

the nuuerous social novements in society at this tiue,

because the new generation of workers were younger

(Aronowitz, 1973), or because workers viewed the general

prosperity of society as a conducive tiue to advance new

dewands. These are eupirical questions that renain to be
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answered. Similarlv, capital nav not have been as

uotivated to transforn the technical neans of production

because the future of accumulation looked briqht at this

tine. Thus, the socio-historical context of the 1960's

mav have been the mediatinq factor that contributed to

deviations in the findinqs for the 1960 to 1970 tine

period.

Conparisons of the findinqs bv hvpotheses across the

three specific time periods and in comparison to the

overall time period indicated both svstematic reqularities

and historical deviations in the findinqs. The Weberian

and Structural uarxist perspectives have identified

important chanqes in the nethods and orqanization of

production for explaininq chanqes in the distribution of

waqe labor. These chanqes, accordinq to the findinqs of

this studv, do not follow the hvpothesized directions

conceruinq the expansionarv tendencies of white collar

workers. Both perspectives also suqqested that

technoloqical qrowth, the concentration of capital, and

bureaucratization of production develop in a more or less

linear process. These assunptions appear to be accurate

onlv- when lookinq at extended periods of time. Por

example, the qeneral tendencv between 1950 and 1980 was

for the concentration of capital to decline in

manufacturinq industries. But in the 1960 to 1970 tine
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period concentration increased in most industries and the

increases favored growth in most occupational groups, just

as the two perspectives hypothesized. Similarly, although

the general tendencv was for the bureaucratization of

production to increase in almost all industries, the

findings for the 1960 to 1970 tine period indicated the

bureaucratization of production actually declined in many

industries in this time period. Technological growth

appears to expand in all industries, however there is an

ebb and flow to this process in many industries. That is,

an industry may invest heavilv in technology in one tiue

period, then reduce capital investment in technology in

the next time period, followed bv another period of heavy

capital investment in technology. These deviant findings

suggest that we pay closer attention to the ebb and flow

of labor process developnent, rather than looking at large

periods of tine searching for general trends.

This conclusion suqqests that social researchers

systematicallv analvze social phenonena at three or more

points in tine. The researcher could then search for and

report general tendencies among the findings, but

deviations also should be reported and possible

explanations advanced for them. Social Science iournals

should also make this a criteria for publication, or we

will continue to fill our 1ournals with conclusions based
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on historical aberrations rather than historical

qeneralizations.

Limitatious of the Study

The purpose of this study was to exanine the

viability of the Weberian and Strutural uarxist

explanations of chanqes in the distribution of waqe labor

by analyzinq U.S. manufacturinq industries between 1950

and 1980. Horeover, the study introduced collective

action as an alternative causal variable for explaininq

chanqes in the labor process and the distribution of waqe

labor and found it to be an inportant factor for
I

explaininq labor process development and subsequent

chanqes in waqe labor. As a result, the study shows that

many of the assumptions commonly held by Weberians and

Structural Harxists for explaininq chanqes in waqe labor

are inappropriate in the post World War II era. It would

be premature, however, to conclude that this study has

extensively examined all the important deterninants of

labor process development and the distribution of waqe

labor. This study is beset with its own apparent

limitations which I wish to discuss. In so doinq,

directions for future research on labor process

development and chanqes in waqe labor will be mentioned.
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The first apparent linitation is the exclusion of

other factors that could possiblv contribute to explaininq

changes in the labor process and wage labor. Foremost

among these factors nay be the degree of competition

within nanufacturinq industries. Marx explicitly argues

that economic competition forces capitalists to intensify

the labor process, thereby reducing labor costs, while

simultaneously increasinq production to remain

conpetitive. Thus, the degree of competition within

manufacturing industries may be an important determinant

of labor process development.

The measure of capitalization focuses on capital

investment in technology with the assumption that these

technologies are bought and implemented in the labor

process. Once inplenented, technological growth creates

certain tendencies for changes in the distribution of wage

labor such as decreasinq the ranks of professionals. But

technoloqical research and development within

manufacturinq industries may tend to increase the ranks of

professionals in research and developnent departments,

while the implementation of these technologies are

decreasinq the ranks of professionals in production

related activities. For example, a primary feature of

modern capitalism is the complexity of products. To

remain competitive, capitalist firns have to offer
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something in their product that is unique and creates

consumer demand. Many professional workers in

uanufacturinq industries may be involved in what I will

call the "creation of complexity." These workers design

and create complex features for existing products and

design new products that are more couple: than those of

competitors. Thus, white collar growth in nanufacturing

industries nav be the result of marketing and distribution

factors rather than production related activities. Future

analyses could focus on changes in the auount of capital

invested for research and development, as opposed to the

I

capital invested for technology, to explain changes in the

distribution of wage labor.

The second maior limitation of the study centers on

the alignment of variables and the ueasureuent points

utilized in the study. This study focused primarily on

the independent effects that changes in capitalization,

concentration, and bureaucratization have for changes in

the distribution of wage labor. The Structural uarxist

and weberian arquments do not address these factors

coupletely independent of one another. These variables

are frequentlv interactinq with one another and to isolate

independent effects may not do 1ustice to the theoretical

perspectives. Both arquments posit the interaction of

technoloqical qrowth and the changing orqanizational
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structure of the firm for explaining increases in the

ranks of white collar workers and decreases in the ranks

of blue collar workers. This interaction effect was

tested and found wantinq concerning white collar workers.

But the theoretical perspectives advanced in Chapter I are

far too complex to systenaticallv analyze all the possible

permutations among relevant variables with only twenty

cases. An ideal situation would be to generate the sane

data for all Four Digit manufacturing indnstries so that

all possible interaction effects could be tested.

Likewise, the neasurenent points utilized in the

analysis and the restriction of analyzing specific tine

periods may produce misleadinq findings. In order to

analyze the data, tine periods were forced on the data

that conformed to the measureaent points for changes in

the seven occupational groups. That is, the 1950 to 1960,

1960 to 1970, 1970 to 1980, and 1950 to 1980 tine periods

were imposed on partially complementary data gathered fron

the gggsgs gf gggufgggggg§.¤! Thus, the data analysis

3*The data were not conpletelv non-complenentary but
restricted. The data for changes in the three labor
process variables were gathered at intervals within the
specific ten year tine periods for occupational change.
That is, changes in the labor process between 1950 and
1958 corresponded to the 1950 to 1960 time period, changes
between 1963 and 1967 corresponded to the 1970 to 1980
time period, changes between 1972 and 1977 corresponded to
the 1970 to 1980 time period, and changes between 195ß and
1977 corresponded to the 1950 to 1980 tine period. This
does not iaply that the findings are invalid, only that
two possible measurement points were omitted.
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tends to overlook chanqes in the three labor process

variables that occurred between 1958 and 1963 and between

1967 and 1972. The overall 1950 to 1980 time period looks

at the overall chanqes but cannot address the ebb and flow

of labor process development across all measurement

points. Thus, chanqes in the three labor process

variables between 1958 and 1963 and between 1967 and 1972

may affect chanqes in the distribution of wage labor

differently.

And the restriction of the analysis to the three

specific neasurement points tends to overlook any possible

laq effects amonq the variables for explaininq chanqes in

waqe labor. For example, technoloqical qrowth may lead to

orqanizational chanqes at a future point in tine. New

sophisticated production technoloqies may be implemented

at one point in tine, but the consequences these

technoloqies have for chanqes in orqanizational structure

and waqe labor may not become evident until a later point

in time. Increased capitalization at time one may lead to

orqanizational chanqes at time two which then lead to

increases or decreases in the ranks of particular

occupational qroups. Thus, the three labor process

variables may interact with one another at different

points in tine for explaininq chanqes in the distribution

of waqe labor. There was sone evidence that this was, in
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fact, the case. Chanqes in capitalization between 1950

and 1960 had a substantial positive effect on chanqes in

bureraucratization in the followinq two tine periods.

This study does not address these possibilities. A

possible direction for future research, then, may b to

assess the effects of chanqes in the labor process with

one another across time and in relation to the changinq

distribution of waqe labor. This pay provide a better

understandinq of the development of the labor process

across time. Similarly, obtaininq this data at annual

intervals could provide for a more complete structural

analysis of the relationships between chanqes in the labor

process, the distribution of waqe labor, and collective

action across a protracted period of time while

siaultaneously testinq for laq effects.

The third maior limitation of the study concerns the

aqqreqate nature of the data. At the aqqregate level of

manufacturinq industries, the findinqs of this study

showed that the class conflict model can explain a fair

proportion of the variation in chanqes in the labor

process, distribution of waqe labor, and collective action

anonq the Two Diqit nanufacturinq industries. However,

would the nodel have nore predictive power if we were

lookinq at Three or Four Diqit manufacturinq industries2

Utilizinq data fron all the Three or Four Diqit industrial
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classifications of manufacturinq industries may enhance or

decrease the predictive power of the nodel. Hy intuitive

hunch is that these reported relationships would be nore

pronounced because of the trenendous variations in the

variables amonq industries at the Two Diqit level. That

is, the Variations amonq industries may decline as the

level of analysis declines and relationships nay become

nore pronounced. Shiftinq the level of analysis to lower

industrial classifications would also increase the number

of cases substantially. Thus, different aspects of the

theoretical persectives could he tested. For exanple,

Edwards (1979) distinquishes between conpetitive and

monopoloy industries which have different labor narket

characteristics. Within each of these labor markets,

particular control structures dominate and each rely on

different types of labor. These assuuptions could be

tested with nore cases in the analysis. Classifyinq

industries as either competitive or monopoly would allow

for a conparative testinq of the hvpotheses between the

two labor narkets.

A final linitation to the study concerns the

structural nature of the analysis. Collective action was

used as a quasi—structural variable in the analysis and

could only tell us about the aqqreqate impact of

collective action on chanqes in the labor process and waqe
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labor. Also, the analysis can only tell us that changes

in the labor process and wage labor either decrease or

increase collective action at the aqgreqate level of

manufacturinq industries. This coupletely leaves

untouched what the Tillys' (1981) refer to as the
“why"

questions in historical analysis. This study does not

address the notivational factors for workers and

capitalists in their collective acts, and/or the meanings

workers attribute to changes in the nethods and

organization of production that directly affect their

lives. Nuuerous exauples can be advanced for these why

questions. Why did the steel workers after a resounding

victory over vork rule changes in 1959 exchange this

control at a later tine for 1ob security? What were the

structural as well as the notivational factors that led to

this decision? Why do workers experiencing the same

structural changes in the labor process in one

manufacturing firm struggle vehenently aqainst these

changes while workers in another firm passively accept

then? Why are some industries prone to nilitancy uhile

others are not? These questions cannot be completely

answered bv structural analyses.
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Some Concludinq Thouqhts

This study was an attempt to shov that a class

conflict model, similar to that of Marx, contributes to

explaininq transformations in the labor process and the

chanqinq distribution of waqe labor in U.S. nanufacturing

industries between 1950 and 1980. The findinqs of the

study indicated that workers' collective action,

conceptualized as an independent variable, adds

siqnificantly to our understandinq of the process of

capitalist development. Workers in manufacturinq

industries, however, have not been able to stop or reverse

technoloqical expansion and continuinq redundancy throuqh

collective action. Bather, via the impact of their

collective acts, workers have accelerated this process.

Yet, the institutionalized collective barqaininq

structure and nana¤ements' riqht to control the production

process limits the repertoires of collective action that

workers have available to then. State policies facilitate

industrial fliqht and industrial diversification that

reduces the dependency of conalonerates on hiqhly

orqanized union labor (Bluestone and Harrison, 1982).

Horkers, in these primary industries, do not have a

repertoire of collective action available to then to raise

their collective struqqles to the political arena. As

Kessler (198Q) points out, Anerican workers do not use
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strikes as political tools to influence qovernnent

policies. If nanufacturinq workers hope to thwart the

effects of technoloqical expansion and redundancv,

providinq the trends exhibited between 1950 and 1980

continue, thev will have to develop a repertoire of

collective action that specificallv addresses the notion

of vorkplace democracy while sinultaneouslv employinq

strikes as political tools to influence qovernmental

policv.

Uorkers in the manufacturinq sector will have to

beqin to be conscious of the lonq—term consequences of

their collective acts and develop repertoires of

collective action that facilitate worker control over the

labor process ·- not capitalist control. This does not

inplv that workers should quit struqqlinq in order to

prevent further transformations of the labor process. The

impact of collective action is a deternininq factor for

explaininq chanqes in the labor process and subsequent

chanqes in the distribution of waqe labor ·· but it is not

the onlv one. Capital will still be under pressure to

reduce labor costs due to competition denands, and the

position of human labor in manufacturinq industries quite

possiblv will renain precarious.
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APPENDIX A

Rankinqs bv Industry for Chanqes in Capitalization

Industry CAP56 CAP67 CAP78 CAP58

Furniture 12 16 17 18
Electrical 19* 7 11 13
Transportation Equip. 20* 8 6 9
Textile 15 9 18 15
Prinary Metals 1 4 Q M
Apparel 16 18 20 20
Chemical 2 2 2 2
Food 9 13 5 7
Stone, Clay, Glass H 11 7 6
Fabricated Metals 17 12 12 1Q
Machinery 1H 6 9 11
Paper 8 3 3 3
Printinq 5 1ß 15 16
Rubber 13 5 1H 10
Instrunents 10 10 13 12
Misc. Manufacturinq 11 15 16 17
Tobacco 6 19 10 5
Petroleum, Coal 3 1 1 1
Leather 18 17 19 19
Lunber 7 20 8 8

* Indicates neqative chanqe
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APPENDIX B

Rankinqs by Industry for Chanqes in Bureaucratization

Industry BUR56 BUR67 BUR78 BUR58

Furniture 17 13* 16 19
Electrical 7 20* 13 5
Transportation Equip. 2 17* 19* 7
Textile 15 H 15 13
Primary Metals 8 1 1 10
Avparel 12 7 11 15
Chenical 11 10* 10 6
Food 13 19* 20* 20*
Stone, Clay, Glass 6 11* 18 8
Fabricated Metals H 1H* 17 1H
Machinerv 3 16* 6 3
Paper 16 6 7 9
Printinq 20 8 3 11
Rubber 1H 12* 1H 18
Instruments 5 3 H 1
Misc. Mauufacturinq 1 15* 5 16
Tobacco 18 5 2 2
Petroleuu, Coal 10 2 8 H
Leather 19 9 12 17
Lumber 9 18* 9 12

* Indicates neqative chanqe
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APPENDIX C

Rankinqs by Industry for Chanoes in Concentration

Industry COMS6 CON67 COM78 COM58

Furniture 4 2 1 14*
Electrical 8 12 18* 18*
Transportation Equip. 18* 3 6 9*
Textile 5 4 9* 1
Prinary Metals 19* 9 2 15*
Apparel 6 11 4 3
Chenical 3 19* 15* 12*
Food 13* 15 10* 8
Stone, Clay, Glass 16* 10 19* 17*
Fahricated Metals 17* 16 8* 10*
Machinerv 9 5 17* 16*
Paper 20* 18* 11* 19*
Printinq 10 14 3 5
Rubber 2 1 13* 20*
Instruments 1 13 20* 11*
Misc. Manufacturinq 15* 17 S 4
Tobacco 11 20* 14* 7
Petroleun, Coal 12 6 16* 6
Leather 14* 8 7 2
Lumber 7 7 12* 13*

* Indicates neqative chanqe
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APPENDIX D

Rankinqs by Industry for Chanqes in Professionals

Industry PROF56 PROF67 PROF78 PROF58

Furniture 14 14 14 15
Electrical 1 1 2 2
Transportation Equip. 2 3 5 3
Textile 18 8 20* 16
Primary Metals 8 12 10 8
Apparel 15 13 12 13
Chenical 5 4 3 4
Food 12 7 7 9
Stone, Clay, Glass 11 6 19* 12
Fabricated Metals 3 20* 8 7
Machinery 4 2 1 1
Paper 9 10 9 10
Printinq 7 5 4 5
Rubber 10 11 11 11
Instruments 6 15 6 6
Misc- Manufacturinq 20* 9 16 14
Tobacco 17 19 15 19
Petroleum, Coal 13 17 18 18
Leather 19* 18 17 20
Lumber 16 16 13 17

* Indicates neqative chanqe
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APPENDIX E

Rankinqs by Industry for Chanqes in Manaqers

Industry MAN56 MAN67 MAN78 MAR58

Furniture 13 11 17 14
Electrical 1 1 3 2
Transportation Equip. 5 3 7 5
Textile 18* 12 18 17
Primary Metals 12 10 15 12
Apparel 17* 18* 14 15
Chemical 6 5 4 4
Food 2 20* 5 9
Stone, Clay, Glass 8 15* 9 10
Fahricated Metals 3 14* 6 6
Machinery 4 2 1 1
Paper 11 8 13 11
Printinq 7 7 2 3
Rubber 9 6 8 8
Instruments 10 4 12 7
Misc. Manufacturiuq 19* 9 11 13
Tobacco 15 13* 20 19
Petroleum, Coal 16* 17* 16 16
Leather 14 16* 19 20*
Lumber 20* 19* 10 18*

* Indicates neqative chanqe
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APPEMDIX P

Raukinqs by Industry for Chanqes in Clerical iorkers

Industry CLER56 CLER67 CLER78 CLER58

Furniture 14 11 10 12
Electrical 1 3 2 2
Transportation Equip. 2 5 20* 7
Textile 20* 8 19* 18*
Primary Metals 11 12 18* 15
Apparel 12 10 8 8
Chemical 6 4 6 4
Food 8 20* 7 11
Stone, Clay, Glass 9 14 11 13
Fabricated Metals 3 19* 4 5
Machinery 5 2 1 1
Paper 13 7 12 10
Printinq 4 1 3 3
Rubber 10 6 13 9
Instruments 7 13 5 6
Misc. Manufacturinq 19* 9 15* 14
Tobacco 17 15 14* 17
Petroleum, Coal 15 18* 16* 20*
Leather 16 17* 17* 19*
Lumber 18* 16* 9 16

* Indicates neqative chanqe
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APPENDIX G

Rankinqs by Industry for Chanqes in Sales Workers

Industry SALE56 SALE67 SALE78 SALE58

Furniture 11 9 11* 11
Electrical 0 3 6 0
Transportation Equip. 15 2 10* 9
Textile 19* 11* 12* 16*
Priuary Metals 9 10* 17* 15*
Apbarel 5 17* 18* 10
Chemical 3 6 7 3
Food 2 19* 20* 20*
Stone, Clay, Glass 6 12* 0 6
Fabricated Metals 7 16* 15* 10
Machinery 13 1 2 2
Paper 8 7 16* 8
Printinq 1 20* 1 1
Rubber 10 8 5 7
Instrunents 12 5 3 5
Misc. Manufacturinq 20* 0 19* 19*
Tobacco 10 15* 10 13
Petroleum, Coal 17 18* 8 17*
Leather 18* 13* 13* 18*
Lunber 16 10* 9 12

* Indicates neqative chanqe
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APPENDIX H

Rankinqs by Industry for Chanqes in Craftsnen

xnaustrv CRAFT56 CRAFT67 CRAPT78 CRAFT58

Furniture 13 5 16* 12
Electrical 2 4 5 3
Transportation Equip. 1 1 15* 2
Textile 20* 9 20* 20*
Primary Metals 10 15 17* 14
Apparel 18* 3 19* 15
Chenical 5 13 3 5
Food 4 20* 2 10
Stone, Clay, Glass 11 11 11 11
Fabricated Metals 3 16 4 4
Machinery 6 6 1 1
Paper 7 8 10 8
Printinq 8 2 7 6
Rubber 12 7 8 7
Instrunents 9 18* 6 9
Misc. Manufacturinq 19* 12 14 16
Tobacco 14 17* 13 18
Petroleun, Coal 15 19* 12 19*
Leather 17 10 18* 17
Lunber 16 14 9 13

* Indicates neqative chanqe
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APPENDIX I

Rankinqs by Industry for Chanqes in Operatives

Industry 0PER56 0PER67 0PER78 OPERSB

Furniture 13 10 6 10
Electrical 1 1 2 1
Transportation Equip. 5 3 18* 6
Textile 20* 17* 20* 20*
Primary Metals 12 6 17* 1u
Apparel 9 0 19* 11
Chenical 6 13 8 7
Food 2 20* 1 U
Stone, Clay, Glass 8 1ß* 13 13
Fabricated Metals 3 9 4 3
Machinery H 2 3 2
Paper 11 8 12 12
Printinq 1M 7 5 9
Rubber 7 5 7 5
Instrunents 10 12 9 8
Misc. Manufacturinq 18* 11 11 15
Tobacco 16* 15* 16* 17*
Petroleum, Coal 15* 16* 1ß 16*
Leather 17* 19* 15* 19*
Lumber 19* 18* 10 18*

* Indicates neqative chanqe
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APPENDIX J

Rankinqs by Industry for Chanqes in Laborers

Industry LAB56 LAB67 LAB78 LAB58

Furniture 9* 10* 9 8
Electrical 1 2 5 1
Transportation Equip. 15* Q 19* 15*
Textile 18* 8 17* 17*
Primary Metals 19* 19* 20* 19*
Apparel 6* 1 6 2
Chemical 17* 16* 3 12*
Food 13* 18* 1 M
Stone, Clay, Glass 10* 17* 18* 18*
Fabricated Metals 3 1ß* 8 9
Machinery 1ü* 9 B 6
Paper 12* 13* 13 10*
Printinq 0 3 7 3
Rubber 2 5 10 5
Instrunents 5 7 12 7
Misc. Manufacturinq 11* 6 16* 11*
Tobacco 7* 11* 11 10
Petroleun, Coal 16* 15* 1ß 16*
Leather 8* 12* 15* 13*
Luuber 20* 20* 2 20*

*
Indicates neqative chanqe
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APPENDIX K

Rankinqs bv Industry for Strike Volume

Industry VOLS1 VOLS2 VOLS3 VOLS0 VOLSS VOLS6

Furniture 12 10 12 12 11 13
Electrical 8 8 5 10 9 8
Transportation Equip. 3 5 1 3 5 2
Textile 10 17 19 19 12 19
Primary Metals 1 1 2 5 1 0
Apparel 20 19 20 20 20 20
Chenical 13 11 9 9 10 10
Food 9 15 10 11 13 12
Stone, Clay, Glass 11 6 7 8 8 7
Fabricated Metals 7 7 6 7 7 6
Machiuery 5 0 0 0 0 5
Paper 10 10 10 6 15 9
Printinq 19 13 13 18 18 15
Rubber 2 2 3 2 2 3
Iustrunents 15 9 15 16 10 17
Misc. Manufacturinq 17 18 16 13 17 10
Tobacco 18 20 11 10 19 11
Petroleum, Coal 0 3 8 1 3 1
Leather 16 16 18 17 16 18
Luuber 6 12 17 15 6 16

Vols1 = Annual averaqes from 1907 to 1950
Vols2 = Annual averaqes from 1955 to 1963
Vols3 = Annual averaqes from 1960 to 1972
Vols0 = Annual averaqes from 1973 to 1980
Vols5 = Annual averaqes from 1907 to 1963 (Full Model)
Vols6 = Annual averaqes from 1960 to 1980 (Full Model)
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APPENDIX L

Rankincs by Industry for Chance in Strike Volnne

Industry CVOLST56 CVOLST67 CVOLST78 CVOLST58

Furniture 7* 13* 11* 13*
Electrical 5 5 18* 6
Transportation Ecuip. 18* 1 20* 3
Textile 17* 16* 8 18*
Prinary Metals 1 20* 19* 20*
Apparel 6 14 6 11
Chenical 8* 4 12* 5
Food 15* 8 3 12
Stone, Clav, Glass 2 12 14* 7
Fabricated Metals 9* 7 16* 10
Machinery 16* 6 13* 15*
Paper 12* 3 2 2
Printinc 3 10 15* 9
Rubber 19* 11 5 14*
Instrunents 4 19* 10* 17*
Misc. Manufacturinc 10* 9 7 8
Tobacco 13* 2 17* 4
Petroleun, Coal 14* 17* 1 1
Leather 11* 15* 8 16*
Lunber 20* 18* 4 19*

* Indicates necative chance
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(ABSTRACT)

This study attempted to address the relative merits

of the Heberian and Structural Marxist perspectives for

explainiuq chanqes in the distribution of waqe labor. The

findinqs of the study suqqested that many of the conmon

assumptions held by Heberians and Structural Marxists

concerninq the effects of technoloqical qrowth, increasinq

bureaucratization of production, increasinq concentration

of capital, and qrowth in the ranks of white collar

workers are not supported with data on manufacturinq

iudustries in the post war era. Moreover, this study

introduced collective action as an important determinant

for explaininq chanqes in the labor process and in the

distribution of waqe labor. The findinqs indicate that

workers collective action enhances our understandinq of

labor process development and chanqes in waqe labor. And,

the findinqs suqqest that the struqqle between workers and

capitalists is vital to understandinq the process of

capitalist development since Horld Har II, contrary to the

popularly held beliefs of many post—industrial theorists.




